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m u l t i v a r i a t e  m o m e n t s
A N D  C O C H R A N  T H E O R E M S  
BY
TONGHUI (TONY) WANG 
A b s tra c t
This thesis is divided into two related parts:
(I) M o m e n ts . For a  multivariate elliptically contoured random  m atrix  Y  ~  
M E C n x p ip ,  E y , p ), formulae for finding the higher order moments of both  Y  
and its quadratic forms are obtained in term s of ft, E y  and  p ,  where E y  is 
not required to  have the form A  ® S . These results are so general th a t they 
are new even for the normal setting. Specific worked out examples on moments are 
given for both  norm al and certain non-normal settings such as m ultivariate uniform 
distributions, sym m etric multivariate Pearson Type VII distributions, generalized 
W ishart distributions, multivariate components of variance models and MANOVA 
models.
The proofs involve linear operators in inner product spaces, Kronecker products, 
multilinear differential forms and adjoint operators of the  linear functions.
(II) C o c h ra n  T h e o re m s . For a  family o f quadratic forms, { Q i(Y )  }f= 1 , of Y  
with Q i(Y ) =  Y ' W i Y  +  B \ Y + Y 'C i  + D i , W { symmetric and Y  ~  N nXp(fi, E y ), 
necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained under which
{ Qi{Y)  } is an  independent family of W ishart Wp(m{, E , Aj) random  matrices.
(*)
(ii)
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Such a  result is referred to as a  Cochran theorem. The Cochran theorems just men­
tioned are general in th a t the covariance m atrix  T y  need not take the form .A ST 
and need not be positive definite. Some of these results are extended further to the 
case where either (i) Wp( m;, S , Aj ) in (*) is replaced by
the distribution of the difference of two independent W ishart random m atrices Q\, 
and Qci w ith Qx; ~  Wp(mx;, T, Ax*) and Q~i ~  T. A2, ), or (ii) Y  is
m ultivariate elliptically contoured distributed.
The proofs involve linear operators in inner product spaces, Moore-Penrose in­
verses, projections, inclusion maps, spectra, invariant measures and conditional 
expectations.
(hi)
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C H A P T E R  O N E
IN T R O D U C T IO N
This thesis deals w ith m ultuvariatc moments and Cochran theorems: all results 
and applications arc of a  theoretical nature. In this thesis, all inner product spaces 
will be finite dimensional and over the real field 9J. Those who prefer the matrix 
approach may read inner product spaces as Euclidean spaces and treat linear op­
erators as matrices. Also in this thesis, we shall use E , V' to denote certain 7?-, 
p-dimensional inner product spaces over 9?. use £ ( V .E )  to denote the linear space 
of all linear maps of V  into E y use M„ x;> to denote the set of all ?i x p matrices over 
3? , use 3?" to denote jl/„ * i , use S e  (jVe) to denote the set of all self-adjoint, (lion- 
negative definite) T  €  C (E ,E ) ,  and use S„ (A^,,) to  denote the set. of all symmetric 
(nonncgativc definite) T  € M nXn.
1.1 . M o tiv a tio n  a n d  goals
Until 1990, standard  textbooks on m ultivariate analysis mainly concentrated on 
m ultivariate normal distributions, see, e.g., M uirhcad (19S1), Eaton (19S3) and An­
derson (19S4). This was due not only to the fact tha t the multivariate observations 
arc, often, approximately normally distributed because of the central limit theorem 
effect, bu t also to  the  fact th a t m ultivariate normal distributions and the corre­
sponding sampling distributions are mathematically tractable and “nice” results 
can be obtained. In reality, samples obtained by researchers are not always from 
norm al populations. So paying attention to samples from nonnormal populations is 
very im portant in m ultivariate analysis. In the past two decades, numerous papers 
and several books have been focused on a  class of nonnormal distributions, called the 
elliptically contoured distributions. Many properties of the elliptically contoured
1
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f!:st:il.minus arc similar to those of the multivariate normal distributions. This 
class of distributions contains bot.h multivariate normal distributions and certain 
nomiormn! distributions, such as multivariate t-dist.ributions. rnultivtiriate Cauchy 
distributions, multivariate Laplace distributions and multivariate uniform distribu­
tions. see, e.g.. Fang .and Anderson (1990). Fang. Kotz and Ng (1990) and Fang 
and Zhang (1990). The distributions discussed in this thesis are aiso referred to 
as multivariate elliptically contoured distributions [ or vcctor-clliptically contoured 
distributions, as in Fang and Zhang (1990)], and they form a subclass of the above 
"elliptically contoured distributions’".
Another m ajor assumption in the standard multivariate analysis is that, the 
covariance, Ey . of a normal random matrix Y ,  is cither of the form A  C E 
with positive definite A  and E , or of the form Aj  G E j with nonsingu­
lar Y lU i  ® ' soc‘ C‘S” -^ndcrson (19S4. 19S7), Rao and Klcffe (19SS) and
Mathew (19S9). To meet the requirements both in theory and in practice, the 
above restrictions on Ey will oc relaxed in this thesis.
As shown by its title, our goals In this thesis arc:
Part I: to generalize the existing results on moments from normal settings to 
multivariate elliptically contoured settings without any restriction on E y , and
Part II: to extend the existing Cochran theorems for normal as well as for
multivariate elliptically contoured settings.
Before further describing Part I and P art II in Section 1.3 and Section 1.4. we 
shall first introduce m ultivariate elliptically contoured d is trib u tio n s  in Section 1.2.
1.2. M u ltiv a r ia te  e llip tica lly  c o n to u re d  d is tr ib u tio n s
As a natural extension of multivariate normal distributions, we shall define m ul­
tivariate elliptically contoured (MEC) distributions:
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D efin itio n  1 .2 .1 . Let E.  V' be. respectively. n-. p-dimeusional inner jiroduc: 
spaces over 3t. p £ £ ( V .E )  arid o be a function offO .ee ) into r.!ic complex field C. 
Then a random operator}' in £ (V \E )  is said to he nntlti\~irite elliptically ronti>nreti 
distributed [ written as Y  ~  M E C„  *,,( p. E y , o )  ] i f  the characteristic function 
(c.f.), Y . o f  Y  is given by
Y ( T )  = ei<T' ,,)p ( v ) 1 u =  ( 7 \  E y ( T ) ) ,  T ^ £ ( V . E ) .  ( 1 . 2 . 1 )
where p is the mean o f  Y  . cEy =  Cov( Y  ) € £  (£(V, E). £{ V, £ ))  is the covari­
ance o f  Y ,  c is a constant to be given Theorem 2.2.3. and ( . ) is the trace inner 
product defined by (B , C) =  t r ( B ' C ) =  tr(  C 'B  ).
A special ease of the above definition w;ls given by Anderson and Fang ( l9S2a), 
where S y  is of the  form .4 0  E, or E y =  diag( E j , E;», • , E„ ). Note that, in
(1.2.1), if
o(u) =  e~u/2, u >  0, (1.2.2)
then Y  ~  N nxp(pi ^ y ) i  the m ultivariate normal distribution with mean /t and 
covariance E y . W hen p  =  1 and Ey =  .4 , M E C nxp( p, S y , d ) is referred to :is 
the univariate elliptically contoured distribution with param eter {p. A. 6 )  and is 
given by w ritten as E C n{p-. -4, <?)■ For this ease, the c.f., y, of y = V’ is
y ( t )  =  e il' tt<?(t,A t ) ,  t , f i € E .  (1.2.3)
A nother special case of M E C nXp(p ,  E y , p ), called the multivariate components 
of variance model, was discussed by Anderson et al. (19SG), Anderson (19S7), Rao 
and Kleffe (19SS) and Mathew (1989), where p = X B , E y =  £ * _ , A } 0  E ; and 
p(u) =  e- “/2.
Basic properties of M E C nXp( p, E y , d ) will be discussed in Section G.2, see, 
e.g., Schoenberg (1938), Kelker (1970), Kariya and Eaton (1977), Dawid (1978),
3
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Chmielswski (19S0), Mnirhoad (19S0), Jensen and Good (19S1), Cambanis, Huang, 
and Simons (19S1), Anderson and Fang (19S2a), Fang and Zhang (1990), Fang, 
Kof.'/., and Ng (1990), and numerous references in Fang and Anderson (1990).
1.3 M o m en ts
Calculations of moments are very im portant in statistical inference and have 
received considerable attention in the past twenty years. But most papers on this 
topic have been restricted to norm;Jly distributed random variables, sec, e.g., Scarlc 
(1971), Drygas (19S4, 19S5), J5nadasa(l9S6), Klcffc (197S), Magnus and Ncudcckcr 
(1979), Ncudcckcr (19S5) and Ncudcckcr and Wansbeck (19S3, 19S7). Von Rosen 
(19SS) adopted an approach based on differentiating the moment generating func­
tion of a  normally distributed random m atrix by the aid of m atrix derivatives. He 
obtained closed expressions for the first four order moments of Y  ~  N n xP( p, -4® S  ) 
and gave a  recursive formula for the m th  order moment, E{ ®mYr ), of 1' for the 
case where p  =  0.
For y € E C U( p, .4, d )■> formulae for evaluating first four order moments of y can 
be found in Fang and Xu (19S6) and Anderson and Fang (1990). Li (19S7) obtained 
a  formula for finding the first four order moments of y and gave expressions for 
E{ 0 L{ y ®y ' ) )  and E(  ®;-(y  ® y ’ ) © y ).
Based on the m atrix differential methods presented in Wong (19S5, 19S6), Wong 
and Wang (1991) obtained a  formula for evaluating E(  ©mF  ) for Y  ~  M E C nxP{p,  -4© 
2 , d )• Even for the normal setting, this formula generalizes the corresponding re­
sults of Jinadasa (19S6), Ncudcckcr and Wansbeck (19S3, 19S7) and von Rosen 
(19SS).
The first and second order moments of quadratic forms of Y  € N nXp( p,  .4® 2 )  
were discussed by Ncudcckcr (19S5, 1990), Jinadasa (19S6), Browne and Neudecker
4
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(19SS) and von Rosen (19SS). For y ~  EC„{ //. .4, d ), Li (195?) obtained a formula 
for Co\’( y 'C iy ,  y‘C*y)  with symmetric C\ and C? ; he also gave expressions for 
higher order moments of its quadratic forms. Wong and Wang (1991) obtained a 
formula for Cov ( L 'l f L )  for the case where Y  ~  M E C „ x p{fu -4 C4 LL 6 )  ami 1V 
is symmetric.
In P art I, we shall obtain formulae, Theorem 2.3.4 and Theorem 3.2.1, for eval­
uating higher order moments of both Y  ~  .l /£ C „ x j)( |',  £ y ,  <?) anil its quadratic 
forms where S y  need not be of the form -4 © S . We shall give some specific worked 
out examples on moments for both normal and certain non-normal settings such 
as m ultivariate components of variance models, multivariate uniform distributions, 
generalized W ishart distributions and symmetric multivariate Pearson Type VII 
distributions. For the case where £ y  is not of the form .4 Q S  , examples will also 
be given in P a rt I. These results generalize the corresponding results of Li (19S7), 
von Rosen (19SS) and Wong and Wang (1991).
1.4 C o c h ra n  th e o re m s
It is well known th a t Cochran theorems play an im portant role in regression 
analysis, analysis of variance, covariance analysis, MINQUE theory, etc. A brief 
review will be given as follows.
Suppose th a t y  ~  N„(  0, I n )• Let i € { 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,£} and W,- be a  symmetric ma­
trix  of rank m,- such th a t =  In- Cochran (1934) proved th a t {y' W,-
is an  independent family of Xmt- random  variables with rnt degrees of freedom if 
and only if
t
m i  =  n. (1-4.1)
i=i
This result is referred to as Cochran’s theorem. Note th a t (1.4.1) is equivalent to
5
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the following condition: for any distinct, i, j  € {1,2,••• , £},
U', =  IF,-, Ik’ I F ^ O . (1.4.2)
For y ~  -V„( p, /„  ), Craig (1943) proved tha t y 'W j y and y'W'2  y .arc independent 
if and only if WiWn  =  0. Ogasawra and Takchashi (1951) extended Cochran’s 
theorem to include the ease when* y ~  N„( fi, E y  ) with E y  =  .4. They proved 
that “ y'W\  y and y 'W ^ y  arc independent Xrx ( ^ 0  lul<̂  Xr,(A2 ) random variables 
if and only if (a) A W iA W .A  =  A W {A, r(.4W,-A) =  r „  i =  1, 2, (b) A\V \A \V2A  -  
0, (c) .4lFi AW-ifi =  AW nAWi  p =  0, and (d) /i'VF] .414'%// =  0, where I'V’i and 
Ikb arc symmetric and -4 is n.n.d. Since then, various versions of Cochran’s theorem 
were obtained by Rao (1962, 1973), Khatri (1963, 196S, 1977), Good (1963, 1969), 
Chipman .and Rao (1964), Hogg and Craig (195S), Rayncr and Livingstone (1965), 
Shanhhag (1966, 1969), Styan (1970), Nagase and Bancrjcc (1976), Tan (1977), 
Wong (19S2), Sik and DcGunst (19S5), and many others mentioned in Anderson 
and Styan (19S2). All of these authors dealt with the situation where each Wj  is 
symmetric and /o r E y  may be singular.
K hatri (1962, 1963) extended Cochran’s theorem from the univariate case to 
the m ultivariate ease. His papers (1977, 19S0, 19S2) dealt with the ease where 
E y =  -4 © S. He obtained a  necessary and sufficient condition under which
{ Qi(V') }*=1 is an independent family of Wp( m t-, E, At- ) random operators Q j(V ),
(1.4.3)
where 0 ,(1 ')  =  Y ' W i Y  +  B \ Y  +  y 'C i +  D u  W) €  S„,  C; € M nx,  and Di  € 
and Tkp(m , E, A) denotes the distribution of Z ' Z  with Z  ~  ArmXp(p , / m© 
E ) and A =  p 'p- [ In the sequel, Wp( m ,  S , A) is referred to as a  W ishart 
distribution and I'VP( m , E, 0 ) is denoted by W p(m,  E).j Later DcGunst (19S7) 
obtained a  Cochran theorem, which, however, was essentially included in the above
G
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result of Khatri (19S0). On the other hand, Pavur (19S7) obtained a Cochran 
theorem  th a t no longer requires th a t £ y  has the form .4 0  — - lb ' proved, in his
Theorem 1, th a t u {}*'IF; is an independent family of U’;,( r(IF ,), £  1 random
matrices Y'Wi Y  ” if and only if for any distinct i, j  t  {1,2, ■ , C},
(Wi ® rP) z Y( \v t ® i,,) =  if,- ® £  u . 4,4)
and
(IF ,-  ®  / p ) £ y ( I F ,  <S> I,,) = 0 ,  ( 1 . 4 . 5 )
where Y  ~  N „Xp{0, £ y  ), £  is positive definite, IF, € A’„ and r(lF ,) denotes 
the rank of IF;. This result was extended by Wong, Masavo and Wang (1991) to 
the case where £  may be singular, each IF, is self-adjoint, Im £ y  =  5iQS-.> and 
S i ,  S 2  are, respectively, nontrivial linear subspaccs of E,  V’ , see Theorem -1.G.3. 
For the  general case where no condition whatever is imposed on (/£, £ y ), Wong, 
M asaro and Wang (1991) also gave a  necessary and sufficient condition in terms of 
self-adjoint operators under which
{ Y 'W i  is an independent family of IF,,(m,-, £ , A,-) random operators Y ' IV, V",
(1.4.G)
where each Wt- €  S e ■ Although this Cochran theorem, Corollary 4.4.S, is very 
general, verification of its conditions is not always easy. To remedy this, Wong 
and W ang (1992) obtained a  Cochran theorem for the case where all lF ;’s are 
nonnegative definite. This result, Corollary 5.3.5, is also an extension of Pavtir’s 
result mentioned above. The above two Cochran theorems of Wong et al. (1991) 
and Wong and Wang (1992) arc further generalized in this thesis, see Theorem 4.4.7 
and Theorem  5.3.4.
Let DW p(m i ,m 2 , £ ,  A*, A2 ) denote the distribution of Q 1 — Q2 , where Q t and 
Q2  are  independent Wp{ m i ,2 ,  Ax ) and Wp( m 2, £ , A2 ) random operators. W ith
7
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Q,(Y)  mid Wp( 7n,, E, A; ) in (1.4.3) being replaced by Q,(V ) — V'U ,Y -j- B'Y ~  
Y 'B ,  f  D, and D W P( m 2, rn2, E, A j , A2 ), Tan (1975, 197C) obtained a necessary and 
sufficient condition under which (1.4.3) holds. Also with W j,(m,-, E, A, ) in (1.4.G) 
being replaced by D\Vp( m tl-, m 2i, E, A;,, X >{), Wong (1992) obtained a necessary 
and sufficient condition under which (1.4.6) holds. This result is further general­
ized in this thesis, sec Theorem 4.5.6. To relate this result to standard  Cochran 
theorems, we note tha t when X2 =  0 and m 2 =  0 , D W r ( m i ,  m 2, E, Aj, X2 ) is 
nothing bu t the W ishart distribution ^ ( m j ,  E, A2 ).
All Cochran theorems mentioned above arc for the normal setting. Cochran 
theorems for univariate elliptically contoured distributions can be found in Kclkcr 
(1970), Anderson and Fang (19S2a, 19S2b), Fang and Wu (19S4), and Fan (19S6).
For the m ultivariate case where X  ~  M E C nX],( 0, I n ® S , <j>) with positive 
definite E and P r ( X  =  0) =  0, Anderson and Fang (19S2a) obtained a neces­
sary ;md sufficient condition under which ( X '  Wj X ,  - - - , A”'W ; X  ) is a  generalized 
W ishart distributed random  m atrix with param eter ( m i ,- -  - ,m ;; m ;+ !; E; <?), 
where m ;+ j >  1 and m,- =  n .  In Wang and Wong (1991), this result was
extended to Theorem 6.3.3, where Y  ~  M £ C nXp(/x, E y , <p), P r ( Y  =  /x) <  1, 
E eA T y , and W{ € M B ( i  =  ! ,- • •  , 0-
8
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C H A P T E R  T W O
M O M E N T S  O F  A N  M U L T IV A R IA T E  E L L IP T IC A L L Y  
C O N T O U R E D  R A N D O M  O P E R A T O R  
2.1 In tro d u c tio n
In this chapter, we shall obtain a formula for evaluating the null order moment, 
£ (© ”’ Y), of Y ~  MECuxpif t ,  Ey,<?) hi terms of /*, E y  and p. This formula is 
general in tha t E y  need not be of the form A  0  E.
In Section 2.2, we shall first introduce the notions of Kronccker products and 
commutation operators and cite their basic properties. Then by using the diffcren- 
t,i;d method presented in Wong (19S5, 19S6), we shall obtain formulae for finding the 
first four order moments of Y  in detail. Even for the normal setting, these formulae 
generalize the corresponding results of Magnus and Ncudcckcr (1979), Ncudcckcr 
and Wansbeck (19S3, 19S7), Jinadasa (19S6) and von Rosen (19SS).
In Section 2.3, with the ideas and results given in Section 2.2, we shall ‘‘conjec­
ture” a  formula for e v a l u a t i n g  £ (© m Y) in term s of fi, E y  and p and prove it by 
induction. Special eases of this formula were given in Wong and Wang (1991) with 
E y  =  .4 .0  E and von Rosen (19SS) with Y ~  N nXp(0, .4 © E).
In Section 2.4, we shall rewrite our general formula for evaluating the mfch order 
moment of Y with small m  in conventional forms. We then give some specific 
worked out examples on moments for normal and certain non-normal settings, such 
as multivariate uniform distributions and symmetric multivariate Pearson Type VII 
distributions.
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2.2 F ir s t  fo u r o rd e r  m o m e n ts
For this section and other sections of this thesis, we need the following notions 
of outer products, Kronccker products and commutation operators.
For any x € E  and y G V\ the outer product, xDy, of x  and y is defined as the 
element in £ (  V, E)  such tha t
(xDy)(x) =  (y, z)x  for all c G V, (2.2.1)
where (, ) is the inner product on V. If x G 3?" and y 6 3^'. then with tiie usual 
bases for and 3JP, xDy =  xy'  G For any linear subspaecs 5i and 5 j of E
and V, SiQSs will denote the linear span of {xDy : x G S |, y G 5-j}.
For any .4 G £ ( E i , E 2 ) and B  € £(V j, Vj), the Kronccker product, .4 0  B y of .4 
and B  is defined as the  element in £ (£ (V j, E \ ), £(V*2, E-j)) such that.
(A 0  B){C)  =  A C B '  for all C  G £ (V 'i ,£ i), (2.2.2)
where E i ,  E 2 , Vi and V2  arc all finite dimensional inner product, spaces over S. 
The space £(£(V i , E i ) , £ ( V 2 , E 2 )) will be w ritten as £ { E \ , E 2 ) 0  £ ( l/i , Va). If .4 = 
(c,-c) G M nXp and B  =  (&«) £ M rx», then with the usual bases for M nyp and 
A ® 2? =  (atj B ) =  (aijbkt)((i,k),(j,c)b where the and (j,C)'s  can be
ordered in  any fixed way or not a t all.
The com m utation operator, K p>n, on £(V, E)  is defined by
K p,n{T) = T \  T e C ( V , E ) .  (2.2.3)
W ith the usual bases for E  = 3£n and V  — K pn G M„pirnp is called the 
commutation m atrix  of order (np, np) and given by
K pnv e c T  = vcc(T '), T  € M nyp,
where vec T  is the columnized vector of T.
10
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For <;;tsy citation, we list the following properties of Kronccker products and 
commutation matrices in Henderson and Scarlc (19S1). Magnus and Neudccker 
(1979), and Neudecker and Wansbeck (19S3):
L em m a 2 .2 .1 . (a) For any .4 € B  € M pXq,
(i) K pm {A Q B ) h nq = B  Q A,
(ii) vcc(A © 2?) =  (/„  0  A',m 0  I p)(vccA 0  vccB),
— A np, E pn I \ rtp — In p. 
(c) A’pr,w, =  (/,, © A*rm)(A'p„, 0  I r).
(d) For any  .4,2? € M „ Xp. tr[K„n(A‘ 0  B)) = tr (A'B)  =  ( vec.4)'vccB.
(c) For ;my .4 € B  € M pXq and C  € M qXr, vcc (A B C ) =  (.4 © C') vccB.
L em m a 2 .2 .2 . For any .4, B  £ C (E ,E ) .
(i) (A',,1 ,,, © I»)vcc(A  0  B)  =  vec(A'„i7l(.4' 0  2?))
and
(ii) (A'n „i © /„ )( vec.4 0  vccB)  =  vec(A'n>n(.4 0  B)).
Proof. We shall merely prove (i). (ii) can be proved similarly. Let be the
orthonorm al basis of E.  Then .4 and B  can be w ritten as
n n
(2.2.4)
Thus by Lemma 2.2.1,
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and
vec(A'„,„(.4' 0  £ ) )  =  (A'n>„ 0  /,,:)  vec(A' 0  B)
=  (A'n.n 0  ® A n,„ © A»)((VCC.4') 0  VOci?)
(J, J.t>»n n
=  X ]  ® Ai)(A'„>n 0  7„:)(vcc(c,Qv) 0  f.'l).
i,i'= i r,*'=i
Note th a t vec(e,-De*) =  e,- 0  C{. So by (2.2.5) and (2.2.6), it suffices t.o slum- that. 
( A ns in 0  ! „ ) ( ! „  0  K „ ,n 0  A i)(c; 0  Cj# 0  Cf 0  c « )
=  (A n>nJ 0  / n)(A „,n © f rl5 ) ( Cj 0  C (. 0  C{ 0  C f) ,
Since
(Anlitl © Ai)(2"n © Antn 0 fn)(ci © Cj* O Cf 0 Cf»)
— ( ^ n 3,rt © Ai)(ci 0  Cf 0  Cj* 0  Cf )
= C f 0 C ;. 0 C i Q C f.
and
(A n>na 0  I n)[K„tn © i"ns)(ei © c;» © c* 0  e*.)
= (An,na © / „ ) ( C i -  0 C , 0 C f 0 C f - )  = Cf  0 C,< 0 C, 0 r,.. 
the desired result follows. Cl
Now let and {fj}*=1 be respectively the orthonorinal bases of E  and
V.  Then {e*CH/;-}, {efClef.}, }, and {(cfdcf.) 0  (/>□/>')} are orthonormal
bases of £ (V ,E ), £ ( £ ,£ ) ,  £(V ,V’), and £ ( £ , £ )  0  £(V, V) respectively. Thus ^  
in £( E,  E ) 0  £ (  V, V) can be w ritten as
n p
£ y =  S  (2.2.7)
where =  (e fD /j,S y (c f-D /j.)) =  crfV i .
T h eorem  2 .2 .3 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C n <p{p, £ y , 4*) '‘rid the hrst four order 
moments o f Y  exist. Then
12
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(a, E l V') =  /i,
(b) E ( Y  ft V) =  // ft fi -  2d'(0)V', Cov(V) =  - 2 o '(0 )S y ,
(c) E(&*Y)  =  f t3// -  2*>'(0)[V ft // +  // ft V' +  (In © Kn.n)(V  ft fi)(IP ft A'J>iP)].
(cl) E ( & 'Y )  =  ft'1// -  2^ '(0 )A , +  4b"(0)A 2,
icljt-rr
V = i > 2  j r  c n ' i i ‘{ c t G c (. )(/,-©  (2-2.S)
A  i =1/ f t / / 0 / /  + / / f t / / 0 V r +  / / 0 V  ©//
+  (/„  © A\,,n © /„)(V  0 / / 0 / i  +  / i 0 / i 0  O A',,.,, © IP) (2.2.9) 
+  (A'„,ni © /„ )(// 0  a* 0  V,)(A'pa,p © IP),
A •» =  V’ © V' +  (/„  © K n>n © /„)(Vr © V )(/p © K p,p © /p)
(2 .2 .10)
+  ( A ' „ . 712 0  / „ ) ( V  ©  Vr) ( A ' J1a ip ®  / p ) ,  
and cTrr}j ' .  ct> Cf, f j ,  and /j* arc given in (2.2.7}.
Proof. To Y ( T )  in (1.2.1), we shall apply the differential methods presented in 
Wong (19S5, 19SG). Let dTi £ C(V,E).  Then by differentiating V*(T) with respect 
to T,  we obtain
E  (c'<r -YU ( d T u Y ) )  = Y{T) i (dTu f i) + 2 e i(T^ d '( u ) ( d r 1,S v ( r ) ) .  (2.2.11)
By letting T  = 0 in (2.2.11),
iE ((dTu Y ) )  =  i (d r1,£ ( y ) )  =  i(dTU fi).
Thus bv varying dT\ £ C(V,E),  (a) follows. By treating dT\ as a  constant operator, 
we shall differentiate (2.2.11) with respect to T. Let dT* € C(V,E).  Then
e  (<fr.,y)) = Y(T)i-(JTu n) m , ? )  +2ci‘r-''V(><)
x ( d r , , E Y (T))  +  {dT , , r i  { d r , , r y ( r ) ) i  +  ( ^ . . S y ^ r . ) ) }
+  4c‘tT’j'*o"(u) (< fr ,,S y (r ) )  S y ( r ) ) .
(2.2.12)
13
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Letting T  =  0 in (2.2.12), we obtain
i - E ( ( d T u Y )  (dTZlY )) =  (dT2,M) + 2 ? ,(0)(<iTl .Zy(<iT_.)). {‘2.2.13)
By the basic formulae tr(.4 ® B )  =  tr(.4)tr(2?), (.4 <$> B)(C  0  D)  — (.4C) 0  (BD),  
and Lemma 2.2.1, we obtain
(dTU fi)(dT2tM) = (dTi ® d T i i f iQ  p) — {vcc ft{\"cc f i ) \  vee dT\{ vec <1T-)'), (2.2.14)
and
(dTu S Y (dT2)) =  (V.dTi 0  dT2) =  ( S y , vccdT\ (vec tUT-i) '), (2.2.15)
where V  is given in (2.2.S). By (2.2.14) and (2.2.15), (2.2.13) becomes 
{E {Y  ® K), dTj ® dT2) 2<f>\0)V, dT\ 0  dT2)
and
(5 (v e c y (v e c r ) ') ,  vecdT \ (vecdX2)f) =  (vcc/u(vec/z);—2<£,(0 )S y , vccdTi (vecciT))').
So (b) follows from varying dT\ and dTo in C(VZ E).
Similarly, differentiating (2.2.12) with respect to T  and letting dT2 <E £(V ,E ) ,  
we obtain
3
E (ei<T'Y>i3 J J (dTe, Y ) )  = E 0 + E : + E 2 + E z. (2.2.1C)
i=i
14
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W| i < T < *
Eu ~Y(T) \ [ { tL,<rr f)y
i
E\ - 2  ,V (7> V f « )  {i \(dTi,{i) (dT2.fi) (<rr3tZ Y (T))
+  m . / t )  (<rr3j ,i) (dT2,T.y(T))  4- (dT2,fi) (dT2, /i) (dTu Hy(T))}
+ (dTufi) (dT2, E Y (dT2)) 4- (dT2,fi) (dTl r £y(dT 3))
+ {rfr3,/x} ( ,̂2^27%))},
£ ,  (c/T2,S y(T )}  {dr3, S y ( r ) )
+ (<nr2,fl) (dTu Ey{T))  (dT3, Z y ( T ) )  + {dT^ft)  (dTu E y (T ) )  (dT2,Ey(T))}  
+ < d r,.S y (rfr2)) {^T3 ,S y ( r ) )  +  ( d T u Z y id T , ) )  (dT2, Z y ( T ) )
+ (f/ r . ,S y ( r / r 3) ) m , E y ( T ) ) } ,
and
3
£ 3 =  S ^ > K (7>> H (< n> ,S y (T )> . 
r=i
Letting T  =  0 in (2.2.16), wc obtain, upon simplifying,
(isE(Ygv’g y), dT\ © dr2 ©czr3) = (z’V ® ̂  dT) ©<fr2 ©dr3)
+  i(̂ ,(0)(/i © V”, dT\ 0  dT** © d!T2 +  dX? © dTi ® d i2 +  dTI* © dX) © dTz)
= (?3fl © ^  © /£, © dXf) 
f=l
+  2io,(o) [/i © vr +  y  © fi +  (/„  © A'„t„)(V’ © f i)(iP © A'Ptp ) j , ® dTt) 
and hence (c) follows from varying dT\ , dX  ̂ and dTz in £ (V ,E ) .
Differentiating (2.2.16) with respect to T  again and letting dT.\ € £(V, E ),
E  ^ c,'(T-y V  jQ{d2V,Y') 
where




dA0(di:01r=o =  i4 =  zM{®V, Q d T c), (2.2.1S)
( = 1
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(fj. 0  fi 0  V', 0  dT( 4* dTi 0  dT-j 0  dT> 0  (/Tlj 
( = 1
(2,2.19)
dE:(dT4)\T=o = 2 r6 '(p ){ (d T l . f t)[{dT2. ft) {dT3.E y { J T 4))
-i- (dT3,fi) ( d T ^ S y id T , ) )  +  (d r4.,*>
+  (dT2lju) (d r3, M) ( d r ^ S v - w ) )  +
4- {dTz , /,) ( d r , , /O ( d r , , s  v (d r 2 ))} . 
d £ 2 (dT4 )|r=o  =  4p"(0 )[(rfT ,,!:v ((ir: )) ( d ^ S y l d r , ) )
+  (d T ,,S y (d r3)) <dT2 ,S y (d T ,))  +  ( d T i ^ y i d T , ) )  (< /7 \.S v(,/7;t )>1,
and
dEi{dT.t )\r = o =  0 .
By Lemma 2.2.1, (2.2.14) and (2.2.15), we obtain 
d £ a(d r4) |r= o = -2 ? > '(0 )
4 - dT\ 0  d r ,  0  d r 2  0  dTj 4 " dT4  0  d r 3  0  d r ,  0  dT,
4 * dT2 0  d r ,  0  dT\ © d7j 4 * dT), © dT.\ O dT, © d7]>)\ 
= ( - 2 <?'(0 )A ,,  © d 2 »
;=i
and
d £ 2 (d r 4 )lr=o = 4 d "( 0 )(V 0  V, © dT< 4 - dT1 0  dT3  0  dT-> 0  dT,
4* dT, 0  dT4 © d7o 0  dT2) (2 .2 .2 0 )
=(4<*"(0)A2, 0  dTf),
£=1
where A j and A 2  are given in (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) respectively. Substituting (2.2. IS ) 
- (2.2.29) into (2.2.17), we obtain
<£(©4n  0  dTj) =  <®V -  2<>'(0)A, +  4d"(0)A 2, 0  dTj),
j= i j - i
which yields (d) through varying dTj € £ ( V, E), j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . □
Note th a t if Y  <— j\TrtXj)(^ ,.4  0  E), then <£'(0) =  —1/2 and d ”(0) =  1/4; so (d) of 
Theorem 2.2.3 yields the corresponding results in Ncudecker and Wansbeok (1983, 
19S7) and von Rosen (1988).
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C o ro lla ry  2.2.4. (Li (10ST)) Suppose that y ~  E C n(p. .4 ,d). Then
(i) E (yy ’) = pp' -  2<?'{G)A and
(ii) E (yy '  © yy')  =  pp' © pp' -  2<?'(0)A* 4- 4o"(0)A2, 
where
A[ -  (/„ j +  K n<n)(pp' 0 A  + A Q  p p 1) + (p ®  p)(vccA )‘ +  vcc.4(/i © p)' (2.2.21) 
and
A j =  (J„j +  A\,,„)(.4 © .4) +  vcc .4( vec .4)'. (2.2.22)
Proof. Since
y Q y  =  vcc(yy'), y € £ ,
by applying vcc~l to Theorem 2.2.3(b), we obtain (i). Note tha t 
vcc (yy' © yy') =  (I n © K nn © /„)(vcc {yy') © vcc (yy'))
(2.2.23)
=  {In © K nn © In)(y © y ® y © y)-
By Theorem 2.2.3(d),
E{yy' © yy ')  = vcc-1 {(/„ © Knn © Ip)E{y © y © y  © y)}
(2.2.24)
=  vcc-1 {(In 0  K nn © ip)[© 'V “  2^ '(0)A i +  4<£"(0)A2]}, 
where A i and A 2 arc given in (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) respectively. By Lemma 2.2.1 
and 2.2.2, we obtain
( In © K nn © /„)(vec .4 © p  © p  +  p  © p  © vec.4) =  vec (.4 © pp  +  pp  © .4), (2.2.25) 
vec A ®  p ®  p  + p ®  p ®  vcc-4 =  vcc [vec .4(vec (pp')) ' +  vcc (pp ')(v  cc .4)'], (2.2.26) 
and
( I» ® K„n ® I«)(A '„>„s ® ip) (vcc A ® p ® p  + p ® p ®  vcc .4)
=  (A'„2 ,n © Ip)(In ® ATnn © J„)[vec.4 © vec (pp') +  vec ( p p )  ® vcc.4]
(2.2.27)
=  (A'„2>n © /p)vcc (.4 © pp  +  p p  ® -4.) 
vcc [A'nn(.4 © pp  +  pp  © .4)].
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By (2.2.23),
vcc“ l {(/„ 0  A",,,, 0  / , ,X 0 V )  =  0/</d. (2.2.2S1
Also by (2.2.25) - (2.2.27),
vcc-1 {(/„ ® A’n„ 0  /p )A i} =  .4 0  ftft +  f t  ft* 0 .4
+  vec.4(vec(/x/i'))' +  vec(/i/x')(vcc .4)' +  A’„„(.4 0  ///*' -f ft/i' 0  .4) (2.2.29) 
=  A * .
Similarly we can obtain tha t
vcc"1 {(/„ 0  K nn 0  /,,)A 2} =  A.:. (2.2.30)
Now (ii) follows by substituting (2.2.2S) - (2.2.30) into (2.2.24). □
2 .3  H igher order m om ents
In the last section, we obtained the first four order moments of Y\ Now we shall 
use a  similar approach to  obtain formulae for evaluating the higher order moments 
of Y .
Let T ,d T i,--  - ,d T m € £ (V ,E ) .  Note th a t dY(T){dT j) is the value of the differ­
ential d Y (T )  a t dT\.  For Y  in (1.2.1), we define, inductively,
< rY (T )((dT i )]L1) =  du>m_ i(T )(d rm), (2,3.1)
where
w m- i ( T )  =  tFl~1Y (T )( (d T j) lJ!r11), m  > 2, (2.3.2)
treating ( d T ) ) ^ 1 as a  constant. For brevity, the higher order moments are assumed 
to  exist whenever they are used. Thus drnY ( T ) is a  multilinear function on the
18
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Cartesian product (£ (V ,E ) )m =  C(V, E )  x £ (V ,E )  x • • • x £ (V ,E )  of m  copies of 
C{V,E). Since Y ( T )  =  E { S r -Y)), by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), we obtain
where 0 mV' — Y Q Y Q "  >®Y fo rm  times. Thus the finding of £J(0TnV') is reduced 
to finding the multilinear differential form dmy (T )((d T ,)"L ,). Let. S,„ be the set of 
all perm utations of a  on {1,2, • •  • , m} (a is a  one-to-one function of {1,2,-- - , m} 
onto itself). Let £ € {1,2, • ■ • } with 2 £ > m > £  and
S ni't =  { ? £  S„, : ct(1) <  ct(2) <  - •■ <  a(m  -£ ) ,cr (k )  <  a (m  -  k +  1),
for k < m  — £, cr(m — £ +  ! ) <  cr(m — £ +  2) <  - ■ • <  <7(£)} . 
Note tha t S„ 1/  has rn\/(2m~t (m  — £)!(2£ — m)!) elements.
T heorem  2 .3 .1 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nxp(0, E y , <f>). Then
<rY(T)((dT,y;=])\r=0 = E ci<T'Y>im l [ ( d T j tY)
(2.3.3)
=  (;m£ ( 0 my ) ,  §  dTj),
(2.3.4)
d"'F(T)((dT>);L1)=  2V°(«) £
<r5S,n ,(
(2.3.5)
x JJ (y,dT<r(k) ® dT^m-h+i)} { V ^ T ^ k )  ® T),
where V  is given in (2.2.S).
Proof. By (1.2.1), Y ( T )  =  <?(«), u =  ( 2 \S y ( r ) ) .  Since
du(dT1) = 2(dT1,'£Y (T))
and
d2u(dTu dT2) = 2(dTl ,'£Y (dT2)),
19
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we obtain from (2.2.15),
du(dTx) =  2 (V\<*2\ 0  T)
and
d2 u(dT i,dT2) = 2 { l\ dT, © dT2). (2.3.0)
Note th a t from (2.3.6),
d T u d d T j ) ^ )  =  0 for r > 2. (2.3.7)
By using (2.3.6) and (2.3.7),
<fy(T)(dTi) =  t 'W d u i d T , )  =  2? '(u )(V ,dT ,  © T ),
d2y(T)(dr!,dr2) =  2V '(« ) n C M r ,  © r ) + 2^(«)(v\</r, ©
j= i
d3i>(r)(C<i2»5= . } =  2 V " W  E f M r „ (1) © < n ;(s)> «  r>
<t(1)«t(2)
•»
+  2 V 3)(u) f [ { V , d T j  © T ), 
i= i
and
<J4i>(T)C(<ff,)j=1) = 2V '0) E
<t€Ss
■1
+  23<£(3)(u) E (V\ rfT^i) 0  ^ (2)) H  (V, dTj 0  T)
<r(l)<<r(2)
4
+ 24t W ( u ) ] J ( V , d T j ® T )
i= i
2
= 22d"(u ) 5 2  (m—fc+I))
^€^4,2 t=]
3
+ 2 V 3)(“) E
o'€5«,s &=2
4
+  2 V (< > M I I < ^ 1 0 T ) .  
i= i
20
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Therefore (2.3.5) is true for m =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . !t>. fact, these special eases were used to 
conjecture (2.3.5). We shall now prove (2.3.5) by induction. Suppose that. (2.3.5) 
holds. Then by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2),
m




a ,+ , = 2 '+ V<'+ " (u )  £
o,€ S „ , <  k =  1
t
x J J  (V T dr^t) ® t > (vr, d r m+i © r ) ,
and
rn-f
A ; =  2 ^ < f>(u) e  n  (V^dT^k)  ® dT^m -k+i))
* f
-  e  n  (V, dTff(f.) ® T )  (V,  dT ^ i)  © d r m+i).
k&t
It suffices to  show that (2.3.S) is (2.3.5) with m  being replaced by m  + 1 . Note that 
if m =  2s, then A a in (2.3.S) is 0 and i  =  s +  1 >  (m +  l) /2 ;  if m =  2s +  1, then 
C =  s +  1 =  (m  +  l) /2 . Thus reordering (2.3.S) in terms of 4>^\ we have
m
d"'+ 'Y(T){{dTj ) p 1l ) = 2m+'<j>(m+1\ u )  Y ,  Y [ ( V , d T * W ® T ) ( V , d T m+1® T )
^ € S m , m 1
m
+ Y ,  2'p(0(u){a; + a;},
t > = ! ± 1
(2.3.9)
where
m ~ t + 1  1E II (V ,dTa{k)®dToim_ k+1)) J] {V ,dT^i;)® T) (V ,d T m+i®T)
t r £ S m , t - 1  k — 1 k = m —t + 2
21
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and





£  J J ^ d r ^ s T X V , ^ , ^ ® r )  =  £  ^ ( v v / r ^ c o r ) .
it suffices to show, from (2,3.9), th a t for (m  + l ) /2  <  C < m .
m + l-t te  n  (V,dT„w ® ̂2)r(m+l —Ar+l)) n (V V ^ ( l ) 0 D  = A* + A
<r€Sm+l,f k= 1
(2.3.10)
The rem aining argum ent given below is adopted from Wong and Liu (1992):
Similarly for A£, define 5* on (1 ,2 , • • • , m , m  +  1} such tha t
(iv) a t(s) is the  s th  smallest element in { < 7 ( 1 ) ,  • • ■ , a (m — £), < 7 ( f ) } ,  s =  1,2,- ■ ■,
m  — i ,  m  — t  +  1,
(v) for s  in (iv), 5t(m +  1 — s + 1 )  =  <r(m — k  +  1) if 5f(s) =  a(k)  and k  ̂  t, and
5 t(m +  1 — s +  l)  =  m +  l i f  5 t(s) =  <r(t), and
(vi) 5-t(5) is the s th  smallest element in {o-(m — i  4-1), cr(m — t  4- 2), - - •, a(£) }\ 
{cr(t)}, s  =  m  — £ +  3 ,•••
For A j, define <7* on {1 ,2 ,--- , m , m  +  1} such tha t
(i) < 7 "(k)  =  <7(fc), <7*(m — /: +  !)  =  < 7 (m  — k  +  1) for k < rn — C,
(ii) <7*(s) =  <r(s) for m — £ +  2 < s < £  — 1, and
(iii) <r*(£)=m +  l .
(2.3.11)
22
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Th«-it
a « € 5 m+i / -  (2.3.12)
From (2.3.11) and (2.3.12), we know that any term  in A* and Ao is a term  of the left 
hand side of (2.3.10). Thus it suffices to show th a t the numbers of the tenns in both 
sides of (2.3.10) are equal. Note tha t dT„(t) in Ao can be • • • ,dTa{c)
and the number of elements, | 5 ,,,/  |, of S m>( is 7n!/(2", - f (m — £)!(2f — m)!). So the 
sum of the number of terms of A j and An is
| +  (£ -  (m -  ^))i5m,f|
m! ,  ̂ m -
~  2”t“ ;+ l(m — £ +  1)!(2£ — 2 — m)! ”  m J2"*“ f(m -  £)!(2f -  m)l
= ____________(m +  1)!____________  , c  I
2™ + » -'(m  +  1 -  £)!(2£ -  (m +  1))! Pm+1-'1,
Therefore (2.3.10) holds. By induction, we conclude tha t (2.3.5) holds for any 
integer m. d
C o ro lla ry  2 .3 .2 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nxp(Q, S y , <?). Then
E (Q 2° - ' y )  = 0, s =  1,2, • • • , (2.3.13)
and
(£r®J' r ) , | < n j )  =  ( - 2 ) v w (0 ) Y
1 1 <t€S2, . ,  *= 1
=  ( - 2 ) V w (0) Y
(2.3.14)
Let a.’S b e  the  linear function on £(V, E )  x • • • x  £(V, E )  (2s times) determ ined
by
* ! „ (  | dTj) =  £  ® (rfr» (* )® < a ;(2 .-ife+ x)) (2 .3 .1 5 )
3 »esa...
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and let (^’S ^ )*  be its adjoint operator of Then for Y  ~  M  EC,, y,,(0. E y . o),
we obtain from (2.3.14)
E (® 2-'Y) =  ( - 2 r d (',)(0 ) (^ L .,)<(S-, V). (2.3.1C))
For example, if we let s =  2, then 54.2 =  {<? € 5.t : <7(1) < <7(2). <7(1) < <t(-1),
ff(2) <  <r(3)} =  { (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ),(1 ,3 ,4 ,2 ), (1 ,2 ,4 ,3 )} . Thus (2.3.14) becomes
{E(®*Y), ® dT j) =  4<p"(0)(V' 0  V', dT, © dT., ® </7% 0  dT*
i=  i
+  ® dTj -j- dT\ ® dT, ® dT-> 0  dTa), 
j=i
which , by varying dTj , --  - , dl* in £(F ,£J), is Theorem 2.2.1 (d) with /< =  0.
Now for Y  ~  MECnx.p(fi, Ey,4>) with p. =£ 0, let
#m,Jk =  {cr €  5 m : cr(l) <  ■ • • <  <r(fc), o(k  +  1) < • ■ • <  <?(m)} • (2.3.17)
Then the num ber of elements, |D m,JtI, of V m,k is given by
|Pm,*| =  m \f{k \{m  -  fc)!).
T h e o re m  2 .3 .3 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nXp(fi, Ey,<£). Then
m m
d ''Y (T)((dT i )f!sl) =  Y ,  £  n  W l i l J ' ) -
fc=0 «CDmiii i=fc+i
Theorem 2.3.3 can be proved by using an argum ent similar to the proof of The­
orem 2.3.1.
Let 5£t2a be the set of all perm utations <7. on {cr(j), j  =  1, • • • 2.s} with 
<7„(<7(1)) <  ••• <  <7»(<r(s)), <7.(<r(i)) <  <7.(<7(2s — k  -f 1)) for k < s. (2.3.18)
Then by (2.3.3), (2.3.18), Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.3, we obtain
24
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T h e o re m  2 .3 .4 . Suppo.se that Y  ~  M EC„ s.p(p , '£ y , d). Then
[ t !
( E ( t t ”' ( Y ) ,  G dT} ) = Y / Pi 'HQ) Y
J_1 -=0 i.
n:
x ^  {©"V1) 0  G  ^ r <r. ( <T(2J, _ t + i)))) J J  {f.L,dTa{j))
--€5;.,. j==»+i
[t !
=  ^ ( - 2 ) V C")(0) Y  ((©■’^ ) © ( © ”," ‘» >
.'=o <*€f3m,2.
E ji m
0  0  (<x(2.i —fc+1))} ® ( . © ^«r(i)))>
fc=l J=2a+1"-€5,2,
where V  is given in (2.2.8) and [y ]  denotes the integral part o f  y .
As in Wong and Wang (1991), let s,£  £ { 0 ,1 ,—  }, o  6 S^a+f, (^2n.c,a t>c the 
linear function on C(V, E)  x • • • x £(V, E )  (2s + £  times) determ ined by
(2.3.19)
and
u?o.f,ff( ® ^ ( j ) )  =  ® <£Ti, where d T j € £ ( V , E ) ,  j  =  ! , - - - , £ .  (2.3.20)
i - 1 J - 1
Then by Theorem 2.3.4,
[m /2]
E (® mY )  = Y  ( - 2 ) V (>,)(0 )n m,2S((®at^) ® (®m- 2» ) ,  (2.3.21)
.1 = 0
where
nm.2,= Y  (2.3.22)
t r € D  m . i s
and (a?2 .i,m-2 .i,<r)f is the adjoint operator of .̂’2 ,̂771- 2 ^,^.
25
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The formula for m th order moment of Y  in (2.3.21) is more general than tin? 
results given in von Rosen (19SS) and Wong and Wang (1991) in that Ey need not 
have the  form .-1 0  E, where A  € jVe  and E € A y .
C o ro lla ry  2 .3 .5 . For the m uitivariatc components o f \~irimicc model Y  ~  M  EC,, s ,, 
(p, i A] 0  E j, <?) with A j  € Ar£  and E j  € A y . j  =  1, • • • , k. i f  the m  th order 
m o m c n ts o fY  exist, then E ( 0 mY )  isgivcn by (2.3.21) with V  — ' ee.*l; ( v reE j)'.
C o ro lla ry  2 .3 .6 . In Theorem 2.3.4, let p — 1 and Ey =  A t  A „, i.e.. ;/ = 
r „ x i ~  M£?CnXl(p, .4, (?) =  E C n(fi, A , <?). the univariate cUiptiadly contoured 
distribution. Then for L  6  {1,2, • • ■
L
E(®Lvec(yy')) =  J ] ( - 2 ) ^ (3>(0) { n 2t(2,(0-’voc.4) 0  (® '-*  vcc(pp '))} (2.3.23)
3 = 0
and
£ [(® Lvec(yy')) 0  y]
=  £ ( - 2 ) '* < - > (0 )  { n 2i+i,23((®avec.4) © ( © ''- ’vec(p,z')) © ,0 }  ■ (2‘3~ 1)
3 =  0
Proof. Note th a t y 0  y  =  vec(yy'), y €  3£n. From (2.3.21)
E(®Lvec (yy')) =
L
=  £ ( - 2 ) ^ W ( O ) Q 2L(2a((0*vecA) 0  ( 0 /' - ,vcc(//./i')))
3 =  0
and
.E[(®Lvec(yy ')) ® y) =  £ (® 2i+1y)
L
=  ^ ( - 2 ) V (3)(O)n2Jr+ , l2l,( ( 0 avec A) 0  ( 0 /' - J,vec(/xp') 0  /z),
3 = 0
proving (2.3.23) and (2.3.24). □
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2.4 Exam ples
For small ?n, we shall first show how to rewrite our general formula (2.3.21) for 
evaluating E(QmY)  in the conventional forms as we did in Theorem 2.2.1.
E x am p le  2 .4 .1 . Let m = 3  and in—4 in (2.3.21). Then
E(Q3Y ) = fi3.„(0V) -  2<&'(0)ft3>2(^ ® /0
=  -  2 < £ '(0 )[V r 0 ^ T / i ® V ” +  ( / «  0  A 'n , n ) ( y  ®  p)( Ir ®  A ’p .,,) ]
(2.4.1)
and
E(&'Y)  = O,,o(04/O -  2 (̂0)Q.1i2(V’ ® ft 0  /i) + 4^"(0)(V- ® V)
(2.4.2)
=  © V  -  2<£'(0)Ai +  4<£"(0)A2, 
where V ,  A i and A 3 are given in (2.2.8), (2.2.3) and  (2.2.10) respectively.
Proof. We shall merely prove (2.4.1) and
0  P ® A*) =  A l- (2.4.3)
By (2.3.22) and (2.3.20),
ft3> o(®3/0  =  ^o,3 ,(i,2,3 )(®3^) =  ® V  (2.4.4)
Also by (2.3.17),
D i .2 =  {<7 €  5 s  : <7(1) <  <7(2), <7(3)} =  { (1 ,2 ,3 ) ,  ( 1 ,3 ,2 ) ,  ( 2 ,3 ,1 )} .
Thus we obtain from (2.3.22),
^3 ,2 =  = aJ2,l,(l,2,3) +  w2,I,(l,3f2) +  a!2,1,(2,3,1)- (2.4.5)
<*€£>3 ,2
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By (2.3.IS),
S(,.2.3).= =  U l,2 )} , S(-1>3(2).. =  {(1.3)}, =  {(2,3)}.
Let T j, 3s, Tj G £ (F , £ ) .  Then obviously,
® m) =  ^ 0/*■
Since
( u ;2 , l , ( I , 3 , 2 ) ( ^ ’ ®  r L)> ,®  ^ i )  =  ( ^  ®  Ab ^ 2 , 1 , ( 1 , 3 . 2 ) (  ®  ^ j ) )
J = 1  J = 1
=  (V- 0  Ab T) ®  T3 ©  r 2) =  (V ®  Ab ( / n 0  -^■n,n)(T) ®  T2 0  T;t)(/;, 0  1
=  ( ( £ 1  0  A „in)(i^ ® aO(^p ® hp,}>)i ®
J=1
by varying Ti ,T 2 ,T j € £ (V ,£ ) , we obtain
t *,?2 , l , { l , 3 , 2 ) ( '^ '  ®  A4)  =  ( ^ n  ®  A n , r t ) ( ^  ®  Ai )(-^ ;i 0
Similarly, since
( a?2 , l , ( 2 , 3 , l ) ( ^  ®  ^ ) »  , ®  ^ j )  =  ( Y  ® / ^ i ‘J 2 , i , ( 2 , 3 >l ) (  0  ? j ) )
; = 1  j = l
=  (v- ® p, t 2 ® r 3 ® Tj) =  (v- © /i, K „ i >n{Ti ® r 2 ® r:t)A'J(>,,v)
=  0  n )K p7iP, 0  Tj) =  ( / i 0  7 , 0  Tj),
i= i i=i
U,2 , ] , { 2 , 3 (1 ) ( 1̂  ®  A*) =  A4 ®  ^ r *
Therefore (2.4.1) follows from (2.4.4), (2.4.6), (2.4.7) and (2.4.S).
For (2.4.3), we obtain from (2.3.17),
£>4i2 =  { (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ), (1 ,3 ,2 ,4 ), (1 ,4 ,2 ,3 ), (2 ,3 ,1 ,4 ), (2 ,4 ,1 ,3 ), (3,4,1,2)}.  
So by (2.3.22),
^ 4 , 2  =  ^ 2 , 2 , ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )  + W 2 , 2 , ( ! , 3 , 2 , 4 )  +  W2 , 2 , ( l , 4 , 2 , 3 )
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I3y (2.3.1S),
Sh.2 ^  =  Uh'2)hs;iX2t4), =  { ( i , 3 ) } , s (y w >.2 =  { ( i - 4 ) } .
■^(2.3,1 , l ) . '2  ~  { ( - 1  3 ) } ,  ■ ? (2 ,4 ,1 ,3 ) ,2  =  { ( - ’ ■ *)} ’ ■^'(3,.1,I12 ) , 2  =  { ( 3 . 4 ) } .
Lrt. Tu T2,T3,T4 €  £ (V ',£ ) .  T h en
W 2 , 2 (( t  ,2 ,3 ,4 )  ( * ’ ©  M ©  71)  =  F  ©  /X ©  /x.
Since
1,3.2,-J)(  ̂ ® ^
■I
= (V 0 / i 0  /*, <"’2,2,(1,3,2,4)( © 7y))
7 = 1
=  (V O /<G / b  Ti QTz ®T2 QT,)
= (V Q n Q  p,  (7n 0  7v„„ © 7I))(®35SlTy)(.r? © 7Cpp © 7p))
=  {(/„ © K nn © In)'(V 0  /X 0  /x)(Jp © A'pp © 7P) \  © 7»
i= i
= ((7„ © 7v'„„ © 7„)(V © n © p)(7p © 7v„„ © 7P), © Tj),
7=1
by varying the T /s  in £( V*. A), we obtain 
t*'2,2,( 1,3,2,-o(^ ® f* © =  ("̂ n © 7\nn © 7n)(V © fl © £l)(7p © 7llpp © 7p).
Since
(< "2 .2 , (  1 , 4 , 2 . 3 ) ( ^  0 ®  A<)’ .® ^ ^ " j )
,  4
=  (V ©/X ©/X. <"’2,2,(1,4,2,3) ( © ?y)) 
J=1
=  (V © /x © /z, Tj ® Tj © T* © T3 )
= (V © /i © /I. 7\„i>n:(7,2 © Ta © Ti © T.\)7vp2>pi)
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=  ((Kn.n* © ■fn)A'nl iIJs (V  © © /i) 7v,,r (A‘;): ,, © I,,). © T ,}
J = '
=  ((A*n,r»: ® In)(p © /* 0  V)(A'pr i;, © Ip), © Tj).
J=1
^2,2,0 ,4.2.3)^ 0 ^ 0 / 0  =  (A'„,„» © A,)(/* © /1 © V)(A';,:>;> © (2.4.13)
Similarly,
{*'2,2,(2,3,1,.|;(^' © h  0  /*} =  h 0  V' © //, (2.4.14)
**’,2,2,(2,4,1,3)(^ 0  P 0  /*) =  0  Ann © Ai)(/1 © /* © V )(i;i © A j,,, © i;i). (, -2-*l. I C> 1
and
u?2,2,(3,-i,i,2)(''* 0  /* 0  Z1) ~  /*©/*© (2.4.IG)
By (2.4.10) and (2.4.11) - (2.4.16), wc obtain (2.4.3). □
E x a m p le  2 .4 .2 . The symmetric multivariate Pearson Type VII  distribution. 
M P V I I n{ p., .4 ,6 ), is E C n{p, -4,6) with
ft(u ')  — ■■ f  cos(m ^xu)(l +  x2)- ‘v+_3_dx, (2.4.17)
7 r i r ( . V - f ) 7 o
where N  > j  and  m  >  0. See Fang, ivotz and  iVg (1990). Suppose that N  > ~ +  L 
and y ~  M P V I I n(p, A, d). Then F ( 0 £’vec(yy')) is given by (2.3.23) witii
0 ^ ( 0 )  = ( - m y 2 - Zar ( N  -  Z  -  s )/r(jV  -  5 =  o, l ,  ■ • ■ , L. (2.4.1S)
Proof. By differentiating both  sides of (2.4.17) 2L  times with respect. t.o u, we 
obtain for s =  1, • • • , L,
<p v ( - 2)
du1
=  23p (^(0)IS2a>3| =  2 V (a)(0 )r(2s +  l ) / r ( s  +  1) (2.4.10)
u = 0
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Thus (2.4.1S) follows from (2.4.19) and (2.4.20). □
Note tha t the multivariate f-distribution, M t n(m, p, .4), is a special case of 
MP V I I „ ( f t , A ,  4>) with N  =  (m +  n )/2 . So we can use Corollary 2.3.6, (2.3.23) and
(2.3.24) to obtain higher order moments of iWfn(m, p,  .4). In particular,
Cov(u) =  - .4  for m  >  2
r n - 2
and
E{yy  0  y y )  =  /*/*' 0  pp  H---- — - A [  +  ^ --------rA ^  for m  >  4,
m —2 (m —2 ) ( m —4)
where A ]  and A j arc given in (2.2.21) and (2.2.22).
E x a m p le  2 .4 .3 . Let U be an random operator such that vecU  =  u ('npK a uniform 
random vector over the np-dimcnsional unit sphere in 3inp. Then
(i) E( U)  =  0, E{U  0  U 0  U)  =  0,
(ii) E(U  Q U )  = Vf np ,  
and
(iii)E(U Q U ® U ® U )
=  ,  1 [ V ® V  +  ( I „  ©  K nn ©  In)(V ©  V){Ip ©  K pp ©  I?)
np(np +  2)
+  ( A ' n n 2 ©  J „ ) ( V  ©  V)(Kp,<p ©  / „ ) ]  ,
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where V =  v cc /n(vec Jp)'.
Proof, (i) follows from (2.3.13). Let Z  ~  A’(0. I„ 0  /,,). Then Ly Theorem 2.2.1. 
we have E ( Z  ® Z )  = V  and
£ ( Z Q Z ® 2 0 Z ) = V S  V' +  (/„ 0  K„ „ 0  7tl) ( f  w V )(/;, 0  A',.,, 0  /,.!
+  (A'„.b8 0  7„)(V’ 0  V’)(A > i|t 0  /,.).
Recall th a t the stochastic representation of Z  is Z  =  A t’, whore ~  vee t ’ = 
u^np\  and R  is independent of U. So
E{U  0  U) =  £ (Z  0  Z ) / E ( R 2) =  V/(up)
and
£(17 0  U 017 0  C7) =  E ( Z  0 Z 0 Z 0  Z ) / E ( R l )
= np(np 4l' 9) [V" 0 v + (/„ 0 Knn 0  7«)(Vr 0  V')(7,. 0 A',,,, 0  /,,) 
+ (7Ci,n* 0  7n)(V” 0  Vr)(A'p2iJ, 0 /,,)] ,
proving (ii) and (iii). □
Note th a t for large m , we may, as we did in Example 2.4.1, rewrite E (0"'V ') 
in (2.3.21) by using the notion of commutation operators. But, as it will he shown 
below, the  la tte r is less general and more complicated and also involves a lot of zero 
entries.
E xam p le 2 .4 .4 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C n y.P (0, E Let rn =  G. Then by
(2.3.16),
E (® CY )  =
B y  (2.3.4),
S6(3 =  {<? €  5 6 : cr(l) <  <r(2) <  <r(3), a ( l )  <  <r(6), <r(2) <  cr(5), <7(3) <  <r(4)},
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which It:ts G !/(2 'I3 ! ) =  1 5  e lem ents .  Thus for n ny  T} €  £ . ( V ,£ ) ,  j  =  1 , • • • . 0 .
< « r ) * ( 0 ^ ) .  ® Ti)  -  <©3V,w°,„( 0  Tjf)). (2.4.21)
J = 1  J = 1
B y (2.3.15) :md (2.4.21),
4 !  j  «  Tj) = t ,  © j-. 0  r 3 © [ t ,  © t5 © r G +  t 5 © t, © r ti +  n  0 t ,  0 r 0]
j=i
+ Ti 0  T3 0  T2 0  [Tj 0  T3 0  T> +  T3 0  Tj 0  Tg t  Ts © Ti 0  T3]
-F Ti 0  Tj 0  T2 0  [Tj 0  T; 0  Tg -f- T> 0  T3 © Ti +  Tj 0  T3 0  T5]
+ Tj 0  T5 0  T2 0  [T3 0  T j © T> +  T j 0  T3 0  T; +  T g 0  T3 0  2  j  j
+  Tj 0  Ti © T> ©  [T3 0  T j 0  Tj +  T j 0  T3 ®  T j  + T5 0  T3 © T j ].
Tims by (2.3.1C), we obtnjn, upon simplifying,












/„» 0  A'n*,n)(©3V)(Iy> 0  ATp.pO +  (In 0  An,„ 0  7n3) ( © 3 V)(7p ® Ap,p ® V )  
In © Afli„ 0  K n,n 0  7n)(® ^)(7p ® APfP 0  APlP 0  7p)
In 0  TVn,ti © A„s>n) ( 0  V)(7p 0  7Yp(p 0  Apip3)
7„ 0  A"ns,n © A, 0( ©3 © ATP(P! 0  Ip!)
In © I^n-,n © 7„0(A»3 © A’„,„ 0  7„)(03 y)(7p3 0  K p p̂ © 7;))(7p 0  K Pt1,2 0  7pj)
7.1 0  AT„*,n © 7„s)(7na 0  7Cns>n)(0 3V')(7p3 0  K PtPi) ( Ip 0  7 ^ 2  0  I pt) 
In © 7Yn3,„ 0  7„)(03 Vr)(7p 0  7i’p>p3 0  7p) 
7.1 0  I \ u*tn 0  7„)(I„3 0  7in<n 0  7„)(0 V)(/p3 0  I \ PtP 0  Ip)(7p 0  I\.PtPs © 7P) 
7„ © 7y'„3>„ 0  7„)(I„ 3 0  7vns(n)(0 3V)(7p3 © A"P(Pa)(7p 0  7v'p,p3 0  7P) 
7„ © 7v'rl̂ n)(0 3 V,)(7p 0  7i'ptp-() 
7„ 0  7v'„.*>n)(7Tl3 0  A.'„t„ 0  I„ )(0 3 V’)(7ps 0  K PiP 0  7p)(7p 0  7 ^ . . )  
I n © 7Y„4trt)(7ns 0  7in3(„ )(0 3V')(Ip 0  K PtPt)( Ip 0
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Note th a t the above expression for writing E ( § 6Y )  in terms of V $  \'  1' ;Uh1
commutation matrices is by no means unique.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
M O M E N T S OF Q U A D R A T IC  FO R M S
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we obtained formulae for evaluating the higher order moments of 
Y  ~  M £ C nX;j(/i, E y , <p) without assuming th a t E y  has the form .4®  E. In this 
chapter, these results will be used to obtain expressions for higher order moments 
of quadratic forms . For comparison, the second order moment of these quadratic 
forms and the covariance of the second degree polynomial of Y  are w ritten in conven­
tional forms. Even for the normal setting, these results generalize the  corresponding 
results of Browne and Ncudcckcr (19SS), Jinadasa (1986), Neudecker (19S5, 1990), 
Neudccker and Wansbcck (19S7), and von Rosen (19SS). For illustration, our re­
sults are applied to multivariate components of variance models, ANOVA models 
and generalized W ishart distributions. These models and distributions were inves­
tigated by Pavur (19S7), Mathew (19S9), Wong, Masaro and W ang (1991), Wong 
and Wang (1992) and others.
3 .2  M om ents o f  quadratic form s
T h e o re m  3 .2 .1 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nxp(^i^Y,<f>)- Let W j, - ,W ^  €
£ ( £ ,£ ) .  Then




and when fi =  0,
=  ^ ( - 2 ) ' ? w (0)vec-' (  vec(
B ( ( Y ' W j Y ) )  =  (-2 )^ < « (0 )v -Cc - 1 j[(c -20LiJ ' ( ® ‘ V )]' vec( J w j ) }  , (3.2.2)
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where V , QnL 2,  and are given in (2.2.S). (2.3.21) :ind (2.3.16) respectively
and  vec-1 is the inverse mapping o f  vec.
Proof. Since 0  (y 'JV jy ) =  (® L1 ')'( 0
j=i  j=i
vcc E  ( 0  ( Y ’W jY) =  e  [ ( ( s ^ r y  0  (0 ^ - ) ') ]  vec( 0  wj)
i=«
=  [ £ ( 0 2Ly y ]  vCC( 0  Wj ) .
j =i
(3.2.3)
By (2.3.21), (3.2.3) becomes
vcc E i g J Y ' W j Y ) )
L,
=  ^ ( - 2 ) V w m  { f la w . ( ( « * ? )  ® ( x s(t— V ))  } vcc( 0  W,-).
3 = 0  3 1
(3.2,1)
Thus by applying vec 1 to  both sides of (3.2.4), we obtain (3.2.1). Similarly, (3.2.2) 
can be obtained from (3.2.3) and (2.3.16). □
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .2 . In Theorem 3.2.1, let p = 1, y — Y  and  S y  =  .4. Then
E l f l W W j y ) ]
J=1
L L
=  £ ( - 2 ) '* W ( 0 )  {fi2L,25((®s vecj4) 0  ( 0 L s vec(/i/i')))}f vec( 0  W))
*=o •?=l
and when p. =  0,
* ,
=  ( - 2 ) ^ Ci)(0) { ( ^ t , . ) ‘( 0 ‘ vccA)}' vcc( 0  MA)
j= i
Proof. Note th a t
X  L
E [ U ( y 'W j y )} =  S [ ( ® S ) '( .0  Wj))  
i= i (3.2.5)
=  £ ( 0 2Ly)'vec( 0  W)) 
i =1
T he desired results follow from (2.3.23) and (3.2.5). □
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C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .3 . In Theorem 3.2.1, let L = 2 and  consider the multivariate com­
ponents o f  variance model Y  where E y  =  52*=1 A j  ® E j, Aj  € A"^ and Ey € A'V• 
Then
(i) E[ { Y ' WXY)  0  ( r i ^ r ) ]  =  p 'W UL 0 -  2o'(0)V , +  4<p"(0)V2, 
where
k
V , = ^  {tr(Ai V7I )(S i 0  p'W 2/i) +  ^ - W cKax'W im © S ;)
+  vccSj(vc‘c(/i/W'r1,.4j +  v cc {p W iA jW 2 p){vccT,j)' (3—6)
+  K r^ i  0  (p 'W iA jW .p )  +  ( p 'W i A j l V ^ )  0  S j)}
and
k
V 2 =  £  M A . W . A t W l ) v c c Z j ( vecS,)' +  tr{Aj W 1AcW2)K p>p(Z j  0  E<)
i,*=i
+ tr<.4i Wr1)tr(^W ’2)(S> 0  Ef) } .
(3.2.7)
(ii) C oviY 'W xY ,Y 'W 2Y )  =  4p"(0)V 3 + 4 [^ "(0 ) -  (^ '(0 ))2]V4 -  2p '(0 )V 5, 
where
k
^3 = Y ,  { t r i A j Wx At Wf i &j  0  S<) +  tr(AjWi-4<W2)KP,P(Sj 0  S f) } , 
i<t= i
k




V 5 =  £  ® ( .^ ^ ';.4 ; W2/i) +  ( /W jA jW '^ )  0  Ej
>=:
+  A p .p K /m iA T ^ V ) 0  S j +  E j 0  (p 'W .A jW ip ) } } .
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1,
EQf'WiY ® n y 2r )  =  vcc-1 {E{y  ® y ® y ® r y v e c (^  0  w 2) } . (3.2.3)
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By Theorem 2.2.3 and Corollory 2.3.5,
[£(® 4y)]'vec(W i ® W2) =  [®V ~ V ( 0 ) A ,  +  4o"(0)A>]' vec(W, ® l l j ) ,
where A i and A 2 are given in (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) respectively. By Lemma 2,2.1, 
we obtain
(®4/i),vec(Wi 0  W2) =  vec(/i'H 'i/i 0  /i' I L / i), (3.2.9)
(V" 0 f t ® / x  +  / i ® / x 0  V'),\’ec(Wi 0  Wo)
=  vec [y '(W i 0  W2)(/i 0  fi) +  (n 0  /i)'(Wx 0  Wo)V]
(3.2.10)
y ]  [vecSj( vec(/i'W (.4;- W2<u))' +  vcc(/i'Wi.4y W4/z)(vec£j)'] 
and
(ip 0  K VtP 0  I P){V  0 Ju 0 ^  +  ^ 0 Ju 0  V ')'(/n ® A'„,„ 0  /„)voc( W| 0  Wo)
=  (Ip ®  KpyV ®  IP)(V  ® ^ ® / i  +  / i ® A i ®  V ) ' ( v c c W i  ©  v c c W o )
=  (I? ® K PtP ® Ip)[V''vecWi ® vcc(/i'W2/i) +  vcc(/z'Wj/i) © (V" vec Wo)]
=  vec [tr(Ai W i)(E i  ® fi 'W 2ti)  +  t r ( A © S,-)] |  .
(3.2.11)
Also by Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.2,
[fl ® V  ® (1 +  (!£«,„2 ® inXpi 0  At ® V) ( K pi tp ® /p )]; vcc(WI 0  Wo)
=  (KP i P 2 ® Jp)(V- ® / i ® / i  +  p 0 / x ©  V)'(A 'ns(„ © /„)vec(W I © Wo)
=  ( K P t P 2 ®  IP)(V  0 ^ ® / *  +  ^ ® / * ®  V’)'vcc(A „>n(W1' 0  W o ) )
=  (K PtP2 ® /p) [vec(y7cn>n(w ; © w 2)(y. ® ^) +  (/* © / O 'a v ^ w ;  © Wo)i/)]
— c^p .pa ® ^p) ^ ( v e c E j  0  vec(/x'WiAjW^fj.) +  vec(/i'WoAj Wj/i) 0  veoE,)
i= i
=  vec \  K p ? $ i  ® fc 'W i A;W a/0 +  (p 'W tA jW ! fi) 0  Sj]
(3.2.12)
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Thus by (3.2.10) - (3.2.12),
vec-1 [(Ai)'vcc(W , 0  W2)}
k
= Y ,  {trC^-W iXE; 0  fi'W2fi) +  t v i A j W ^ ’W ^  © Ey) 
>=!
+  vccEj(vcc(^,VKj A jW 2fi))' 4- vgc(/i ,Ŵi .4j VV'2lu)(vcc^ 'j), 
+ K ?,P(Xj 0  ( f i 'W tA jW zr i  + { f t 'W iA jW ^ )  0  Sy) } ,
proving (3.2.6). Similarly, we obtain
(V  0  yyvcc(PFj 0  W2) =  Y  A ^ X v e c E y  0  veeEf), (3.2.13)
i,t=i





(I<p** 0  Ip)(V 0  V ) '(K n, %n ® /n)vec(W', 0  W 2)
=  vec Y  te(A jW iAeW 2)K PtP( £ j  0  E*) \  . 
i,<=i
(3.2.15)
By applying vec 1 to  (3.2.13) - (3.2.15), V 2 in (3.2.7) follows. Therefore (i) follows 
from (3.2.9), (3.2.6) and (3.2.7).
(ii) Since
vec(Cov(V" W : Y, Y '  W2 Y ))
=  f^vcc^'T'Fiy) © vec(Y 'W 2Y ) )  -  v ec^ F 'T ^ K )) 0  vec(£(y'W 2y ))
=  (Jp 0  A’p,p 0  I p)vcc [ E (Y 'W iY  0  Y 'W 2Y )  -  E { Y 'W \Y )  0  E ( Y 'W 2Y ) } ,
(3.2.16)
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we obtain from (i),
E { Y 'W { Y  ® Y 'W 2Y ) -  £ (Y 'W , Y) ® E ( Y 'i r 2y )
*
=  - 2 ^ ( 0 )  Y  { v c c E j (VGc { ^ W { A j W 2 f i ) Y  0  vcc(/t' IF, .4; 1 F .(/0(vccE  j )' 
i=i
+  JCM,(/i'W i.4j W,2|i 0  S j +  S j 0
k
+  4^"(0) Y  {tr(-4jW l .4, W ^ v e ^ v c c S , ) '  +  tr( .4 ;IF ,.4,1-1'.)A,,.,.(2, « 2 r ) }  
j,t= 1
k
+  4[*"(0) -  (<£'(0))2] Y ,  tr^ W x JtrC A tW aX S i 0  2 ,) .
3,1=1
(3.2.17)
Substituting (3.2.17) into (3.2.16), we obtain, upon simplification, 
vec [covtY'W i Y, Y 'W 2Y )  ]
=  vec i 4*"(0) Y  M A j W i A t W i ' j & j  ® 2 ,)  +  tr(A i T'71.4,W3)AVl.(2 j 0  2 ,)]
( i,t=i
k
+  4 [ ^ " ( 0 ) - ( ^ ( 0 ) ) 2] Y  tr(i4i Wi)tr(.4<W’2)vCc 2 i (vcc2«)'
j.t=i
k
-  2 ^ (0 )  Y  P i  ® ( m ' ^ - ^ / i )  +  ( / / W, ^  WJ/i) 0  2 ,
3=1
+  K ^ W W l A j W i n )  0  2 ;  +  2 ;  0  ( / / W2.4; W ,,,))]}.
(3.2.IS)
Thus, by applying vec"1 to (3.2.18), (ii) follows . □
The above m ultivariate components of variance model Y  was investigated by 
M athew (1989) and Wong and Wang (1992) for the normal setting. For k = l ,  von 
Rosen (1988) and Neudecker (1990) obtained the above corollary for the case where 
Y ~  N n xp(n, A  ® E) and V  =vec.A(vecE)'.
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .4 . In Theorem 3.2.1, let L  =  2 , /x =  0 and W\ =  W2 — W  <= 5/j
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;uid w rite
71 jj n
T,y =  ^  £  a «,j j , (c«Dci ') @ ( / ja / 7 ') =  (CiDci.) © S i
i,i’ =  l j j ' - l  ».»' =  1
where S,y =  Oii'jy f £2f? -  Then
(0  £ ( m )  =  -2 * '(0 )  n , i '= t ( 4 M'« 0 S .v  
;ujc/
(« ) £ [ ( r w r  0  (y ' w y )] =  4 * "(o )a ,
where
A  =  5 3  { ^C»'« VFC,‘2 XCH WCi: ) VCC 2,5 ’>  ̂V0C ^
M »*3»*2= ̂
+ ( « ; , Wei JA' p^Si , , - ;  ® £,„■;)} ,
and licncc
n
C o v ( Y 'W Y ) =  5 3  { 4 ^ ( 0 )  [(ej, W a , ) ^  We,-. ) S ; i 0  S lV;
+ t e , W ' li) V l,W c i, ) K r , ® S i,,; )  
+4[^"(0) -  (<l'(0)):!j(e'i, » ' e,,| )(c;,IV c1.;)vccS i„ , (vcc!
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1 and Theoren 2.2.3,
E [ ( Y 'W Y  © (Y 'W Y )]  =  4p"(0)vcc-1 [A2]'vec (W  0  W ),
where A 2 is given in (2.2.10). By (2.2.10) and (3.2.19), we obtain 
(V  0  V )'vcc(W  0  W ) =  vec [V '(W  0  W )V \
n
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(Ip ® A*p>p 0  Ip)(V © V ')'(/n ® A'n.n ® J?l)vcc (U* ® TV)
=  ( h  ® K ?,p ® ^)(V"vec TV 0  V'vec TV*)
n
-  £  ( ' ; i ' V e , ; X e ; j V c ii K / p S A - p.p S ^ ) [ v « S , „ ; S v - c S , , , ; ]  ( 3 . 2 .2 1 )
n
and
(A' P i P 2 ® Ip)(V ® V ) '(K n*>n ® /„)vcc (TV ® TV) 
=  (A'p>pa 0  Ip)(V  0  V)'vec (A B,B(TV ® TV)) 
=  (K PiPt ® / p)vec [V 'A£ n(TV © VV)V]
n




=  £  (e’i l W'ci; ) ( e ; , i r e i l )yec [AM ( S i l i ; ® S i>ii) ] .
Thus (ii) follows by substiuting (3.2.20) - (3.2.22) into (3.2.19). □
E x a m p le  3 .2 .1 . Suppose tha t Y  =  ( Y ^ Y ! ) '  ~  M E C nXp(0,I„ 0  E,<f>) with V'i € 
M mXp. Then the distribution of TV =  Y{Y\ is referred to as the generalized Wishart 
distribution GWp(m ;n  — m; £ ; <f>). B y  Corollary 3.2.3,
(i) E ( W )  =  —2<£'(0)m£ and
(ii) C ov(W ) =  4b"(0)m (Ipa +  A'pp)(2  0 S )  +  4m 2[<£"(0) -  (* '(0 ))2]vecS(vec£)'.
Note th a t if Y  ~  iVnXp(0, I n 0  2 ) , then TV ~  <2TVp(m; n — m; £ ; <p) =  TV,,(m, £ ), 
and ^ '(0 ) =  - i ,  *"(0) =  f  Thus E ( W )  =  m £  and cov(TV) =  m (/pJ +AT,,,,)(£ © £ ).
E x a m p le  3 .2 .2 . In A N  OVA models with balanced subsarrt pie sixes, the following 
properties are given ior matrices TVi, • • • , TV* in AfTl,
k
TV.TVj =  SijWi, Y , Wi = /„  -  J„ , (3.2.23)
i=3
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m-.W'' .In *z Mnsn  wirh each compo:ier:t equal fo 1/n /Vec. e.£. Pa\i:r HOST; and 
Wong. A fasaro and \ Yang (1001)). Suppose that 1 ~  I\I t.Cn ,:?{0- —v- &) w:ri:
k
Dy -  Y  U’> S E + (J" 2  I-')H + H'(J* 2  ^
i= i
where H  € M npx.r.p- Let Q({Y)  =  y*'U7>*. C ~  1. ■ ■ ■ . k.  Then
(i) E{Q({Y))  =  - 2 o '( 0 ) r ( W » £ .
(ii) Cov(Qt (Y))  = 46' ' (0)r(\Vt)(Ip* Z K P.p) ( Z Z Z ) + 4 [ 6 " - ( 6 \ 0 ) ) 2]vecZ(vccZY.  
and for any distinct f, C =  1,2, ■ , k.
(Hi) Cov(Q,(Y),Qr(Y))  =  0.
\vh>-re r(U'V) denotes the rank of  II*/.
Proof. As we did in Section 2.2, let {c,}"_i and { /j} j=1 be the orthonorm al bases 
of 3?" and St*’ respectively, En> =  c,ej, and F jy  =  f j f y  • Then H  £ M „ pX„r can be 
written as
Tl }‘
H = Y  Y  ® Fn'-
■*' ii'
where =  (vec£lv(vec.F,;» Thus by (3.2.2),
£T(Q,(y)) =  E{Y'WCY)  = -2 6 '(0 )v e c "1 { [(wS a )‘(V*)]' vecN',} . (3.2.24)
where
k
f  =  Y  vccir,(vcc^)'
,=1A  „ (3-2.25)
-r ^  Y  [vcc{JnEt,‘ )(vccFjj‘)' -T (vec£I-I J„)(vecFpJ ) '] .
l j . /  = i
Since (uS><T)f(V’) =  V', we obtain from (3.2.24) and (3.2.25) tha t 
E{Qt ( Y) )  =  -2b '(0 )vcc_1{V*'vecTV'f} =  -2<?'(0) j Y  tr( W iW »E
n p 1 (3.2.26)+ Y  Y1 ltT(JnEu'1Y()Fjj> -ru{Ei‘iJ„We)Fj‘j } f .
j.p= i
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Thus by (3.2.23). (3.2.26) becomes
£(Q<(5')) =  -2o'(0)tr(Tr,2)© =  -2o'(0V.; U*00.
proving (i).
For (ii) and (iii), note tha t from Theorem 2.2.3 and (3.2.2), we obtain 
E ( Y ' W eY )  © Y ' W {.Y )
=  4p"(0)vec-1 { [V ® V  + ( K \ n, 0  I n)(V  0  V ')(A >.;> 0  /,.) (3.2.27)
+  (In © K nn 0  I n)(V © V )(Jp 0  K pp © Jp)]' vec(U*, 0  U'f.)} -
Similarly, as in the proof of Corollary 3.2.3. we obtain from (3.2.23) ami (3.2.20),
vec"1 [(F  © F )'vcc(lF , © Wv )] =  < W (U  f ) vec ©(vec©)'. (3.2.28)
vec"1 [(AVP* © IP){V  © V Y ( K n, >n © I n)vcc(U> © IV>)]
(3.2.20)
= 8eVTiWt ) K pp( Z ® 2 ) ,
and
vec"1 [(Ip 0  K „  © IP)(V  © F ) '( J n © K nn 0  /„)vcc(IF, 0  U > )]
(3.2.30)
=  r(W >)r(W >)(£ © I ) .
Substituting (3.2.2S) - (3.2.30) into (3.2.27), wc obtain
E ( Q i ( Y )  0  Q r ( Y ) )  =  4p"(0)r(TFf ) {^ .[vccS fvecS )' +  K PP(Z  0  ©}]
(3.2.31)
+ rT O r ( W > .) ( E 0 S ) } .
Thus by (i) and (3.2.31),
Cov(Qf(F ))  =  4 6 " (0 )r (W » (V  +  A%P)(S  0  S) +  4[o"(0) -  (p '(0 ))> o c© (v ec© )\ 
proving (ii). Note th a t if £ ^  then (3.2.27) becomes
E ( Q i{ Y )  0  Q t ( Y ) )  =  r (Wt)r(Wt ){Z 0  E) =  E (Q t (Y))  © E ( Q r ( Y ) )  
and hence (iii) follows. □
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3.3 F u r th e r  ap p lica tio n s
For simplicity, in this section we shall assume that Y  ~  M  EC,, x 'Ey, p) 
with E y  = £ * =J Aj  © Ej  .
First we shall find the expectation of
Q i{Y)  = { Y ' W ^ W i Y ' W z Y ) ,  (3.3.1)
where W u  W2 € C (E ,E )  and W  6 £(V, V).
P ro p o s itio n  3 .3 .1 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nxp(f*y $)- Let  Q i(F ') be given 
hi (3.3.1). Then
E ( Q i ( Y ) )  = (i t 'Wlfi ) W t f W 2li) -  2p'(0)Di -4-4^"(0)CU, (3.3.2)
where
k
□ , =  ^ ( t r ( A i W1)(S i W /i,Ty2/z) +  t r i A j W i X f i ' W ^ W E j )
;= i
+  m i i ’W zAjW xi iW yZj  + tr('i:j W)(fi’W 1A j W2fi )
+  f i 'W .A jW ^ f iW 'E j  +  Z j W ' (i ,W {A jW 2fi]
and
k
° 2  =  5 1  [ ^ ^ jW ''i - W 2)tr (W S ,)S i  +  ii<.4i Wrj.4 fW 4)(r;W ',S i ) 
j,e= l
+  tr(.4i VF1) t r ( . W 2)(S i WS<)]-
Proof. Since
veC(Q 1( r ) )  =  v c c [ ( r w iy v -  { y ' w 2Y ) ) [ ( Y 'w yY )  © (y 'w zrM v ccw ,
vcc(£(Ch (V)) =  E[(Y 'W j  Y )  0  ( y ' W ?y )]vecW. (3.3.3)
By Corollary 3.2.3,
E [(y 'W \  Y )  0  ( Y ’l V i Y ) = (p'TFjp) © (p 'P ftp ) -  2p'(0)VJ +  4© "(0)V ;, (3.3.4)
-15
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where VJ and VJ are given in (3.2.G) and (3.2.7) with U 2 being replaced by IH . 
Since
0  (/i'ltf/O jvcclF  =  vec[(pMl ^ H V ' i r . p ) ] .  (3.3.»)
k
VJvccTV =  Y  M - W j X S , -  0  fi 'Wtfi) + t r i A j W n ^ W u ,  0 E ,) 
i= i
■f vecSJ(vcc(/xMVj'.-ijU';!^))' +  v ec(/i'irt Aj\Y>(L){vcxf2j)'
+ Kp,v(£j 0 ( p ' W i A j W n )  + {n ' \VU j \VUi) 0  E,)} vecIV"
k
=  v c c { ^ [ t r ( .4 i Pr1)(S j V V v r2/x) +  tr(.4j ll '2)(/iMi",/;U "^; ) 
j -1
+ trfa'W bAjW ^/iHQS; + tr^-I-FX /i'W ', A;I1 *2/x)




V'2vqcW  =  Y  { te iA jW ^A tW JvccZj ivccZc) '  +  ^ ( . 4 ^ . 4 ,  H4()Ay,,(E, 0  E ,) 
i,t=i
+ tr(A i W,)tr(A<Wr2)(S j © S r )} vccl'F
k
=  vec{ Y  M  Ay Wj .4,1*2 ) tr ( iy £ ,)S y  +  tr(.4>I^ 1.4 ;t '^ ) (S f H "S J ) 
j\*=i
+  tr(Ai W i)tr(A«W’2 )(£iW '£*)]}.
(3.3.7)
Thus (3.3.2) follows by substituting (3.3.4)-(3.3.7) into (3.3.3) and by applying 
vec-1 to bo th  sides of (3.3.3). Cl
For the special case where Y  ~  N nxp{p,A 0  2 ), the above result was obtained 
by Neudecker and  Wansbeek (1987).
E xam ple 3 .3 .1 . In Proposition 3.3.1, let Y  ~  A r„ x p ( p , /„  0  £ ) ,  k = 1, Aj =  /„, 
Ei =  E. Suppose that W\ be idempotent o f rank m  and W \p  =  0. Then
E K Y ' W ^ W i Y ' W f Y ) }  =  4<£"(0){mfcr(EW)E +  mEVTE +  m'^EWE}.
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E x am p le  3 .3 .2 . Consider the multivariate elliptically contoured distribution given 
in Anderson and Fang (1 DS2;i) where Y  ~  M E C u xp(p, d iag (E j, £ 2 , • • * : —«)?<?)• 
Let IV1 £ S n ;ujd W :(L =  0. Then by Proposition 3.3.1,
n
E[{Y 'W XY ) W { Y ' W XY)] = U ”{0){ 2 2  v>2l j t ( t z ( W 2 t ) 2 j  +  SfW 'S,-)
i,t= 1
where W x =  {ii’ijt).
Proof. Let { c j } j - j be an orthonorm al basis of 32". Then
n
diag ( S x, S2, • • ■ , S„ ) =  2 > ; Dei)  0  S j.
> = 1
Thus with k = n  and Aj  =  c_jCHcj(= Cjc' ), we obtain
n n
t r { A jW iA g W j ) =  2 2  w^j t , t r  (A,-Wi) =  2 2  Wln -  
j.t=i j = 1
So by Proposition 3.3.1, the desired result follows, d
Now let £ 1  be the ^-dimensional inner product space over 32 and consider the
m atrix second degree polynomial
Q2{Y)  =  D ' Y ' W Y D  +  L Y B  +  B ' Y ' L '  -i- C, (3.3.S)
where TV' € S e , D, B  € C {E \ ,V ) ,  L  € C{E \ , E)  and C  € S e x ■ Let X  = Y  — p.
Then A' ~  M F C nxp(0, Ey,<?) and
Q , ( X )  =  Q2(Y )  = D ' ( X  +  p)'W.(X  +  p)D  +  L { X  +  p )B  +  B'(  X  +  p)'L'  +  C
=  D ' X W X D  +  D ' ( X ‘W p  +  n ' W X ) D  +  L X B  +  B ' X ' L '  +  Q2(/t),
(3.3.9)
where Q2(p)  =  D 'p ' lV p D  +  L p B  +  B'p 'L '  +  C.
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P ro p o s it io n  3 .3 .2 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C „ xp(fi, £ y ,  o) with Ey =  -4; ®
S j. Let Q2(Y )  be given in (3.3.S). Then
(0 B ( Q t 0 0 )  =  - 2 ^ ( 0 )  r ‘=i +  (?:(,<)
and
(ii) Cov(Q2(Y))  =  4<?"(0) E i / = i  t r i W A . W A f ) ^ ,  +  K ^ D ' E j D )  0  [D 'Z tD)}
k
+  4[p"(0) -  (^(O ))2] Y  t ^ ( W A j ) t r ( W A t )vcc(D"Lj D)(vvc(D,Y f D)), 
i.te  1
k
-  2*'(0) £ ( / , »  +  ® S ' +  (£ > y  IF) ® D'XAj  CS 2 ,)
j= l
x ( I ' ® B  +  (W >0) ® £>}(/, +  A',,,,).
Proof. By (2.3.13) and (3.3.9),
£(Q 2(K)) =  D'£(A "F.Y )i? +  Q2(p) 
=  D'vec-1 {S (X  0  X/vecW*} D +  Q2{n) 
k
=  - 2 ^ ( 0 )  Y t r { A j W W Z j D  +  Q 2 ( / x ) ,  
i=i
proving (i). From Corollary 2.3.2, we know tha t the odd order moments of A* are
zero. Thus
Cov«)2(y ))  =Cov(D‘X'WXD)
(3.3.10)
+  Cov (D ’( X 'W f i  +  p ! W X ) D  +  L X B  +  B ' X ' V ) .
Note that
vec ( D ' i X ' W f i  +  y ! W X ) D  + L X B  +  B ' X ' V )
(3.3.11)
=  (I,* +  K ' t9,)(L 0 5 '  +  (D 'p 'W )  0  D ')vccX.  
C o v(D '(X 'W f i  ■+■ p W X ) D  +  L X B  + B ' X ' L )  =  (/,* +  A'7i7)
x [A 0  £ ' +  ( I> y  W) 0  D']Cov(X) [ I ' 0 5  +  (W p D )  0  D\ (/,* +  A',,.,,)
* (3.3.12)
=  - 2 ^ ( 0 )  £ ( / , ,  +  K qtq)(L 0 B '  +  (D 'p W )  0  0 'X A ; 0  Zj)
3=1
(L'®B + (WpD) 0  D)(I? +  tf?i7).
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Let. A \ =  X D .  Then X .  ~  M E C nx<!(0 , £ j =1.4,- 0  S . j .o )  with S . ,  =  S 'E jS .  
Thus by Corolllary 3.2.3(ii),
Co v ( D ' X ' W X D )  = Cov(X ' .W X .)
k
=  4*"(0) £  t r f ^ - H M , ) ^  +  AV,p )(S.> 0  S .;)
>/=!
k
+  4 [? " (0 ) - ( ^ '(0 ) )2] £  tr(W .4 i )tr(W A «)vecS .i (vccS.«)'
i.f=i
k
=  4*"(0) £  +  K P,P) ( D % D )  © (D 'S^D )
>.<=»
k
+  4[< *"(0)-(d '(0 ))2] ^  trC W ^O trC W A O vccC D 'S^JC vccC D 'SfD ))'.
i.f=t
(3.3.13)
Substituting (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) into (3.3.10), we obtain (ii). □
Jinadasa (19SG) and Browne and Neudccker (19SS) obtained the above theorem 
for the case where k  =  1 and Y  ~  N nVip{p ,A  © S).
E x a m p le  3 .3 .3 . Suppose that y ~  E C n{p ,A ,6) .  Let Q^(y)  — y 'W y  +  2b'y +  c 
with W  =  H'*' g b 6 3?n and c € SR. Then from Proposition 3.3.2, we obtain
E{Q 2 ( !/)) =  -2^ '(0 )tr(W r.4) +  p 'W fi  +  2 6'/* +  c,
and
Cov(Q2(y)) =  S^"(0)tr(.4W .4Ty) +  4[*"(0) -  (^ (0 ) )2](fcr(.4HO)2 
- s d ' W K / ^  +  i 'M O ^  +  fe)].
■19
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PART II 
COCHRAN THEOREMS
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C H A P T E R  F O U R
M U L T IV A R IA T E  V E R S IO N S  O F  C O C H R A N ’S T H E O R E M S  
4.1 . In tro d u c tio n
As mentioned in Section 1.4, it is well-known th a t Cochran theorems play an 
im portant role in regression analysis and analysis of variance. In this chapter, we 
shall discuss the moment generating functions, the independence, and the distribu­
tions of quadratic forms of a  normally distributed random  operator 1’’ in £(V,E) 
and give several m ultivariate versions of Cochran’s theorems for the normal setting.
In section 4.2, we shall obtain an expression for the joint moment, generating 
function of quadratic functions { Qi(Y) }*=1 w ith Q«(Y) =  Y'WiY + B\Y +  Y'Ci +  
Di and W j ’s symmetric, and list some special cases for later use.
By using the formula given in Section 4.2, we shall, in Section 4.3, obtain a  
necessary and sufficient condtion under which { Q ;(Y) } is an independent family 
of random operators Qi(Y). This result generalizes the corresponding result of 
Khatri (19S0).
In Section 4.4, we shall obtain a  necessary and sufficient condition under which 
{Qi(V ')} is an independent family of W ishart 2 , A,) random operators
Q,-(Y'). This result generalizes the corresponding results of DeGunst (19S7) and 
K hatri (19S0).
In Section 4.5, we shall extend the Cochran theorem given in Section 4.4 to  the 
case where B'j,(mt-, S , A,-) is replaced by D W p( m n ,  m 2t-, E, Ah, A2;) - This general­
izes the corresponding results of Tan (1975, 1976) and Wong (1992).
We shall, in the last section, obtain a  more applicable Cochran theorem for the 
case where n =  0 and I m  S y  =  S iQ S a ^  0) w ith Si and S2 being linear subspaces
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of E  and V  respectively. For practical use, we shall give some conditions that, imply 
(1.4.6) bu t not vice versa.
4 .2 . M om ent gen eratin g  functions o f  quadratic form s
Let T  € £ ( V, V ) and or >  0. We shall use to denote the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of T,  use T a to denote the o th  nonncgativc definite (u.u.d.) root, of 7 \ 
use T ~ a to denote the  a th  n.n.d. root of T + and use T° to denote T +T.  For 
T  €  £ (V ,V ), t v (T)  will denote the spectral radius of T , i.e. r„{T) — tnux{ j j / |  : 
v  is an eigenvalue of T},
T h e o re m  4 .2 .1 . Let Y  be  a  l\Tnx:p(/r, S y ) random operator o f  a probability sp. tcc 
( Q , A , P )  into £ (V ,E) ,  i e  { 1 , 2 , . W, <E S E, Ci € £ (V ,£ ) . D, <= C ( \ \ V ) .  
y € £ ( V ,£ )  and
Q»(y) =  y'Wiy 4- B\y  +  y ’Ci +  (4.2.1)
the joint moment generating function, M q^y ), o f  Q ( Y ) =  (Q i(F ) , Q-j(V'), ■ • • , Qf(} ')) 
is given by
Af«cn(20 = !fnP- 2*ricip{(T, 0(p)) + (I,[sj(/-2>I>)-’s|-l(i)}/2}, (4-2.2)
where
r  =  ( r 1,T 2>- - , T <), T°  =  (T; -f T /)/2 , T i€ £ (v ;n
t




L i = B iT i + C iT’i +2W ii*T°, £  =  ^ £ , .
i=I
Proof. Let Z  ~  N nx.p{0,Inp), where I np is the identity m ap on £ ( £ ,  E)  0  £(V, V). 
Let Y m =  h +Yi y (Z).  Then Y  and  Y.  have the same distribution. So we may assume
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tha t Y  ~  Y. -  (i + Z f r Z ) .  Let i € { 1 ,2 ,... ,* } , r  € C(V,E) ,  and Q*(e) =  Qi(y). 
Th«n
QU=) =  (/* +  E£(=))'W O* +  S f ( r ) )  +  BKm +  £ £ ( ; ) )  
+  (/i +  E y (r)y C i +  Di
=  (E J ( s ) ) # (*)) +  (*:• + M'WiKsJ (-’ ))
+ (sJ(r)y(Wi/* + Ci) + Oi(/i)
and therefore
{ z ,  w )  =  c ( t ; q ; (=)) =  P i .  (4 (=))'wi(4 w ))
+  (75, (BJ +  m'W 5)(4W ) +  ( 4 w ) ' ( wrW‘ +  <?,)) +  (Ii, Q iW )




(T, (?(„)) =  £ ( 7 5 ,  Q,(y)) = £< 75 , 0,T(--))
i=J i- 1
= (=1*(*)) + (s,E*(L)) + (r,QG0).
Since Z  ~  N nXp{ 0 the probability density function of Z with respect to the 
Lcbcsguc measure for £(V”, E)  is f  with
/ ( - )  =  (2!r )-'”^oxp{-(.-, -}/2}, r 6 C(V,E).
So
M ,m m  =  £(eXP{(7\(C i(i')))})
= f  cxp{(T, Q M )  + {z, *(.-)) + (r,S*(£))}/M<k.
•'C(V.E)
Through factorization,
M ( T )  =  | J - 2 ^ | - ^ <r-Q^ )>MA'(S f (L ) ) ,
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where X  ~  iV (0,(I — 2\E') ’), requiring tha t I np — 2*1' is positive definite. Hence 
for r<y(tf) <  1/2,
M Q(y)(T) =  iI np -  2 * r W { { T ,  <?(/*)> +  (L, l 4 ( ^  -  2 * r  l4 K D ) / 2 }.
□
C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .2 . In Theorem 4.2.1, let £ =  1 and Q(y) =  j/l'Vy +  U 'y +  n'C -I- D 
with W  £ S e , B ,  C  € £(V, £ )  and D  € £(V, V). Then the moment generating' 
function (mgf) of Q (F ) is
M Q (y)(T )  =  |Inp -  2 * |- i« * p { ( T ,  Q (/0 )  +  (£ , 4 ( * « p  -  2 * ) - , s |- W ) /2 } ,
r ff( 4 ( W ® n 4 ) <  i  (4.2.4)
where T  6  C{V, V) ,  T°  — ( T  + T ) f  2,
=  4 ( W ® T ° ) 4 ,  (i |2 -5)
and
L  = B T  + C T '  + 2WfiT°.  (4.2.G)
K hatri (1980) obtained Corollary 4.2.2 for the case where £ y =  .4 0  S. Note 
th a t due to  the  self-adjoint property of W  © T°  in (4.2.4),
I Inp -  4 ( ^  ® T ° ) 4 1  =  I !np -  V y {W  ® T°)\ = I -  ( W  0  T °)E y | (4.2.7)
and
s£ (Z n , -  ® r ° ) 4 ) -1 4  =  S y ( /np -  ( w  0  r j s y ) - 1 ^  ^
=  ( fnp — 2 y ( W 0  T °))_I S y .
i
So we can express M<3 (y)(T) in (4.2.4) w ithout involving £ y . But in theory, it. is 
more convenient to  use (4.2.4) because (W  0 T ° ) Z y , or £ y (W  0 T ° ) ,  may not even 
be diagonalizable; see Wong (1982).
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C o ro lla ry  4 .2 .3 . In Corollary 4.2.2, i f  W  =  I n, B  =  C  =  0, D  =  0. and Sy- =  
/„  0  E, then Q (Y )  =  y'Y* ~  Wp(n, S , A), where A =  Thus by (4.2.4). the m g f  
o f  Wp(n, E, A) is given by
M w (T)  =  |IP -  2 Z ± T S i r * e x p { ( T ,  X)+2(TXT,  S * ( /p -  2 & T &
T e S v , r <7(S ^ T E 5 )<  i .  (4.2.9)
E x am p le  4 .2 .1 . Let y ~  Ar„ (/i, .4) and Jet W  € <Se, & G Sf", d  € 3? and r/(y) =  
y'VKy +  26'y 4- d. Then by Corollary 4.2.2, the m g f  o f  q(y) is given by
M,t( t) =  |J„ — 2t.4* W A *  \~ i c x p ^ p ' W  p. +  2b‘ p. +  d)
+  2 t \ W p  +  6)'A *(I„ -  2t.4* W .4^)-1 .4- ( W p  +  6)},
where t € 3? and r ^ t A ^ W A ? )  <  | .  Moreover i f  W  =  A  =  I n, b =  0 and  d =  0, 
then M , is the m g f  o f  y" (A):
M q(t) =  (1 -  2t)^exp{(t +  
where A =  p 'p  and t <  1 /2 .
4 .3 . In d e p e n d e n c e  o f  q u a d ra t ic  fo rm s
Suppose th a t Y  ~  N n^p(p, E y )- Consider the second degree polynomial opera­
tors Q i(y ) , Q2(Y) ,  ■ - - , Q t(Y) ,  where Q i( Y ) are given in (4.2.1). For establishing 
the independence of Q ^ F j ’s, we need the following lemmas:
L e m m a  4 .3 .1 . (Laha (1956)). Suppose that x  ~  JVm(0, Jm). Let H i , H 2 €  S m, 
hi,Ji2  € 3?m, ? i(x) =  x 'H i x  + k^x  and 5 2 (2 ) =  x 'H zx  + h^x. Then 5 1  (x) and  5 2 (2 ) 
are independent i f  and only i f
(*) H i H 2 =  0, (« ) Hxh2 =  0, ( in ) f f 2hi =  0, (iv) h[h2 =  0.
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L e m m a  4 .3 .2 . (Craig (1943)). Let A.  B  G S„,. Then A B  =  0 i f  ;uul only if
\Im -  sA\ \Im ~  tB\  =  l /m -  ...4 -  tB\  
holds for all s and t  in 3?.
L e m m a  4 .3 .3 . Let P, Q, R, and S  be polynomials in s and t with rational coef­
ficients such that
=  cxp{i?(5,f)/5(.sO }
holds for all s , t  G 3£ where P (0 ,0 )/Q (0 ,0 ) =  1 anc/ P(0 ,0)/S (Q , 0) =  0. Then 
P ( s , t ) =  Q (s ,t) and R ( s , t ) =  S (s ,t) .
This lem m a can be found in Laha (1956) and Dricoll and Gundbcrg (19S6).
T h e o re m  4 .3 .4 . Suppose tha t Y  ~  N nxP(p, S y ). Let i G {1,2, • , £'} and Qi(Y)
be given in (4.2.1). Then  {Q,•(!")}{_ j is an independent family o f  operators Qi{Y)  
i f  and only i f  for any distinct i , j  G {1 ,2 ,'-*  , £} and any T,-, Tj  G £ ( V', V ),
(a j S y(W i 0  2 ? )2 y (W j 0  T / ) 2 y  =  0,
(b)  S y (W i 0 T ? ) 2 y ( L i ) =  O, 
and
(c) (Lu  2 y (L i ) ) = 0 ,
where T? = (Ti +  T /)/2  and  Li  =  P,T,- +  C ,T ' +  2W uiT f .  Hence \Q ,{Y) )  is 
independent i f  and only i f  {Q i(Y)}  is pairwise independent.
Proof. Suppose th a t {Qi(V)} is independent. Let i , j  €  {1,2,••• ,£} with i ^  j .  
Then Q i(Y )  and Q j(Y )  are independent. Let Q (Y)  = (Q{( Y ), Q j(Y ) )  and T  = 
(T{,Tj).  Recall th a t Q i(Y )  and Q j( Y )  are independent if and only if
Mq{y){T) =  MQi{Y)(Ti) MQs(Y)(Tj). (4.3.1)
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By Theorem 4.2.1. (4.3.1) is reduced to
\Iup-2' V\ - i czP{(L,  [S ^ (/„ P - 2 < f r , s k i ) ) }
=  \I„„ -  2 ' P , i "hxpULi ,  l 4 ( / „ „  -  S ' P . r ’ s l - K ^ ) ) )
(4.3.2)
+ -  2 # j |-S c* P{ ( I j , [ 4 ( ^ „  -  2 * j r l Z$](Lj))} ,
r„ (* )  < 1/2, <  1/2, M * ,- )  <  1/2,
whore 'I'* =  Ey(Iih  0  T ^ E y ,  = ’I', -r $ j and L  =  Li  +  Lj.  By Lemma 4.3.3,
(4.3.2) implies that.
|I np -  2(¥,• +  * ; ) | =  \Inp -  2 ^ ,][ /„p -  2*,-| (4.3.3)
and
(4.3.4)
=  (Li, p *  (L„, -  2®i)-> 4 l ( £ i ) )  +  ( ^ .  [ 4 ( i -  "  2* i r ‘4 ] ( i i ) ) .
Let. Ci and cj be the real values in the neighborhood of the origin such tha t
c, <  1/7V($,), cj <  1 / r , ($,-)■ (4.3.3)
Replacing 2T; and 2Tj in (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) by c.T; and CjTj respectively, we obtain
\Inp ~  C&i -  Cj^j\  =  |/„ p -  Ci*,-||/wp -  C ^ j |  (4.3.6)
and
(ciLi +  c j L j . [S |.( /„ p -  c.'I',- -  C j $ j ) - l ?:$](c;Li + c j L j ))
=  (aLi,  [Z$(Inp -  a V i T ' ^ K c i L i ) )  (4.3.7)
+  (ci Lj , p f ( / n p - c ; ^ ) - 14 ] ( c JJ:j )).
Note th a t ^ a n d  tyj are self-adjoint operators in C{E, E ) © £(V,  V*) and (4.3.6)
holds for all c,- and cj in with restriction (4.3.5). By Lemma 4.3.2, (4.3.6) implies
t ,vnt
=  0, (4.3.S)
5G
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i . e .
S?-(ir< S T7)-v(Ui S = 0.
proving (a). By (4.3.5) and (4.3.S).
(Inp -  a V i - C j V j ) - 1 = (I„p -  ct^ i ) - \ l , lp -  c ,* ,-)-1
- (t̂ ) (!>*>>*)
a  = 0 /  \k~Q
OO CV>
=  Inp +  +  Y , ( C j * } )k
k= 1 k -  1
=  ( / np -  c , * , ) - 1 + (/,„, -  c j V j ) - '  -
Substituting (4.3.9) into (4.3.7) and denoting !!£ (£ ,)  by L~, we obtain, 
plification,
c](L;, (Inp -  c&ir ' iL]))  + 2CiCjiLJ, (/„„ -  c&iT' iLj  ))
+ cUl ;, (inp -  cjVjT' iLi))  +  2clCj(£*, (/„„ - c / i - ) - ‘(i:*))
-  cf(L“, £•) -  e*<Z}, £J) -  2c.c^L*, I*)
=  0.
By (4.3.5), we have the power series expansions:
(Inp — cf* i)  1 =  Jnp 4- c ;^ i +  cj,,&7 +  ■ "
and
(Inp -  cjVj)-1 = Inp 4- Cj*j 4- c jtf j  4- • • • .
Substituting the expressions on the right-hand sides of (4.3.11) and (4
(4.3.10) and collecting the coefficients of c,Cj and c~c~. we obtain
( I - ,  I ' )  =  0
and
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Not.*- that
(L;,  L]) =  ( S f f l i ) ,  z \ , {L;) )  =  {L ,. S y d j-J ) (4.3.15)
and
(L‘ , * }* }(L]))  =  ( * , ( I ‘ ), * i( i ;)>  > 0. (4.3.1C)
Tims (c) follows from (4.3.13) and (4.3.15), and (b) follows from (4.3.14) and 
(4.3.1G).
Now suppose tha t (a) - (c) hold. It suffices to show that
t
M q(v)(T ) =  JJ Mq,(Y)(T,)
i= i
for all T  =  (T ], T-iy ■ • • ,T()  in N q, where A7o is a  neighborhood of 0 in fl* A * '’ ^")- 
By Theorem 4.2.1, (Qi(V')} is independent if
0 ) l / » , - 2 * l =  n L i r » , - 2 *.-l
and
(H) ( i ,  p f ( / n;( -  2 # )-» e £ k z ,) )  =  e ; =1( i „  j 4 ( ^  - 2 * . - ) _ ,4 ] ( i o > .
where =  4  (VI’. © 2 7 ) 4 ,  i f  =  & &  +  Ci V  +  2IV ,^r?, $  =  £ j =1 and
L — Li.  By (a), 'I'i'Pj =  0 for all distinct i , j  € { 1 , 2 , , £ } .  So by Lemma
4.3.2, (i) follows. For the same reason, we have
t
(rnp - 2 * ) ~ i = f j ( / - 2 ^ , - r I - 
1 = 1
Since Li  =  DiTi -f CiT[ -f 2lV,fiT°. for (ii), it suffices to show that, with
A , j  s  « i , , ( 4 ( / - 2 « r , 4 ( ^ ) ) .
A ,j =  0 for i f )  and
a„- =  (Li. [ 4 ( i - 2 « ir 14 ] ( i i ) ) -
5S
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= / , , p + £ y > * , ) ‘ .
. - = 1  k=\
Since each =  ^ - ( U ',  ® T ,° )S ^  by (b).
/ 00
Ay =  (Ii, [S f ( /np + ] T £ ( 2 ¥ . ) ‘ ) 4 K £ j)>
*.= 1 JL—1
/ 00
= S y ^ ))  + (£,-, [££[(2^(11*,, O ^ r  ^vK^)) (-1-3.1T)
,<=I
CO
=  (£,-, S y ^ ) )  +  (I,-, (£ [ (2 S y (U 0  0 1 7 ) » r S y p , ) ) .
k= 1
By (b) again, for distinct i , j ,
Ay = (I.-, Sy(Li)).
So by (c), A ij =  0 for i ^  j .  Now by (4.3.17),
OO
A„ = ( i i ,  Sy(Li)) +  (Li, [£[(2Sy(W i G 77)*)Sy|(£.)>
JL*=1
OO
=  (£ i, [ £ ’ ! > * , - ) * 4 ] ( ^ ) )
fc=o
n
Now we are going to  give an alternative proof of ‘only if part.’ of Theorem 4.3.4: 
Let i , j  €  {1 ,2 ,-- - ,£} with i #  j  and T , , Tj  € L W V ’). Since {Q ,(K )j is 
independent, t r (T-Qi(Y))  and t r (Tj Qj (Y) )  arc independent. Similarly, as in the 
proof of Theorem  4.2.1, let Z  ~  N nXp(0, I n 0  / p). Then K and /x -f £ y ( 0 ) have
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t.Jic same distribution. Since Q, is a Borel function, Qi{Y)  and Qi(fi -r E £ (Z ))
liave t.he same distribution. Thus tz[TIQ,(fi -r S y (Z))] and tv[T'jQ,(/i +  E-f-(Z))]
are independent. By (4.2.3),
7l =  tr[T 'Q ,(/i +  E »(Z))] =  (T;, Q,(/i +  s£ (Z ))>
= (Z, * i(Z ) )  +  (Z, E *(£,)} +  {TiyQi(r i)  (4.3.1S)
= (vecZ j'^ .vecZ  +  (vcc(E y(I,))'vccZ  +  (I), Qi{n)),
where 'P; =  SyO'Pi 0  77 )E £ . Since vecZ ~  JV„r ( 0 , b y  Lemma 4.3.1, q,• and 
q} are independent., which implies tha t
(i) 4 v l ',  =  0. (ii) 'P;vcc(S£(£,-)) =  0,
(iii) ^ jv e c (S f  ( I i ) )  =  0, (iv) [vcc(Ef (I ;))] 'v c c (E f (L ,)) =  0.
Now (a) follows from (i). Note tha t
* iv e c (S f (1,0) =  vCCp |. ( lF ,  © T n ^ v i L j ) ]  =  0. (4.3.19)
By (ii), (iii) and (4.3.19),
^ v e e f s j ( I i) )  =  vec[Ef (Wj  © r ; ) E y (I,)] =  0,
i.e.
l£ ( W i© :z r ) S y (1,0 =  0 for i # j ,  
proving (b). Similarly from (iv).
proving (c). □
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C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .5 . In Theorem 4.3.4. i f  B  — C  =  0 ;trid D — 0. Then {V'U'.V} is
independent i f  and only i f  for any distinct i, j  6 {1.2. ■ - ■ .('} and any T,. T} c .
(a l)  E y  (TV< 0  T.Orv-rCTly © T ^ E y  =  0.
(b i)  [Sy(iv,- © T i ) z Y (Wj  0  r ,) ] ( ,o  =  o.
and
(cl)  {p, (Wi 0  T ^ v i W i  0  Tj)(ju)) =  0.
Hence { Y ' W i Y }  is independent i f  and only i f  {V'U’, V) is pairwise independent.
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .6 . In Corollary 4.3.5, i f  each U’, is n.n.d.. then {l'M l',)'} is inde­
pendent i f  and only i f  for any distinct i, j  € {1,2, ■■ ■ , £},
(Wi © fP)Ey(U y 0  I,,) =  0. (-1.3.20)
Proof. By Corollary 4.3.5, it suffices to show that (a l)  - (c l)  arc equivalent to
(4.3.20). Suppose tha t (a l)  - (c l) hold. Let T, =  Tj =  IJt. Then (a l)  is reduced to
T Y (W,  © Ip) T y ( W } 0  f,,)Ey =  0,
which is equivalent to
( W ? Q l p) Z Y ( W ? ® I r ) = 0.
So (4.3.20) follows.
The cif p a r t’ is obvious. □
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .7 . In Corollary 4.3.5, suppose that p  =  0. Then {Y 'W ,Y }  is 
independent i f  and only i f  for any distinct i , j  £ {1 ,2 ,--- , £ }, £  y ( W, © T, )Ey( IV, © 
T j)S y  =  0 for all Ti, Tj £  S v .  Hence i f  p  = 0 and Ey =  .4©E for some A £ A1'/.- and 
S  £ J f y  with  E jr 0, then {Y 'W {Y }  is independent i f  and only i f  AW, A W t A =  0 
for all distinct i , j  £  {1,2, • ■ - ,£}.
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E x am p le  4 .3 .1 . Let y  ~  N„(fi ,A)  and qi{y) — -f- -b\y -f- d.,, i =  1, 2, n-licrc
IV"), W 2 £ 5/^. Then yi(y) and 7 2 (y ) are incfcpcnc/erjt if  and onJy i f  
(i) A W }A W 2A  =  0,
(iij /x +  6,) =  ,4W\.4(W/2/x +  62) =  0,
and
(Hi) (IV, ,x +  h, )'.4( VV2 /X -f k )  =  0.
Moreover i f  (IV,/i -f ht ) — WiAci for some vector a ,  i =  1, 2, then qt (y) and qziy) 
arc independent i f  :uid only i f  .4W\ .4TV2 .4 =  0.
4 .4. C o c h ra n  T h e o re m s
Before we prove our generalized versions of Cochran’s theorems, we need the 
following lemma:
L em m a 4 .4 .1 . Let  £  € S v  with S  j^O. Then 
(a) S v  =  { { T S T  : T  € S v-}),
(h) S v  =  { { r s r s r  : T  € Sv}),
and
(c) S v  =  ({TS.T'ST'S.T : T  € Sv}),
where (S) denotes the linear span o f  a given set S.
Proof. We shall merely prove (a) and (c).
(a) Since S  £ S v  and S  ^  0, there exists an orthonormal basis { f j } j =1 of V 
such th a t
r
-  =  ‘’ i f P f i ' ’ ai r ^ ,  j  < r, <tj -  0, j  > r, j  =  1, • • • ,p , (4.4.1)
;=i
where r  =  r(E ) > 0 . Let
£  =  { f P f j  : j  =  1, • • ■ ,p} U { /,□ /; +  f j O f i : i < j, i, j  =  1 , - • - ,?} .
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Then B  is a  basis for S y .  Let
Ci = <  { T Z T - . T e S v }  > .
Then it suffices to  show th a t Ci contains all / ,□ / ,  and all -f />D/« with i < j .  
Let T  = i < r . Then T T T  =  o - S i n c e  a ,• 5= 0, / ,□ / ,  c C\. Let.
T  =  f i O f i  +  / iD f1, i > r. Then T S T  =  a /<□/*. Since <T| 5= 0 . / ,□ / ,  e Ct . Tims
/ A f i  €  Cl for all z =  l , . . . , p .  Now let T  = / .D /i  +  A D /, +  /fcO/i + Thou
TUT = a 1 /,•□/; + aifi D/i + a 1 /a-D/a + <7fc /i □ / 1 + cr j /,D/t -F <T, □/,.
Since f iO f i  £  Ci, T T T  € Ci, and <7i ^  0, we conclude tha t /;□ /*  +  /a-D/i € Ct .
(c) Let C =  {{T S T S T S T  : T  € S v } ) .  Similarly as in the proof of ( a), it suffices 
to  prove th a t B  C C. Let T  — / ;□ /; .  Then T (S T )3 =  o f /.Q /i . Thus
/ ;□ / ;  €  C for i <  r. (-1.-1.2)
Let a, [3 €  3? and  T  =  or/iD/i +  /3(/;D/a -f /a-Oft). Then
T (E T )3 = [(o2<7,- +  +  o 2^ o r a k\ f P f i
+  o r ^ ? ( a 2o-i +  2jS2ff* )(/,•□/* +  / ,□ /* )  (-1.4.3)
+  (32c?(a2<7i +  ^ 2 <Tfc)/fcO/fc.
By (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) with a  — 0  =  1,
/ .□ /it +  /*□/« € C for i, k  <  r. (4.4.4)
By (4.4.2) and  (4.4.3) again,
a 30( f {U fk +  /*□/,-) +  a 2/32f kO f k €  C for z <  r, fc > r,
whence by varying or,/3 € 3£, we obtain
/.*E/fc +  /feQfi € C, A-O/fc €  C for z <  r, /; >  r. (4.4.C)
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Let. T  — / j d / j  -j- / i d / ,  +  / , d / i  +  / 1Q/jt +  / i - d / j ,  z, k > r. Then
T (d T )3 =  « r? f/,d /, +  / fcd / ,  +  / , d / ,  +  / . d / ,  -f / ,□ / ,
+  / i d / ,  4- /fcd/i- +  / i 'd / ,  -f / , d / i ) .
Tims by (4.4.2) and (4.4.G),
/,•□/* +  f kDfi  € C for :\ k > r. (4.4.7)
Hence BCC.  d
Wo shall begin our versions of Cochran’s theorems by assuming tha t C =  1 and 
Q (y'), the one given in Corollary 4.2.2.
T h e o re m  4 .4 .2 . Suppose that Y  ~  N nX]>{p, S v )- •bet W  € S e , £  € -W  with d  ^
0, i?. C  € £ (V ,£ ) , € C { V , V \  y € £ (V ,£ )  and  Q(y) = y 'W y  +  B 'y  + y 'C  +  D.
Then
Q (y )~ H > (m ,d ,A )
i f and only i f  for any T  in a  neighborhood, i\’o, of 0 in C{V, V).
(a) t r ( d | / W © r o)d f )*  =  m ^ < S * rd * )* , fc =  l , 2 , . . . ,
(b)  A =  Q(p),
(c) Z y ( B T - )  = S y ( C T ' ) ,  
and
(d) ((B + C  + 2 W p ) T ° ,  E U l np- 2 Z ^ { W  Q T ° ) ^ ] - l Z U ( B  + C + 2W p)T°) )
=  4 (A, T 0d * [ / , , - 2 d * T 0d 5 ] - 1d * T 0) , 
where T  = T°  + T \  T° = {T + T ) /2 and T m =  (T  -  T ') /2 . Moreover, i f  Q ( Y ) ~  
S , A) then
(e) m  =  tr[d y (W  © d + )] /r(d ) .
Proof. Suppose th a t Q (Y)  ~  H'p(m, d ,  A). Then
M Q(y)(T) =  M W(T°),  (4.4.S)
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where 3/Q(y)(T) and M i y ( T a) arc given, respectively, in (-J.2.-1) and (•1.2.9'). Thus 
by Lemma 4.3.3, (4.4.S) is equivalent to
(i) \Inp -  2S&W- ® r ° ) E ^ | =  | / ;, -  r
and
(ii) (T, Q(r)) + (X, S * ( Inp -  2 s |.0 V  ® r » ) s J r ls?.(£))/2
=  (A, r ° )  +  2 (A ,roS 5 ( /P - 2 S ? r ° i : r ) - , ! : i r o). 
where L  =  S T  +  C T ' +  2TT^T° and T  € A:0, a  neighborliood of 0 in C{\ \ \ ’}. By 
analytic continuation, (i) amounts to
(ii) \i - z $ ( w ® t °)z ^ \  =  | i - p © s * : r s * | ,
where P  is an idcm potent in C ( E ,E )  of rank m . Replacing 2T° in (ij) by T ° /c
1 1
-with nonzero c €  Si, we conclude th a t (ij) am ounts to “S y (W  © T ° ) Z ^  and P  0  
(S ^ T ° S ^ )  have the same characteristic polynomial” , i.e.
(is) S y (W  ® T °)S y  and P  © (S  * T aZ ? ) have the same spectrum { , .  
Since
t r (P  © ( S i r 0!)*))* =  i r ( P k 0  (S ^ T °S  = )*)
=  tr{P) tr (Z '*T°Z?)k =  m tr (Z * T * Z ' i ) k ,
(j2) am ounts to (a). By letting T° =  S + in (a), (c) follows. Similarly, replacing 
2T  in  (ii) by cT  w ith c <  l / r <T(S y (W  © T °)E y ) and collecting the coefficients of c 
and c2, we obtain
(ii,) (Q{p), T) =  (A, T°) 
and
■;?2 ) (BT+Cr+2WnT°, Zl{Inp-cZl{W®TQ)z\r)-lz\r{BT+CT+2WtiT'>)) 
=  4(A, T ° £ * ( /p -  c S ^ r 0) - 1^ ^ 0).
By choosing T  =  T* in (iii) and (iio), we obtain T° =  0,
(iiii) (<3(,0, I ” ) =  0, 
and
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(iii-,) <(2?- C ) r * ,  -  C )T '))  =  0.
Since
(Q(M), T*) =  tr[(Q(/i))'T*] =  -tr[Q (/i)T*],
(iii j ) implies that
<<?(/•)-(<?(<*))'. n » ° .
i.e. Q(p)  is a  self-adjoint operator in £(V, V). Thus by (iii),
(Q(/x), T) -  (A, r ° )  =  (Q(p), r  +  r* )  -  {a, t ° )
= {Q(m) - a, r>  = o.
By choosing T° =  Q(/i) — A in (4.4.9), we obtain (b). Also by (iii2),
(4.4.0)
Z p ( (£  -  C ) T *) =  0,
proving (c). By using (iii2) and substituting T  =  T°  +  T* into (ii2), we obtain
({B + C + 2 W f i ) T % S l [ I np -  c Z \ { W  © T ° ) S ( ( J ?  +  C + 2W?)T))
=  4(A,
proving (d).
Now suppose th a t (a) - (d) hold. Then it suffices to show th a t (i) and (ii) above 
hold. By the above argument for proving ‘necessity’, we know tha t (a) is equivalent 
to (i). By (b), Q(fi) is self-adjoint in Sv-  Thus for any T  € C{V, V'),
7” ) =  i < e o i ) , T - r )
=  j [  « 3 « ,  t) -  ( e w ,  r »
=  5 KQOO, T) -  (QW. T)J =  0.
So by (b),
(<?(p), T)  =  (Q(fi), T°  + 1” ) =  (A, r >. (4.4.10)
GG
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By (c)
s f . ( ( s - c ) r - )  =  o i-i.-i.n)
Let *  =  ® T ° ) s £ .  Then by (4.4.11),
( B T  +  C T '  +  2W p T \  S*(7« , -  ( B T  +  CT'  +  2H > T °))
=  (S £ ( ( £  +  C  +  2Wfi)T°  + {B — C ) T •), ( Inp -  2 * )~ l
(4.4.12)
x 2 £ ( ( P  +  C  +  2Wfi)T° + ( B -  C)T*))
=  (2  ’ ( ( £  +  C  + 2W(i)T°),  ( I np -  2 tf)“ 134((2? +  C +  2 U » T ° ) ) .
Now (ii) follows from (4.4.10), (4.4.12) and (d). □
iFrom  Theorem  4.4.2 and its proof, we have the following two results:
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .3 . In Theorem 4.4.2, i f  B  =  C  =  0 and D  =  0 t-hvn Q(Y‘) = 
Y ' W Y  ~  W ( m ,  2 ,  A) if  and onJy if  for any T  € «Sy,
(a l)  t r ( 2 £ (W ® T )2 £ ) *  = m f r (2 * T 2 * ) * ,  it =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and for T  in a  neighborhood No o f  S v ,
(b l )  \  =  
and
(c l)  (p, [ ( W ® r ) 2 ^ ( f np - 2 s J ( W © T ) E ^ ) - I 2 ^ ( iy 0 T )] ( ;x ) )
=  (A, T 2 * ( IP -  2 S r T E 5 ) - 1E * r ) .
Moreover, i f  Q(K) ~  W (m , 2 , A), then 
(d l )  m  =  t r ( S y ( l f 0  2 + )) /r (2 ) .
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .4 . In Theorem 4.4.2, suppose that p  = B  =  C  =  0, D  =  0, and 
P  € C ( E , B ) with P 2 =  P  and r (P )  =  m . Then the following conditions arc 
equivalent:
(a2) Q ( Y ) ~ W p(m,  2 ).
(b2) | J - 2 ^ ( W 0 T ) 2 ^ |  =  | J - 2 * T 2 * | " \  T  € Sv .
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(c2) | / - s £ ( W 0 T ) E £ l  =  | / - . P 0 ( S > r £ * ) | ,  T € S v ,
(d2) Ey(W  0  T)Ey and P  0  (E^TE») are similar, T € Sy.
(e2j i r ( S j ( ^ 0 r ) 4 ) k = m M S 5 T E J ) fc, f c = l , 2 , . . . ;  T  6 Sy.
The involvement o f T  in Theorem 4.4.2 is caused by the reality that Ey  is not 
assumed to have the form A  ® E with A  €
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .5 . In Theorem 4.4.2, i f  Ey =  A  ® E with r (S ) >  1. then Q ( Y ) ~  
W p(rn, E, A) i f  and only i f
(a3) A W  A W  A  =  A W  A,  tr (AW)  =  m,
(b3) AD = AC,
(c3) A =  Q{fi) = {B + W fi ) 'A (B  +  W y )  = {B + W y ) ' A W A ( B  +  V/y).
Hence i f  B  = C — 0 and D = 0, then Y ' W Y  ~  W p(m,  E, A) if  and only i f  (a3) and 
(d3) hold, where
(d3) A =  y ' W y  =  y ' W A W y  =  y ' W A W A W y .
Proof. By Theorem 4.4.2, it suffices to show th a t (a) - (d) in Theorem 4.4.2 arc 
equivalent to (a3) - (c3) here.
Suppose tha t (a) - (d) hold. Since E y =  A  ® E,
tr(si(W ® T ° ) E i ) k = tr(.4*B04* ® £*r°s*)fc
(4.4.13)
=  t r ( A ^ W A ? ) kt r (E * T 0Z i ) k, k =  1 , 2 , . . . ,
Let T°  =  S + . Then by (4.4.13), (a) is reduced to
tr(.4M y.4*)* tr(S 0)* =  m tr(S 0)*, k =  1,2,-- - ,
Since t ^ S 0)4' =  tr(E °) =  r(S ° )  =  r(E ) ^  0, we obtain
tr(.4H v\4*  )k =  m , k  =  1,2, • • - , (4.4.14)
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and hence
tr(.4 ? W A  * ) =  tr(.-HV') = m.  (4.4.15)
Let v\, 1/2 , , v s be the nonzero eigenvalues of .4H F.4*. Then by (4.4.14).
tr ( .4 h v .4 * )6 -  2 t r ( .4 h r .4 iy l +  tr ( .4 H l\4 ? ) -  =  0.
i.e.,
-  -”i +Vi) = i t ,  "ii1 -  ui )2 = °‘ (4.4.1G)
i — \  i= 1
Since Vi ^  0, we obtain from (4.4.16),
Vi — 1 or —1, £ =  1,2,--- , j#. (4.4.17)
But by (4.4.14) and (4.4.17),
3
s =  v j  =  tr(.4? W j4? )2 =  ?n. 
i=i
Thus by (4.4.15), all Vi =  1, i.e. A ^ W A ?  is idcmpotcnt of rank m , proving (;i3). 
By (c),
A B T 'T ,  — .4CT*E, for all T* =  {T -  T ') /2 .  (4.4.IS)
Since r(E ) >  1, we may choose an orthonormal basis, {/j}*-_n  of V  such that
r(S)
E =  J )  Vj f j Uf j ,  #  0, j  =  1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,r(E ). 
i=i
Thus T* € £(V, V )  can be w ritten as
T ' =  E  - f y V f i ) -
j<j'
Let t — f i  and fa.  Then by (4.4.18),
A{B -  C ) T ' £ / i  =  -o-!A (B  -  C)  £  =  0
; < = 2
C9
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AI D -  C ) T ' Z f r  =  c-.A(D -  C)[t i2fi  -  ^  hj ' f y ]  =  0 .
/= .i
Thus by letting t-.j — 0  and varying t \ J. :z -ft, j  — 2. . p . we obtain
A( D -  C) f j  =  0 .  j  =  1.2, • ■ • . />. (4.4.19)
Since is an orthonormal bttsis of V’, (4.4.19) implies (b3). Replacing 2T s
]>v rT° with c < 1 / r ff(S :  T°S ) ‘2 ) and substituting (u3) and (b3) into (d). we have
<(/? + c  + 2 H -» r ° .  ( - 4 5  G s h ( / „ „  - 2 .4 s i r . 4 i 0 i 5 r ° r 5 ) _l
X (.45 0 E 5 ) ( ( B - r C - f  2U>) r ° ) }
= r2((/? + \ v }i ) T \  £  [.4 5(.4hr.45)fc-45 s ^5(ĉ iroS5)^^j { ( B ~ \ y p )T°))
k =  0
= *•={{/? + H » T ° .  .4 (5  -f H‘/x )r0S)
cc
+ c* (( d  +  H - » r ° .  .4 ir .4 (5  -t- u » r °  )*-*}
k =  1
= c-({5  + u » \ 4 ( 5  +  u » .  r ° E r ° )
cc
+  c2{(D +  U » '.4 i r . 4 ( 5  4- Wft) ,  T°




4{A. T ° ^ ( T }, - 2 Z l- T ° Z ^ ) ~ l ^ T a} = c2(A,
t=o
(4.4.21)
By (4.4.20) and (4.4.21), (d) reduces to 
((B  +  T V » '.4 (5  +  U » .  c2T ° ^ T ° )
OO
+  ( ( 5  +  H -» \4 iy .4 (jB  +  W '» , c2r °  J 3 E 5 (c E 5 T 0S ^ )fcS ^ r 0)
(4.4.22)
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By comparing rhe coefficients of c~. o '. • - • on both sides of ‘4.4.22'. wo obta in  that 
for all T c € «S\*.
{{B  -r u » ' . 4 ( B  -r u » .  1 4 .4 . 2 3 1
and
{{B  -r U '/x)'.4U\4(i? -f U'/x). T " E T ' E T ' \  {4 4 24»
Thus (c3) follows from (b). (4.4.23). (4.4.24) and Lemma 4.4.1.
The *if p a rt ' is obvious. O
Xotc tha t in Corollary 4.4.5. if B  =  C . then the assumption r(X t > 1 can bo 
reduced to H ~  0. A similar result of Corollary 4.4.5 w;is obtained by K hatu (1 OSD ’i 
as follows:
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .6 . In Corollary 4.4.5. conditions (a3)-{c3) are e«jniva/onr t<» (a3). 
(b3). (c3) and (f3), where
(e3) A =  Q{fi) =  (B  +  W »».4(B  +  U » .  
and
(13) A ( B  +  W '»  =  A W  A M  for some M € £( V\ E).
Proof. Suppose th a t (a3)-(c3) hold. Let .4. =  A s lF A 5- By (a3), .4. is an idem- 
potent of rank m. Thus I„ — .4 . is also an idcmpotent. By (c3), we obtain (e3) 
and
(.B  +  W f i ) ' A { B  +  W f i )  ~ { B  + W t f A W A ( B  +  W »  =  0,
i.e.,
(.4* ( B  +  -  .4 .) +  W >)) =  0. (4.4.25)
Since In — A .  — (/„  — -4.)2, we obtain from (4.4.25) that
( I n - A . ) ( A $ { B  +  W y . ) )  = 0 ,
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J . * - . .
M B  + = .4U\4{23 -r-U » .
Therefore (f3) follows from choosing .V/ = B -r  IV p.
Suppose tha t (a3), (b3). (e3) and (f3) hold. By (f3) and (a3),
[B + \Y}i)'A{B -f Wp) = ( B -r Wit)'AW AM
(4.4.2G)
= (/? + U » \4 U '\4 IF .4 A / =  (B +  Wft){A\VA(B +  U > ).
So by (<'3) and (4.4.20), we obtain (c3). O
Now combining Theorem 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.4.2, we obtain the following ver­
sion of Cochran's theorem:
T h e o re m  4 .4 .7 . S u p p o s e  that Y  ~  .V„ xP(p, £ y ) . Let i € {1.2,--- . £}, IV; €
/?., C, € £ (V \£ ) . A  € £(V, V), and Q ,(F ) =  +  £ '} '  +  T 'C , +  A -  Then
{Q,0*)} is .in i ndepe nde n t  f am i ly  o f  £ , A;) random operators if  and oniy if
for any distinct i. j  € {1,2, • * • , £} and T,- € £(1^, V),
(a) tri'SY {Wi Q T n k = m M ^ T n k for all fc =  l , 2 , - - - ,
A ) A, =  Q t{/0, 
f a  S y (5 i7 7 )  =  S y (C i2 ? ),
(dj (£ i, ( / n p -2 S y (W 'i ® 3 7 ))“ 1S y ( £ i)) =4{Ai, 7 ^ ( / p -2 S 3 7 >) - ‘S ^ ) ,  
fe; Sy(lV*i 0  T ?)S v(H 0 © 7 7 )S y  =  0,
( f )  Ty(U", © T ^H v-C A ) =  
and
fe) {Lt- , S y ( I i )) =  0,
where T? =  (T; +  T /)/2 , 7? =  (T; -  T /)/2  and U  =  ( A  +  C; +  2 W ift ) 7 f .
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .8 . In Theorem 4.4.7, let B , = C, — 0 and D  = 0. Then { Y ’W iY }  
is an independent family o f  Wp(m i,  S , A,-) random operators i f  and only i f  for any  
i , j  6 {1,2,-•* ,£} and T, e S v ,
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(a 1) :r iZ y (\V t 0  T,)k =  7n,tr{ZT,)k for all k = I.2.- • • .
(bi )  (p. [(ir, ® Ti)(inp -  2Zy( \v ,  © r , ) r 1r>-(ir, © r,)ju n}
=  { A „ r ,( /P - 2 ! :T 1) - l 3 :rI). 
f c i ;  r v ( H ' i  s  r , ) £ y ( T r ;  0  Tj)zy = o.
(d l)  p y ( I ^  s  Ti)Ey(TT’̂  © Tj-K/O = 0. 
and
(c l) (p, 0  T ^ y i W j  0  T,)](/0).
Hence i f  fi =  0, then {}''lFiY'} is an hid  pendent family o f  \\'r( n i >© random 
operators i f  and only i f  (a 1) and (c l) hold for any i, j  t  {1,2, ■ • • , C] and T, t  5 y .
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 .9 . In Theorem 4.4.7, let E y  =  .4© E with r(E ) > h  Then  {Q,0*)1 
is an independent family o f  0 , A,-) random operators if and only if  for any
i , j  € {1 ,2 ,--- ,£},
(a2J AW.-AW.-A =  .4W.-.4, r(.4I-Ft ) =  m ,,
(62) 4B,- =  .4C«,
(c2) A; =  Qi(tx) =  (Bf f  TV,p)'.4(B,- +  W i{i) =  (B, +  W i}L) 'A W A { B t + U ^ ) ,
(d2) A W iA W jA  =  0,
(e2) AWiA(Bj +Wjfi) = 0, 
and 
(f2) (Bi + Wip)'A(B2 + W jp) = 0.
E xam ple 4 .4 .1 . In Corollary 4.4.9, let
( Z
0 0 ( I 1 1 _ 1 \1 0 1 - 1 0 3 II
io
i 
(-• 1 3 1 1
2 0 - 1 1 0 1 1 3 1
\ 1 0 0 3 / \ - 1 1 1 1 /
and Y  ~  iV(0, A  0  E). T ien  A is singular and W  is symmetric hut not u.n.d. It is 
easy to verify that the conditions o f  Corollary 4.4.9 are satisfied rind so Y ' W Y  ~  
W (m ,  E) with m  — 2.
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4.5. Extensions of Cochran theorem s
In Theorem 4.4.7, we obtained a necessary and sufficient condition under which 
{Q ,(Y)}  is an independent, family of A, ) random operators. In this sec­
tion. we shall give some further extensions of this Cochran theorem to the case where
random operators IVf,(m |,, A |,) and lVp(m;>,, X), A2 , ). Let ij ~  A „(0, /„ ) and 
IV <7 S f Then Graybill (19C9, p.352) proved tha t y ' W i j  is distributed ;is the dif­
ference of two independently distributed \'*-variates if and only if IV3 =  IV. This 
result, was extended by Tan (1975, 197G) and Wong (1992).
L em m a 4 .5 .1 . Let Q \, Qz be independent IV,, (m i, Aj), IVr (mn, E . A^) raiidom 
operators in £(V, V) and Jet U ~  Q\ — Qz- Then tJjc rngf o fU  is jl/p  with
We shall use DWp(m i,m 2 ,S ,  Ai, Ao) to denote the distribution of the above U 
and use jf?I'V;>(m i,m 2 ,S )  to denote m 2 , S ,0,0). Note that when m. 2 =
0 and As =  0, D W p{rn\, mo, E, Aj, A*) is nothing bu t the W ishart distribution 
lVp(m i,S ,A i) . To avoid the nuisance of treating D W p( m i , m 2  ̂S )  or I-Vp(m i, E) 
with m t =  0, we assume, in the following sections, th a t m i >  0 and m 2 >  0 .
{Q,(V}} is ;m independent f;unily of the difference of two independent W ishart
M u{T )  = I /P -  2 S *T S * p ^  | +  2 S * T S * ^
x exp {(A, -  \ 2,T )  + 2 { \ 1, T T H l p - ^ T Z i* ) - l Z±T)
(4.5.1)
For Y  ~  JVnXp(p ,S y ) , let
Q(K) =  Y ' W Y  +  B 'Y  + Y 'C  + D (4.5.2)
and
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where TV, TV, €  S E , D. D , £  S v . B . B , .  C. C, €  £ ( V . £ h  D X \ V . Y \
Several proofs in this section are adopted from Wong ^1992). when* l> - C and
Bi = C h i =  1 ,2 , . . . , f .
T h e o re m  4 .5 .2 . Suppose that Y  ~  A'„xp(/r, S y ). Let he given in
T ien  Q (y )  ~  DTVp(m i, m ; , ! ,  Aj, A2) if  aiici only if there exists a neighborhood. 
JVo, o f  0 € £(V, V’) such that for all T  £  A’0.
fa; |Inp -  S f  (TV ® T°)t |.| = 1JP -  T* T°E j r  > I/,, + £  7'̂ : ’• |"*>. 
(b) Z y ( B T ' )  =  Ty(CT*),
(c) (l , [ 4 ( f n P - 4 ( ^ ® ^ 6) 4 r l 4 ] ( ^ ) ) / 2
=  2 (A j,T °S 5(Jp -  S ^ T ° S 5 ) - !S5T °)
+2<A2,T 0S 5 (Ip +  S 5 T ° S 5 ) - 1S :* ro),
and
(d) X, -  A2 =  Q(/i).
where T° =  (T  +  T ) J 2, T* =  (T  -  T ') /2 , and L = (B  + C + 2TV/t)T°.
Proof. S upposethat Q(V) ~  L?TVp(m j ,m 2,S , At , A->). Then by (4.2.4) and (4.5.1), 
we know th a t for some neighborhood, No, of 0 in £(V, V),
M q(Y){T) =  M u {T )  for all T  €  Ar0, (4.5.4)
which, by Lemma 4.3.3, is equivalent to: for all T  € N 0,
X t 1 tn « } t *r»
|Jn p - 2 S f ( T V ® r ° ) r ^ r ^  =  |JP - 2 S 5 T 0S ^ |—5L|/p +  2 S iT 0S 5 | '- - r  (4.5.5)
and
{Q {p \ T)  +  {B T  + C T  +  2 W p T ,  [ S f ( /np -  2 4 ( W  0  T ° ) 4 ) -1
x T ,\]{B T  +  C T 1 +  2WfiT°)} /2  
=  (Ai — A2, T ° )+ 2 (A ,, T ° S - ( /p — 2S^T°Ei )-1E*T°) 
+  2(A2, T°S*(IP +  2S^T°S5)-1S^T°).
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(4.5.S)
and therefore (a) follows. Similarly, replacing 2T  in (4.5.C) by cT  € A7o with c € 3? 
and equating the coefficients of c and c2, we obtain that for any T  € A:o,
D  =  (A, -  A2i r ° )  (4.5.7)
:U1,!
(B T + C T '+ 2 \V f iT ° , '£ $ ( I„ p -  c Z $ { W  0 T°)Sj,)~}
x E f  {(BT +  C T '  4- 2 W fiT °)) /2
=2{A,, T °S  5 (I p -  cE s T°E  5)” :1E * T°)
+  2(A2,T 0E *(JP +  c S ’ T 0S* r ^ T 0).
Let T  — T*. Then T° =  0 and (4.5.S) reduces to
(.B T* -  CT*, Sy(B T * -  CT*)) =  0,
i.e.
SJCBT* -  CT*) =  0,
proving (b). Substituting (b) into (4.5.S), wc obtain (c). By the same argucment 
as the proof of Theorem 4.4.2, we obtain from (4.5.7) tha t Q(p) =  Aj — A2, proving
(d).
The ‘if p a rt7 is obvious. □
C o ro lla ry  4 .5 .3 . In Theorem 4.5.2, let E y  =  .4® E with r(S )  >  1. Then Q (Y ) ~  
D W p{ m \ , m 2, S , At , A2) if  and only I f
(i) A W  A W  A W  A  =  .4T'V'.4,
(ii) tr(.4TV) =  m i — m 2, tr(.4W )2 =  m j +  m 2,
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(iii) A B  = A C .
(iv) A, -  A: =  Q {n)  = {B + W f ) ' A \ V A { B  +  W ft ) .  
and
(V) A , t A 2 =  ( B  +  \ V n ) ' A ( B  +  W f i )  =  { B  + \ V }i Y A \ Y A \ V A { B  +  U >). 
Moreover If Q( Y)  ~  -DWp(m i ,m 2. H, Aj, A2) , then
mi = i(tr(.4W0 +  tr(-W)2)̂  ™2 = ~ tr(.4lD).
Aj =  ^(2? +  W fi ) ' (A W A W A  + .4U \4)(i? +  U » ,
A2 =  1 (2?  +  W fi ) ' (A W A W A  -  A W A ) ( B  +  W fi).
Proof. By Theorem 4.5.2, it  suffices to show th a t (a) - (d) there are equivalent. to 
(i) - (v) here.
Suppose th a t (a) - (d) hold. Let T  =  cS + € No with c € 3? and 2° =  £ + 2. 
Then (a) reduces to
l /np -  c.45 W A ?  0  2 ° | =  |/ ,  -  c S T ‘1 Ip + c S T '5- (-1.5.9)
Let vi,V 2 , " ~  , v9 be the nonzero eigenvalues of A = W A * . Then we obtain from
(4.5.9),
9
I J ( 1  -  cuj)r =  (1 -  c)rm‘ (1 +  c)rn” , (4.5.10)
i= i
where r  =  r (2 ) .  By taking the logarithms, expanding and equating the coefficients 
of c, c2, • - - on bo th  sides of (4.5.10), we obtain
v j ~  1 or i/j =  - 1 ,  j  =  l , 2 , - - - , s  (4.5.11)
and
S 4
Uj =  m i — m 2, ^  i/? =  s  =  rrii + rn->. (4.5.12)
j= l I- 1
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Now fi) and fii) follow from (4.5.11) and (4.5.12). By the proof of Corollary 4.4.5. 
we know that (b) implies (iii). Note that
(Al , T * Z > ( I F -  -T (A2,
OO








( L ,is = ( / . . ,  -  s h w ® l * 4 r ' s J ] ( £ ) > / 2
=  {.4i £ S 5, [(/„ , -  .4 ’ M'.45 O S = T * S 5 )“ 1]( .4 ^£ S 5 ))/2  
=  £ { < .4 * L S * , ( A ^ A i ) fĉ i l S i ( S i r ° S i ) fc)} /2  (4 - u )
JL*=o
oo
=  ] T { ( ( £  +  C  4- 2W >)'A»(A* W A »)*A *(B  + C + 2W p),
k = 0
T °Z *  (Z ? T ° Z ? )kZ ? T °)} /2 ,  
where L  =  {B + C  4- 2 W » T ° . By (i), 
(.43 W A *  )2k =  (.43 W A ^ f ,  k  =  1,2, • ■ ■
and
(.4h 'F .4> )2*+1 =  a '*WA*, k =  0 ,1 ,2 ,---  .
Thus (4.5.14) with (iii) reduces to
{ i .  i 4 ( / „ p -  s f ( » - © r s j ) - ' s j ] ( i ) ) / 2
=  2{ ( B  +  IV »’A(B +  Wfi ) ,  T°Sr°)
OO
+  2 ((£  +  W ft) 'A W A (B  +  W fi), Y ^ T 0Z ? ( Z * T ° Z * ) 2k+1Z ? T °)  (4-5.15)
k = l
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From (b), (4.5.13) and (4.5.15). wc obtain
(Q(fi ) ,  T ° )  +  2 ( ( B  +  W f i ) ' A { B  +  W f i ) ,  T°ST°)
OO
+  2 { ( B  +  TV»'.4TV'.4(S +  H '» ,  ' ^ T 9^ { ^ T ° ^ ) 2k+:^ T ' ' }
k- 0
oo
+  2{(2? +  1V»'.41F.4T-7.4(B +  H '» ,  V  T°3:> (£* * T°)
i S  H-S.1G)
OO
=  {Ai -  a2, t °) +  2(Aj -  a2, £ r ° s ? ( ! :3 T 0!:^ )2<;+1s i r 0)
A=0
OO
+  2(Ai +  a2, £ r 0E * ( s * T wE * )2* s * : r >).
*=1
By comparing tbc cofficients of T °, (T°)2, • • ■ on both  sides of (4.5.1G). we obtain 
th a t for all X° £ No,
{ Q ( r i , T ° )  =  ( \ : - \ 2, T ° ) ,  (4.5.17)
( ( B  +  W f i ) ’A { B  +  W f i ) ,  T °ST°) =  (At +  A2, T °S T °), (4.5.1S)
((jB  +  W f i ) ’A W A ( B  +  W f i ) ,  =  ^  T os r os r o^ (4.5.19)
and
{{B  +  W f i y A W A W A ( B  +  W f i ) ,  T °(S T °)3) =  (A, +  A2, T ° ( S r ° ) :t). (4.5.20)
Thus (iv) and (v) follow from (4.5.17) - (4.5.20) and Lemma 4.4.1.
Now suppose th a t (i) > (v) hold. By (i) and (ii), there exists an o-thonormal 
basis, {et-}p=1, of E  such th a t A ? W A ?  =  52^1 e«Ec« -  22”=m,”+i r-<^c<- Tims
m l n i i + » . i 2
|/np-^WA5 0  2^JoSJ| = |Jnp- ( 5 2 Cinct- -  Y, c,-Q:fj0 S iT oSs |
1 = 1  i—rrti + 1
=  \Ip - & T 0& \ m ' \ I F +  Z i T 0& \ m\
proving (a), (b) follows directly from (iii) and (c) can be proved by substituting
(i)-(v) into (4.5.14). □
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C o ro lla ry  4 .5 .4 . In Corollary 4.5.3, conditions (l)-(v) arc equivalent to (i)-(lv), 
(vl) and (vli), where
(vl) A, +  A2 = (B + Wfi)'A(B + Wfi) 
and
(vil) (.4 -  AWAWA){B +  Wfi) =  0.
Proof. Let .4. =  (.45 VV.45)2. By (i) and (ii), .4. is an idempotent of rank m j + m 2. 
Thus I  — A.  is also an idempotent. By (v),
(B + Wfi)'A*{In -  .4 ,) .4 * (£  +  Wfi) =  0,
which implies th a t (/„  — .4»).45(B +  W fi) = 0. So
(.4* -  A':WAWA)(B +  Wfi) = 0,
proving (vii).
‘(i) - (iv), (vi) and (vii)1 =>• ‘(i) - (v)1 is obvious. □
By Corollary 4.5.4, we can rewrite Corollary 4.5.3 as follows:
C o ro lla ry  4 .5 .5 . In Theorem 4.5.2, let E y  =  .4®  E with r(E ) >  1. Then
Q (y )~ Z )W p(m 1,m 2,E ,A 1,A2),
where
A! =  \ {B + Wfi)'{AW AW A +  -4W.4)(2? +  Wfi)
and
A2 =  i ( B  +  Wfi)'{AW AW A -  AWA){B +  Wfi)
I f  and only i f
(1) AW AW AW A = AW A,
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(ii) tr(.41VT) —  7771 — m 2 , tr(-4TT)- =  m j  -f- t u - j ,
(iii) A B  = AC ,
(iv) Q(fj.) =  (B  +  W fi) 'A W A (B  +  TV», 
and
(v) (A  -  A W A W A ) ( B  +  W fi) = 0.
Corollary 4.5.5 was obtained by Tan (1975, 197G) for the case where B — C . 
Corollary 4.5.3 was given by K hatri (1962, 1963) for the case where Aj — 9 and 
m 2  =  0. We now arrive a t our second version of Cochran’s theorem.
T h e o re m  4 .5 .6 . Suppose that Y  ~  jV (p ,S y ). Let i g {1,2, ■■■ , £}, IV, £ 5/;. 
S  €  N v  with  S / 0 ,  and Q ,(y )  be given in (4.5.2). Then {Q;(Y*)} is an independent, 
family o f  D W p( m u , m 2 i-, 2 , Aj,-, A2 ,) random operators i f  and only i f  there exists a 
neighborhood No o f  0 in £(V, V) such that for any distinct i , j  6 {1,2, ■ • • , C) ;md 
for all Ti €  No,
(a)  |I np -  Z Y {W i  ®  T ? ) | =  |I v -  S 2 )or * -  | / p +  S 7 ? r * ,
(b) S y (B i7)*) =  r y ( C iT ; ) J
(c) ((Bi+Ci  +  2W iy.)T?, [(Jnp -  T.Y (Wi 0  T n r ' Z y U B ;  +  C, +  2 11^)7 ’°))
=  4[(Al l ,T ° (JP -  H Z ? )-1 ST?) +  (A2i ,T?{Ip +  S T /T 'S T ? ) ! ,
(d) Xu  -  An  =  Qi(p),
(e) S y (W i 0  T ? )S y (W j  0  T / ) 2 y  =  0,
(f) [Sy(W i 0  T ?)S y]((B j +  Cj  +  2W jp)TJ) = 0, 
and
(S)  ((B i  +  Ci +  2W ifi)T?,  S y ((B j + Cj +  2W ^ T f ) )  = 0, 
where T? = (Ti +  T /)/2  and T? =  (Ti -  7?)/2.
Theorem 4.5.6 can be proved by Theorem 4.5.2, Theorem 4.3.4, (4.2.7) and 
(4.2.8).
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C o ro lla ry  4 .5 .7 . In Theorem 4.5.6, let Ey =  .4® E with r(E ) > 1. Then {£?;(!')} 
is an independent family o f  D W p(m u ,  m2i, E, A],, A2 |) random operators i f  and only 
i f  for any distinct i , j  6 {1,2, ■ ,£},
(i) AW, A  = A W iA W iA W iA ,
(ii) tr (A W i)  =  m j, — m 2,-, fr (AI'V,-)2 =  m u  +  m 2,-,
(iii) AB i = AC„
(iv) X u  -  X2i =  Q , ( p )  =  (Bi + W m )'A W iA (B i  +  W,-p),
(v)  A)f +  A2l =  {Bi +  W m )'A (B i  +  Wifi) =  (Bi +  Wip.)’A W iA W iA (B i  +  W itt),
(vi) A W iA W jA  = 0.
(vii) AW {A(Bj -f W jp) — 0, and
(viii) (Bi + W ifi) 'A (Bj + W ni) = 0.
Corollary 4.5.7 can be proved by Theorem 4.5.6 and Corollary 4.5.2. Corollary 
4.5.7 was discussed by Tan (1975, 1976) for the case where all Bi = Ci. If all 
m 2t- =  0 and all A2t- =  0, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to “ .4Wt-.4I'V;.4 == A W iA  
and r(.4Wi) =  m u  ” and Corollary 4.5.7 is, therefore, reduced to the standard  
m ultivariate Cochran theorem.
E x a m p le  4 .5 .1 . Let y  ~  N n(fi,A), i 6 { 1 , 2 , , £ } ,  Qi(y)  =  y'H '.y +  2o'y +  c; 
with Wi € S e , Q(y) =  Qi(y), A  =  £ ? = 1 .4,-, b -  ^  ^  c = H U i  c«-
Consider the following conditions:
(a) Qi{y) ~  A \ ' l 11,m Ji{Aii. A2 i ) =  Xmi;(Aii) -  Xm2l-(A2 ,), w*erc Xm,{(Aii) and  
Xni-, (A2 i) arc independent noncentral chi-square random variables, and where
m u  =  ^(tr(.41'7,-)2 +  tr(.4W*;)), m 2t- =  ^ (tr(.4 W ;)2 -  tr(.4W,-)),
Xu  =  +  b i y ( A W {A W i A  +  A W i A ) ( W i p  +  &,-),
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(b) Qi(y), Q i (y ) ,••• , Q({y) arc independently distributed;
(c) Q{y) ~  )> w'ijcre
m i =  ^ (tr( .4 W )2 +  tr(.4W))> m 2 =  ^(tr(.4V F)' — tr(.4U ’)),
Aj =  \ { W p  +  ft)'(AW.4W'\4 +  A W A ){ W ft +  b).
and
Ao =  i(W /z  +  ft)'(.4W.4J'V\4 -  A W A ){ W fi +  ft);
(d) r ( A ? W A ? )  = Z U i  K-45 W;.4 i)  and tr(.4W )2 =  £ j =1 tr(.4U ',)-;
(e) Qi(fi) = (W i{x + biy A W iA(W iti + bi), and (.4 -  .41F,.4H',.4)( VV./i + !,,) = 0;
and
(£) Q(fi) = i W f i  + b ) 'A W A (W p  +  ft), and (.4 -  A W A W A ){ W p  +  ft) =  0.
Then
(i)- (*)» (b) and (f) im ply  (c), (d) and (e);
(ii). (b), (c) and (e) im ply  (a), (d) and (£);
(iii). (c), (d) and (c) imply (a), (b) and (£).
Proof. We shall merely prove (iii)* (i) and (ii) can be proved easily by using Corol­
lary 4.5.4, Corollary 4.5.5 and Corollary 4.5.7. Suppose tha t (c), (dj and (e) hold. 
Then by (c), we obtain (f) and
A ^ W A W A W A S  =  A * W A * .  (4.5.21)
By Theorem  2.1 of Tan (1975), (4.5.21) and (d) imply tha t for any distinct, z, 
j  €  {1,2,*•• ,£},
A ^ W iA W iA W iA *  = A ± W {a K  (4.5.22)
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and
A5U'i.4ti j.4* =  o. 1 -1.5 .2 3 ]
Thus by (4.5.23) and (c),
(W > +  60 '--l(U >  +  bj )
=  {Wifi  +  b iYAWjAlVjAUlVjn  +  hj) ( 4 . 5 . 2 -1 )
=  (W ift +  6,- )-4 VV, .4TV, A W j  AU'j .4( U >  + hj) = 0.
and
A W iA (W jfi +  bj) =  A W iA W jA W jiW ji t  + hj) =- 0. (4.5.25)
Now (b) follows from (4.5.23)-(4.5.25) and (a) follows from (4.5.22) and (o). Cl
4 .6 . C o c h ra n  th e o re m s  fo r {y'F/.-V'} w ith  /m S y  =  SiQ Sj
Although the Cochran theorems obtained in Section 4.4 and 4.5 are very general, 
verifications of the  conditions there arc not always easy because of the involvement, 
of variables T i ’s in £(V”, V'). The involvement of T,- \s is caused by the fact tha t either 
E y may not be of the form A® S  or W,-’s arc not assumed t.o be n.n.d. In order to 
set up some easily verifiable Cochran theorems, we may consider some restrictions 
either on E y  or on W i’s. In this section, wc shall improve some restrictions on Ey 
to  the extent tha t E y  is not required to  have the form A  0  E. Restrictions on W /s 
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Let S i, S 2  be linear subspaccs of E , V  respectively and SjQSi* bo the linear 
span of {xDy : x  € S i, y € S 2 }. Suppose tha t Y  ~  jVn>;f,(0, E y ) with restriction 
Jm E y  =  S j052- Assume also tha t E is n.n.d. We shall show that, in the Cochran 
theorem, this S2  is the  place in which E lies: /m E  =  S 2 . Note tha t Ey =  A 0  E 
is the special case of the above restriction where Si =  I m A  and S2  =  7mE.
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First. we introduce the notion of inclusion maps. For any subset. H  of a given 
set. A*. the inclusion map of H  into K ,  denoted by Iu,K  or -f//- is defined by
Iji{x) — x, x € H. (4.G.1)
Note that, 7//(x) is used t.o show how H  is embedded in A', sec Wong (19S6).
Suppose tha t E \,E n  are n j-, ri2 -dimcnsional inner product spaces over 3?. Recall
tha t for any T  € C (E \ ,E 2.), the adjoint T' € C(E 2 ,E i )  is defined by
(T '(y),x) =  (y ,r (x )) , x € E u  y 6 E2. (4.6.2)
L em m a  4 .6 .1 . Let E , V  be n-, p-dimcnsional inner product spaces over Jet 5, T  
be linear subspaccs o f  E , V  respectively, and let I s ,  I t  be the inclusion maps o f  S , 
T  into E , V  respectively. Then
(a) As functions, I s  € £ (5 , E ) and I's  = Ps- Hence as operators Is l 's  = L*s 
C {E ,E ).
(b) Let L  € SOT and L .  =  I's LIt - Then (i) P sL  =  L  =  LPt , (ii) L  =  IsL .Ilp ,  
and (iii) L f  =  I'r L+ Is- Hence i f  d im S  = d im T  = r(£), then L .  is nonsingular 
and L ; 1 =  l!r L+Is .
Pn- f. We shall merely prove (b)(iii): Let B  — I!pL+Is- Then
J ,.B  =  I'SL IT I'TL +I s  = rs L P TL +Is  = I'sLL+Is.
Since L L + is self-adjoint, so is L .B .  Similarly, B L .  =  I'j-L ^ L I t  and B L .  is 
self-adjoint. Now
L+BL. =  (I's L I t )(I't L +L I t ) =  rs LPTL +L IT = I'SL L +L IT  =  I ’s L I t  = L m. 
Similarly, B L » B  =  B .  Hence B  =  L t -  0
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T h e o re m  4 .6 .2 . Let Y  be a random vector o f  a probability spar-- i il. .4. I') int< > 
£ ( I \ E ) such that V’ ~  .V(0 .E y )  <-UJd for sonic linear subspaces S t . >'_» <>/' I \ . \ '  
respectively, Jm E y  =  Si OS? 7= {0}. Let I t ' £ S /;. y t  £(1 U ami
Q{y) = y’Wy- Then Q (Y) has a W p(?n.£) distribution for some jtositive integer 
m  i f  and only i f
(a) T y ( W  0  S + )S y (W  0  E + )Ey =  Sy(U* 0  S + )S y .
(b) S2 =  Jm S ,
and
(c) t r ( E y ( W  0  S + )) =  m r(S ) ±  0.
Proof. Since Y  ~  JV(0, E y ) , Y- € /m S y  with probability 1. So we may assume 
th a t for any w €  fl, K(u?) €  Jm E y .
Suppose th a t Q(V’) ~  W j,(m ,S). Then by Theorem 4.4.2, for any T  <E Sy ,
t r ( E £ ( W ® T ) S £ ) fc = m tr ( S 5 T S * ) fc, JL- =  1,2........ (4.G.3)
Let T  =  E+ . Then from (4.6.3),
t r ( E £ ( W ® E + )E f)*  =  m r(S ), * =  1 ,2 ........
So E y  (W  0  E+ )E y  is idempotent; hence (a) follows. Note tha t
X°Y =  PlmZy =  PSin Sj =  Pst 0  T V  (4.6.4)
So
t r ( E f ( W 0 T ) S ^ )  =  t r ( E ^ ( W 0 ( P s I7 'P s2))S ^ ) 
and therefore by (4.6.3),
m tr (S ^ T E ^ )  = m tr ( S 5 ( P Sjr P s ,)E 5 ).
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Sin«- m > 0, t r ( Z T )  = t r ( P s aS P sa*). i.e.. ( Z . T )  =  (PS^ P S, . T ) .  Since E.
P s- j^P s i  •’'■re self-adjoint, D =  P sa^P sj - In particular
/ m l  C IrnPs , =  S^. (4.G.5)
Now let. T  = Ip -  S°. Then by (4.6.3), s J ( W  © (Jp -  =  0 and therefore
^ ( i r © ( / p - S ° ) ) ^  =  0, i.e.,
(Psx W P Sx) 0  (P sa(/„ -  S °)P Ss) =  0. (4-6.6)
By Theorem 4.4.2(e),
0 <  m r(S ) =  tr (S y (W  © S + )) =  ir(S y S $ ,(W  0  S + )S ^ )
=  * r(S y ((P S, W '^ s J  ® (P s3S P s2)))-
So Ps.l-K P* T  0. Thus by (4.6.6), P Sa( /p -  S °)P s3 =  o. i.e., P Sl =  r ° P s 2 and
hence S2 C /m S . Therefore by (4.6.5), S2 =  /m S , proving (b). By Theorem
4.4.2(e), m  =  tr(Sv-(rV’ © £ + )) /r (£ ) ; hence (c) follows.
Now suppose tha t (a) - (c) hold. Consider the inclusion m aps Jj and J2 of 5i 
and 52 into £  and V respectively:
J j ( z ) = x ,  x  € S i, / 2(r) =  r , ~ €  S2. (4.6./)
Let
^(a.*) =  / ;r (a .- ) /2, (4.6.S)
Then each y(a?) € 5 j0 5 2 and Z (u )  — (I[ © J2 ) ( l r(w)), € fh  So Z ~  Ar(0 ,S ^ )
with
S z =  ( / ; ® / i ) S y ( / ,  ® /2). (4.6.9)
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Note tha t 7: 0  I 2 is a linear map of C(S2s S i) into £ (! '. £ )  ami l>y Lnm na >1.1*. 1.
yi.o. im
Hence r (T 2 ) =  r (—>') and Slz is nonsingular. By (a).
s?-(B'®5:+)S v ( ir ® !:+)s?. = Et-(ircv^+)N^. 14.0.1n
By (4.6.4) and Lemma 4.6.1, £ y  =  (7i ® I 2){I\ G / 2 V- S<> by (4.0.11).
( h  © /2/ ( P V ® s + )Sy(iv*® s:+ x / ,  ® /2) =  ( /, G /2r ( i r « s + H/i g /■„.). (4 .0 . 1 2 )
Let
IV. =  I [ W h . 'T _  T> (4.0.13)
Then W .  €  Ss, and  S .  € A^s,. Since S 2 = Ini'S!, by Lemma 4.G.1, S . is liotisingular 
and
(4.0.14)
By (4.6.9), (4.6.12), and (4.6.14),
(w, ®  s : 1 )zz(w. © 2 : ' )  =  w. 0  s ; 1 . (4.G.I5)
Now, consider the inclusion m ap I .  of I m W .  into Si:
I . ( 1 ) = x, x  € Im W .. (4.C.1G)
Let
z.(u) = rmz(u), u z n . (4.C.17)
Then Z m =  ( i ;  0  I Ss)(Z)  ~  N (0, E z . ) with
Hz. = ( / : 0 / s s) S ^ ( / . 0 / S l). (4.C.18)
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Let
W . . = r , l V . L .  ( 4 . G . 19)
Then by Lornma 4.6.1, W„. is nonsingular and
W " 1 =  (4.6.20)
By Lomina 2.1, W m =  VT.-P/mtv. =  So by (4.6.15),
( ( i y . / . ) © s : 1) s ^ ( ( / : i y . ) © s : 1) = w .® s :x. (4 .C.2 1 )
By multiplying / '  0  I s 3 from the left and multiplying I .  © I s 7 from the right, we 
obtain from (4.6.2) th a t
{w.. 0  © sr1) = w.. © 2 ;1.
Thus 2 * . =  W ~ : 0  S . .  Let
Z .. = w iz . .  (4.G.22)
Tlien Z . .  ~  jV (0,2z„..) with 2 z „  = I/mW. ® 2 . .  By definition, Z(„Z„. ~
VV*(r(ir. ) ,2 .) -  So ~  W'y( r ( i y . ) ^ 2 S . / ; ) .  By (4.6.14), U S.jK =  2 .
So it sufficics to  show th a t Y ' W Y  =  J o Z '.Z . . ! £- By (4.6.22), (4.6.19), (4.6.17), 
(4.6.12), (4.6.S), (4.6.7), and Lemma 4.6.1,
i2z '„ z ..n  = i2z'm\v ..z .n  = i2z 'i j ' .w .i .r ,z r 2
=  / 2z 'p / miv.w*.J, /™ u'.2i,2 =  / o Z 'iy .z / ;
= iz& rix i[w ii/;y/iii = P s X ^  w p Si y p s , = r w .  □
The following result is our third version of Cochran’s theorem:
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T h e o re m  4 .6 .3 . Suppose* that Y  ~  .Y„x;>(0, © y) with h n Z y  — 5iLb\; - {0}. 
where S i .  S 2  are linear subspaces o f E . Y  respectively. Let i £ {1.2. - • ■ . <}. 11', 0 
S B- V e  £ (V .£ ). Q ,(y) =  y’\V,y. and Z  € AV with Z  ?  0. Then { tf .O 'n f  , i> 
an independent family o f  U*r (rnI. ©) randon: operators for some m, v {l . 'J . . . .  } if 
and only i f  for any distinct i, j  t  {1,2, ■ • • , C}.
(a) Z y { W i  ® S + )Sy(W.- © ©+ )L y =  Sy(U '; © ©+ )E y.
(h) S 2 = I m Z ,
(c) i r (Z Y (Wi ® ©+ )) =  m ,r(© ) #  0, 
and
(d ; Sy(w ,- ® r + ) S y ( » i  © ©+ )©v =  o.
Proof. Suppose th a t { Q ,(y )} is an independent family of ©) raud<>m oper-
ators Q,-(y). By Theorem 4.5.2, (a) - (c) hold. By Corollary 4.4.S,
Sy(Wi © ri)Sy(T'V> © T j) Z y  =  0. (4.G.23)
Let Ti = Tj = Z +. Then (d) follows from (4.6.23).
Now suppose th a t (a) - (d) hold. Then by Theorem 4.G.2, {Q,-(V*)} is a  family of 
Wj>(mj,E) random  operators Q i( Y ) -  By Corollary.* 4.3.5, we need only prove that 
{Q,-(y)} is pairwise independent. Let t , j  be distinct elements in { 1 , 2 , , £ } .  By
(d) and the notations in the proof of Theorem 4.6.2, we obtain
(Wf. 0  l ) Z z (W jm 0  / )  =  0 (4.G.24)
in the same way as we obtained (4.6.21). It can be proved that, each W,-. is n.n.d. 
Let Zi =  W}„Z. Then Z; =  (w £  0  /) (Z )  and so by (4.6.24),
C o v(Z i,Z j)  =  ( w f  0  J ) £ Z(W ? 0  I )  =  0.
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Since Z t. Z.} arc jointly normal, Zi. Z} and therefore A, =  I>Z[Ztr >, A^ = I^Z^ZjI^  
are independent. By Lemma 4 . G . 1 ,  A, =  Q,(} ) and A_, =  Q j (V ). So Q ,(> ) and 
Q j(} ')  are independent. D
C o ro lla ry  4 .6 .4 . In Theorem 4.6.3. suppose that E y  is uousingular. Then {Q,( V)} 
is an independent family of I* p(r(B*,),I!) random operators Q ,{Y) i f  and only i f  
for any distinct i . j  € f,
(a) (W, © S + )Sy(IV,- 0 S + ) =  Wi © S +
and
(h) ( iK ,0 S + } S y (ir i 0 S + ) =  o.
Note that. IrnEy = £OV‘, so Corollary 4.6.4 follows from Theorem 4.G.3 directly. 
So far we have concentrated on deriving necessary and sufficient conditions un­
der which {Q t(Y)}  is an independent family of E , A,) random  operators.
But in practice, it is, mostly, the sufficient condition th a t is used in statistical in­
ference, and often, one can afford an easily verifiable sufficient condition tha t is not 
necess;iry. We shall give some examples in this direction.
E x am p le  4 .6 .1 . Suppose that Y  ~  j\r(0, E y ). Let W  €  S e  such that
S v O - V  0 / p )  =  P 0 S  ( 4 . 6 . 2 5 )
for some P  € C{E. E ) and E € Arv  with  0 ^ 0 .  Then Y ' W Y  has a  Wp(m, E) 
distribution i f  and only i f
(i) P 2 = P 2 
and
(ii) t r P  =  tr(P2) =  m.
Proof. Suppose tha t Y  ~  W ^ ^ E ) .  Then by Corollary 4.4.4(e),
tr(Sy(W '’ 0 r ) ) * = m t r ( S r ) * ,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  T  €  S v -  (4.6.26)
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By (4.6.25),
fr(E y  (TV $  T))k =  *r(Ey (H* 0  / ,) ( /„  0  T))k =  fr((P  0  E \ i „  0  T) \ l 
=  f r (P ® (ST))* =  tr{Pk)tr{'ElT)k.
Since E r  0, we obtain from (4.6.26) tha t
t r (P k) =  m , J: =  1,2........ (-1.6.27)
So (ii) follows and all eigenvalues of P  must be cither 0 or 1. By using matrix 
representations, we may assume th a t P,  W  € M ix n . £  € A/;1X)>. where H' is 
symmetric and  E is n.n.d. Now by (4.6.27),
P  =  Q id iag (J i, J 2, . . . ,  J . ,)0 “ ' ,  (4.0.2$)
where Q: € M nXn, each Jordan block Ji of P  is of the form ./ =  A/-t- A’r, A •- (0.1}, 
iVj =  {0}, and
f ° 1 0 . . . 0 ° \0 0 1 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 1
VO 0 0 . . . 0 0 /
€ M, for f  >  2.N t =
Since S  is n.n.d.,
S  — Q2diag(Ai, A2, ...»
for some p x p  orthogonal m atrix  Q2 and for some Aj >  A2 > 
(4.6.25), (4.6.28), and (4.6.29),
S y ( P 7 0 E + ) =  (Q! 0 Q 2) C ( Q ,0 Q 2) - 1,
(4.G.20)
>  A;, > 0. By
(4.C.30)
where C  =  d ia g (J i ,J 2 , . . . ,  J s) 0  and /x, =  1 for j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  r( Ej; /t, = 0
for j  > r (S ) ,  where 5,-j’s arc the Kroneckcr symbols. Recall tha t A Cv Ii and 13 0  >1 
have similar m atrix  representations. So
C  is similar to  D,
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wh<-r<- D ~ di(uj{(ii,. . . , fty) 7. <hfuj( J i .  J->.. . .  , J ,). Now
D — d iag (p ]d jag (Ji, . . . ,  J.,), pidiagf J j . .  /p /l’.a g f j]  d ,)).
Since E /  0, At > 0  and pi = 1. By Proposition 2.4 of Wong (19S2). each Jordan 
Work of E y(W  7  E + ) is « £ 3f? or * j  € M 2*2. So by (4.6.3G). the J,'s  must.
be 0,1, or ^  jj * ^ . Therefore by (4.G.2S), P 3 =  P 2. proving (i).
Now suppose tha t (i) and (ii) hold. Then 
tr (E y (W  0  T ))k =  tr  [Z y{W  0  Ip)(In © T)]fc
=  t r [ ( P © S ) ( /B © T )]fc =  tr (P * ) tr (E T ) ‘- fc =  l ,2 , . -  - .
Thus by (i),
t.r(Ey(W  0  T)) =  t r ( P ) t r ( S T )  (4.G.31)
and
tr(E y (lV  0 T ))*  =  t.r(P 2) tr (S T )fc, Jfc =  2 , 3 . - -  . (4.6.32)
Now (4.G.26) follows from (4.6.31), (4.6.32) and (ii). □
E x am p le  4 .6 .2 . Suppose that Y  ~  iV(0, E y ) and
E y  =  .4 0  E +  (.1/ 0  I P)E  +  H '{M '  0  Ip)
for some A  € jV&*. E € A'y, M  6 C ( E ,E ), and H  € C{E. E)  © £(V, V). Let
H'i € S e , i £ {1 ,2 .--- ,£}. Suppose also that for all distinct i , j  £  {1 ,2 ,--- ,C},
(a) .4W'.4W,.4 =  .4 TV'; .4.
(b) W {M  =  0.
and
(c) i r ,.4 U j =  o.
Then { r 'lV .y }  is an independent family o f W p(mi, E) random operators Y 'W iY  
with mi — tr(.4IV*i).
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C H A P T E R  F IV E
C O C H R A N  T H E O R E M S  W IT H  
N O N N E G A T IV E  D E F IN IT E  W, S
5.1 . In tro d u c tio n
In C hapter 4. we obtained three multivariate versions of Cochran's theorems. In 
practice, for statistical inference in linear models such as MANOYA and regression 
models, it is often the case tha t all H*,'s involved in quadratic forms {Y' IY, Y } are 
not only self-adjoint bu t also n.n.d. So in this chapter, we shall consider quadratic 
forms Qi{Y) = Y 'W i Y  +  B p ’ +  Y 'C ,  +  D { (i =  1,2. ■ • • , C) with n.n.d. U'.'s. A 
general Cochran theorem is then obtained for a  normal random operator Y. This 
result docs not require tha t the covariance, E y , of Y is nonsingular <>r is of the 
form A  ® S .
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, v.-e shall state  and prove 
some prelim inary results. In Section 5.3, an easily verifiable Cochran theorem is 
obtained and it is an extension of the results of Pavur (19ST) and Wong and Wang 
(1992). Examples and applications of the above Cochran theorem will l»e discussed 
in the last section.
5 .2 . P re lim in a r ie s
We shall first prove the following lemmas.
L e m m a  5 .2 .1 . Suppose that Y  is a ranc/om vector o f  a probability space into 
C (V ,E ) such that the mean o f Y  is 0 and the covariance o f  Y  is Ey . Let W  £ A/*/.;, 
T  € Sv~ Then
t r ( £ Y (W < dT ))k = t r { Z y { T ® W ) ) \  k =  1,2, --- . (5.2.1)
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/'nm/. Recall that, Ey in C{ C{\\  E ). C{ \ \ E) j  is defined by
{it. S y r )  =■• cov( (>i . }'}. (v. I*}), u. v £ £( V. £ ) .
Let A"Pi„, be the commutation operator on £(V, £ ). Then by (2.2.2),
V  = K p M ' l  - V  =  Ap.n^V'An>?.
So by Lemma 2.2.1(a).
tr(H y { T G  \V))k =  t r lA V .S y A V ^ Q  W)]k
=  tr [A'„,n(E y(iF  © T))k~ l Ey T  © IV')]
=  tr  [(Ey(VF 0  T ))* -1 E v A '„ .,(r  3  n')A '„.t,l 
=  tr [(Ey(IV 0  T))k~l Ey(VF © X)]
= tr (E y(IF  0  T))k.
□
For any T  € £(V', £ ) , we shall use A 'erT  to denote the kernel {x € V : 
Tx  =  0} of T, use ( /m T )1 to denote the orthogonal complement of I rnT  and
use ( Hm(ImT)  t,o denote the dimension of I m T .
L em m a 5.2.2. Let IF <E Afe, 3  € AV. Sy* € Afc(E.v); let m be a positive integer, 
and let {c,}"_j, be respectively orthonormal bases o f  E  and V such that
s r
IF  =  £  ic.-Cidc,-. E  =  ^  o -j/jD /j,
.=1 i= l
where s =  r(IF ) , r  =  r(E ), Wi >  0, i =  1,2, • • • , s, and o j  >  0, j  =  1, • • ■ , r. Then
tr(Ey»(X  0  IF ))2 =  m frfE T )2 for all T  e  S v  (5.2.2)
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i f  and onlv if
and
fr(TV'EjjlV’S j' j -) =  mcTjOy, j . j '  =  1.2. • ■ ■ . r.
Z j j  = 0, j  = r +  1.- •• ,]K
^ .2 .0 )
lr».2.-n
(0 .2 .0 )
where E ^ - — Vjj'ii 'cEki' m d  =  { /jO :,. E y< (/,< Q v)) f‘>r all i\ >'
1 ,2 ,-•• =  1,2, ••• ,p.
Proof. Suppose th a t for any T  € S t/, (5.2.2) holds. Since Ey- €
J'JI' (5.2.G)
Since {(/j-D /7-») ® (e ÎHe,--)} is an orthonorm al basis of £(V, V) 0  C(E. E ),
P n
Ey- =  ^  y ;  crjj-,,-( / jD / j- ) G (c,Dc,.)
= E E ' (/jQ/j*) ® (cidic,.) + //,





n 3  n a
E + E E + E E
t',i'=j+l i'=a+l i=l i=a+l i' = l
Vj?*i'(/iD/ i '  ) © (CA , -  )• (5.2.S)
E y -(T  ® W )  =  y  y  £  Wi’V i i ' i A f p T f y ) 0  (c .-Q v).
i-=l , = 1
Let j ,  j* =  1,2, - - - ,p  and 5,v’s be Kroncckcr symbols. Then
{ a n  |>
«‘t ,» a  =  I j i . j \  ,3 3 ,  j'3 =  l
x [(/i,P r /J. ) 0 ( e ilDei;)] [(/i.O T/,;) 0  }
a P
~  ^   ̂ y !  WiWi>Cjx jj M'ffj,;';i-;{/>, i ) { /j- , T / ).
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s r  =  £  <7 , ( / , a / , ) r  =  £ < ? , ( / , o r / ; ) .
7 = 1  ;=»
r
fr(SX)2 =  £  * * * ;,( ( /; , ,  r / is>)2. 
it.72=1
Therefore (5.2.2) becomes
 ̂  ̂ . w >10 *'aj\ i; 2 >'«(/it t Tfy3) {/j j , X// ;)
«.»' = ! ji ,i;.ii'J5=l
=  E  W h M i , ,  T f h ) f  r s S r .
it ,72=1
Let. X =  /,•□ /,. Then
{/it > /̂ij) (/ii 5 Tfj-,) =
and
((/it» X/ia)) = îiî iiî iiî i:;'-
Tlius from (5.2.9), we obtain 
$




y ;  iv,Wj'<Tj}-{i, =  0 for j  =  r  +  1, • • • , p.
t,»'=i
For distinct f  and j ' ,  let X =  f j ^ f j  +  / i 'Q / i '-  Then
(/it t X/j-) (/jj, X/ja) = 4- Sjxj'SjwWfjSjij + SJ[rShj.)
=  ^ iti^ iii^ iii^ iti +  6h j ' $j ,7i , s j [ j sh i  +  ^ i i i^ i iA i i '^ i '  +  ^iti'^iii’f y i '
and
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Thus (5.2.9) becomes
A
tCiWi'ia'jjii, +  o)>yu' +  V j j ' i i ' C f j i ;  -f (Tj’jn'Cfj}', ' ,) = »>{<*; -t- «-;• h
»,i' = l
which, by (5.2.10) and (5.2.11), implies that
,1
Y 2  WiU'i'ivjy,,' + v j j ' i ’,) =  0- (5.2.12)
«.»'=i
Since Wi > 0 for i =  1.2. ■ • • ,s , (5.2.11) and (5.2.12) become
VjjH' =  0 for i . i  = 1,2, ,s , j  = r + 1. •••,/>.
and
<7jyn> — aj yv i  =  0 for j  7^ j ' ,  j , j '  =  1,2,• • • z.i'  =  1 . 2 , •  .s. (5.2.13) 
Thus
A




Sjj- =  y ;  crjj'ii'gnci- =  0 for j  # / ,  j ,  j '  = 1,2, ■ • •
proving (5.2.4) and (5.2.5).
Now let T  =  /jO /j> +  / j . □  / j  with j  ^  j ' .  Then
( / in  Tf j O (fj[ i T f k )  ~  (^ i i ify i ' +  ^ i u '^ i X f y A 'j i '  +  5i ! i 'A"i»i)
=  ^ iii^ iii'/ili^ iji' +  ^iii'^iji^iji^iai' /?ii^iii'^iii'^i»i
and
({/in T f j 3 ) ) 2  =
Thus (5.2.9) becomes
y ]  W{W{' (cjjii1 <7y  y  i> iJr<7j’ jii> &j>ji> i+crjj' a' crjj> ,> i+cryy , j =  th(h} c y  +a j “7j),
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which, by (5.2.13), implies tha t 
*
^  =  m G} <7y , J 7-  J , J , J —  1 . * *
Combining (5.2.10) and (5.2.14), we obtain 
.1
^  Gj’j 'i ' i  ~~ nT-GjCTj’ , J , J  — 1,2,**
, r. (5.2.14)
i.e.
=  m < 7 j tT j ‘ ,  j j '  =  1,2, — , r,
proving (5.2.3). 
Now suppose that. (5.2.3) - (5.2.5). Then from (5.2.7) and (5.2.S), we obtain
Sy* = £  (/jP/i')® ( £  Ie*') I
V.i*=i J
=  £  ( / A i *  ) » = « ' + *
By (5.2.4) and (5.2.5),
r
i=J
For i, i* = s + 1, • • • , n, since e;, e,< € kcr W ,  we have (Ip © W )H {Ip ® W ) =  0. So 
(T  © W’)H (T  © T'V) =•• 0 and
tr(S y » (T  © 1'F))3 =  tr C £ ( f P f i )  ® s»)(T ® w )  + Z ( T  ® IV)
i= l
=  tr ' £ u a r fi'> ® ^  +  *  <T  ® " ' I
J=1
r .
=  tr Y j j p r i i )  ® s> iW
;= t
=  53 ( / , a r / i ) ( /J'.D T /i . ) t r p i i i v s i .i . i r ) .
h i ‘=i
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Thus by (5.2.3),
P
t r ( S y . ( r « i r ) ) =  =  m £  ( / P r / i X / y D i y / K v v
r





t r (E y .(T ®  IV'))- =  77itr(ET)-\
proving (5.2.7). □
The above random  vector Y'  is introduced for convenience. Indeed, the m atrix 
representation, [Ey<], w ith respect to usual bases in 3tM and SR*’, can be written in 
the form:
[Sy>] =  d ia g ( S n ,S 22 >... , S.**,0 , . . .  ,0) + [//]
w ith (Ip ® W)H(Ip ® W) = 0. The same cannot be said for E y .
L e m m a  5 .2 .3 . In Lemma 5.2.2, let i , i '  =  1 ,2 ,••• ,s ,  j , j ‘ — !,•■• , r, ti}„< -  
CjjH' [Cj and A j  =  ajn> e,-Oe,' — Y j j / o j .  Then the following two conditions
are equivalent:
(a) tr fW S jj WT>j<j>) =  mojCj., j , j '  =  1,2, • • • , r;
(b) there exists an A 6 N e  such that
(i) A = Aj for j  =  1,2, ■ ■ • , r ,
(H) t r ( W A ) 2  = m .
Proof. Suppose th a t (a) holds, i.e.
9
^  ^ U)iWi>ffjjH> (Tj'j'H> —  TTLOj  O'jf , J ,  J  =  l , 2 , - ‘ ‘ ,7'.
= 1
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(5.2.15)
Th«-n for j  j ' ,  j , j '  = 1,2,-•• ,r,
3 3 3
E -> V " '  2  \  '—  y  ^ t6* | ii*  —  y  ^  Z t ' t T V j * & j H f d y  H*  •
>»!'=] *',*'=] l\l'=I
So 3
y .  ™,w,-[a*,,, — 2aj,i<aj-,i' 4- a}-,-,-]
=  ^  WiWi’(ajn> — aj>n>)2 =  0.
»,.■’ = i
Si.’ice u*; >  0, : =  1,2, • • • , s, we obtain from (5.2.15)
11jiji — (ij> f o r  i — !»“ >*** ~* T — > * *' • f  ■
So for j , j*  =  1 , 2 , r,
Aj =  aj.ye.-EUe,- =  aj-ii-eiDe;- =  .4j».
i , i '  =  l
Let A  =  .4 i. Then it suffices to show th a t .4 € Afg. For any x  =  T ^ =1 x Qc0  € E .  
wc have
(x ,A x)  =  { y ^ 2 a e*, Y ,  “ ^ 2L(CiDef,) ( $ 3 X®Cft))
0=1 *V'=1 1 0=1 (5.2.16)
and
0 <  ( / i D y ^ z ttca ,S > - .( / in y ^ x ^ c ^ ) )
0=1 £=1 
3 n p s
=  ( 5 3  z “ (-fiDc*)» H  i K / A o ) ) )  (5.2.16)
o=i t\i'=i i,jf=i £=i
3
=  £  x,Xi*o-i 
t , i ' = l
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Since uj >  0, from (5.2.16) and (5.2.17). we have .4 c .\V  and henee tb \ i^  follows. 
By (a),
m =  ——  t r {W T } jW T y y )  =  *r(ir.4jU*.4;-.V
<Tj<Jj-
Thus (b)(ii) follows from (b)(i).
Now assume th a t (b)(i) and (b)(ii) hold. Then
crj ay
=  tr {W  A j W  A y )o ja y  =  tr {W  A W  A )a ja y  =  m a ja y  
proving (a). □
L e m m a  5 .2 .4 . in  Lemma 5.2.2, the following conditions sure equivalent;
(a) For all T  € S v ,  t r (S y .(T  0  W ) )k = m t r ( T T ) k, Jb =  1.2. • • • .
(b) There exists an .4 €  M e  such that
(i) (Ip 0  W )(EV ' -  S  0  A )(IP ® W )  =  0
and
(ii) A W  A W  = A W , r (A W )  =  m .
Proof. Suppose th a t (a) holds. Then by letting k =  2, wc obtain from Lemma 5.2.2 
that
t r  (W T .jjW 'L yy  ) =  m ojcry, j , j '  = 1 ,2 ,  • • • , r
and
r
=  Y J J P f i )  0  %  +  H, (5.2.IS)
j= 1
where H  is given in (5.2.8). Then from Lemma 5.2.3, we know th a t there exists an
A  € M e  such th a t A  =  A j  =  T j j fa j ,  j  =  1,2, ■ • • ,r .  Thus, (5.2.1S) becomes
r
Ey» =  y ^ jC /jQ /j) 0  'Z j j /e j  +  H
3 = 1
r
= Y V j i f P f j )  0 A  + H  = Z ® A  + H.
3 = 1
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Sinc<‘ r.,, £ Kr.rW  for i , i' = s + !,••• ,n ,
(I,, 0  W )(Sy. -  £ 0  A )(IP 0  W )  =  (Ip 0  W )H (Ip  0  W) =  0,
proving b(i). Tims by (b)(i),
tr ( S y - ( T 0  W))* =  tr  [(E 0  A +  H )(T  0  W)]*
=  tr  [(ST) © (AW ) +  H (T  0  W)]*
=  tr  [(ST) ® (AW)]* =  t r ( E T ) fetr  (AW)*.
Hence for T  =  S + ,
t r ( S y .( S + 0  W))* =  tr(S ° )* tr (A W )fc =  rtr(A W )* .
Since r  =  r(S ) >  0, from (a) and (5.2.19), wc obtain
t r  (AW)* — m , k = 1,2, • • • .
Also, since A € AO?, wc have
tr  (AW)* =  tr  (A* WA* )* =  m , for k = 1,2, • • • .
So A* WA* is an idcm potent of rank m, i.e.,
r(A* W A ?) =  m
and
A*W A*A* WA* =  A *W A *, 
the latter of which is equivalent to
A W  A W  =  AW  (or W AW A =  WA).
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Since r(.4.1V) =  r(„4.s W \4-), (b)(ii) follows.
Now we assume th a t (b) holds. Let H  =  Ty< -  S  8  .4. Then for all T  t  ^>r and
tr(S y » (T  ® W))* =  tr  [(S ® .4 +  H )(T  0  \V)}k
^  tr ((ST) ® (-4IV) +  H (T  ® IP)]*
=  tr  (S T )* tr { A W f  (by (b)(i))
=  tr  (.4^ T'F.4* )*tr (S T )fc 
=  m tr (S T )fc, (by (b)(ii))
proving (a). □
The statem ent of the following result was given to us by Professor Roug-Lin Fu 
and  Professor Wei-Cai Deng, the proof was given by Professor, Wong and the detail 
of the  proof is listed here:
L e m m a  5 .2 .5 . Let W \, W 2, - • • , W* € M b  and W  = W\ +  W 2  +  • • • +  W(. Then
(i) K e r  W  — K e r  Wi  Pi K er  W 2  ft • • • fl K cr  W f  
and
(ii) Im  W  = Im  Wi +  Im  Wo 4 r  Im  Wt.
Proof. By induction we may assume tha t C = 2.
(i) Let x  6  K e r W .  Then
W x  =  (W i  +  W2)z  = W :x  +  W2x  =  0,
and  hence
<z, W x)  =  (x, W ix) + (x, W 2 x) =  0. (5.2.20)
Since W i, Wj €  M e , (5.2.20) implies tha t
(2 , W \x )  =  0 and (2 , W 2 x) =  0,
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i.e. U'[X = 0 and IF2x = 0. So
X € K er  IV, n K er  IF2. (5.2.21)
Now let x  € K er  W\ flA 'cr IF2. Then IFjx =  0 and IF2 =  0 and hence IF]X +  lF2x =  
W x  =  0. Thus
x € K er  W (5.2.22)
Combining (5.2.21) and (5.2.22), wc obtain (i).
(ii) Let x € Im  IF. Then there exists a y £ £  such tha t x =  IV’ y =  T-Vj y +  IF2y.
Since W \y  € Im  W\ and W2y € I m W 2, x  € I m  IFi -f I m  IF2, i.e.,
Im  W  C Im  \V\ -f I m  IF2.
Thus it suffices to show tha t
dim ( Im  IF ) =  dim ( Im  IF2 +  I m  W2).
Let, x € K e r W i  fl K cr  TF2. Then for all y ,z  € E,
(y, IF’jx) +  (z, IF2x) =  0,
i.e..
(x, IF]y) +  (x, IF2x) =  (x, W xy + W 2 z) =  0.
So x € ( I m  IF] +  /m lF o )-*’, i.e.,
K er  IFi H K e r  W 2 C ( Im  IFj +  I m  IFo)*1-. (5.2.23)
Let x € ( Im  IF] +  I m W 2)Jm. Then (x, IF]y +  IF2r) =  0 for any y , :  6 £ ,  which is
equivalent to
(y, IFix) =  0 (y, IFjx) =  0 for any y, z  € E.
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So x € A*er TT_j Pi K e r  IV2 and hence by (5.2.23).
K er  U'l fl K er  I I :  =  {Im  11*! +  I ni 111*1"". (5.2.24)
Now by (i) and (5.2.24),
dim  { Im  TV) =  n — dim  {K er  TV) = n — dim {Kcr  TV'i D I\ <:r 111)
= n — dim  {{Im  TVj +  I m  U1)"L) =  r. — (u — dim  ( Im  11 *t -j- Im  111))
=  dim  ( I m  TVj +  I m  TT1).
□
Note th a t n.n.d. properties of TV and IV,-’s arc essential for the above Lemma
5.2.2 - Lemma 5.2.5.
5 .3 . C o c h ra n  th e o re m s  w ith  n o n n eg a tiv e  d e fin ite  IV, ’s
T h e o re m  5 .3 .1 . Let Y  be a  random  vector of a  probability space into £(V, £ )  
such that Y  ~  jVnXp(0, E y ), TV € M e  let E € M v  with S  ^  0. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Q (Y )  =  Y ' W Y  TVp(m ,E ),
(b) There exists an A  €  M e  such that
(i) (T V ® /p) ( E y - ^ 0 E ) ( T V ®  Jp) =  0 
and
(ii) A W A W  = AW , r (A W ) = m.
Proof. By Corollary 4.4.3 with p  =  0, we know that Q (Y )  ~  TV;,(m, E) if and only 
if for any T  €  <Sy,
t r  (E y  (TV 0  T))* =  m tr  ( E T ) \  k = 1 , 2, ■ • ■ .
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Also by Lemma 5.2.1, wc have
tr ( Z y ( W  Tv T ) ) k =  t r ( S y . ( r  0  i*'))*, k =  1.2. • • • .
ami
S y  =  A'p.nSyA’n.p,
when.* A'JP>„ i-s tlic commutation operator on C(V,E)  defined by (2.2.2). So by 
Lemma 5.2.4, it suffices to show tha t (i) is equivalent to
(iii) (/„  0  WO(Sy. “  S  © A)(TP 0  W )  =  0.
Suppose tha t (i) holds. Let H  =  S y  — .4 © S. Then by Lemma 2.2.1.
Sy< =  A'p>n S y A n,p =  A'Pi„[(.4 ® S )  +  ff]A „iP
=  A';i tl(.4 0  S)A'niP +  K Pt„HK„'P — S  0  .4 +  I \ PtnH K „ tP.
Thus by Lemma 2.2.1 again,
(/„ 0  W ) ( S Y' - S ©  A )(IP © W )
=  (Ip 0 W ) K p<nH K n,p(Ip © W )
0-3-1)
~  A Pt„ A „ , p ( / p  0  I V ) A p>nA A n , p ( ^ p  0  W  ) A p >tlA n>p 
=  A'p.n(tV © IP)H (W  0  /p)7vT„tp.
So by (i) and (5.3.1), (iii) follows.
By a similar argum ent, wc can prove th a t (iii) =>■ (i). Q
E x a m p le  5 .3 .1 . In Theorem 5.3.1, i f W  € jVe  is positive definite, then the fol­
lowing conditions arc equivalent:
(a>) Q (y )~ lV p (m ,S ) .
(b1) There exists an .4 in N e  such that
(i) S y  =  .4 0  S  
and
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(ii) A W  A  =  -4. r(A) =  m.
Proof. Suppose first tha t (a ') holds. By Theorem 5.3.1, there exists an .1 e A)- 
such tha t
(W  ® I p)(Ey -  .4 ® E)(1F ® I p) = 0.
M ultiplying both  sides by TV’-1 ® Jp, we obtain E y  — A  0  E =  0, proving (l>')(i). 
By (b)(ii) and the existence of TV’-1 , wc have
.4TF.4 =  A  and r(.41F) =  r(.4) = >>>.
proving (b ').
Also by Theorem 5.3.1, (b ') =» (a '). □
Now we shall generalize Theorem 5.3.1 to include t.he noncentral ease, i.e. V ~  
iVnXp(^, E y ) w ith p  € C (V,E ).
T h e o re m  5 .3 .2 . Suppose tha t Y  ~  A’tlX;,(p ,E y ). Let IF •= A'/.;, E a  A y  " ’irh 
r(S ) >  1, and Q (F ) =  Y ' W Y  + B 'Y  + Y 'C  + D  with Im B  C Im IF and Im C  C 
I m  W .  Then Q (Y )  ~  W ?(m ,  E, A) if  and only i f  there exists an .4 € Af/c such that 
(a 1) ( W  ® fp )(S y  -  A  ® E)(TF 0  Ip) =  0,
(h i)  A W  A W  = AW , r( .4 V F )= m ,
(c l)  A B  =  A C ,  
and
(d l)  A =  Q(fi) =  (B +  Wp)'A(B +  Wfi).
Moreover, i f  Q (Y )  ~  Wp(m , E, A), then 
(e l)  m  =  t r { X y ( W  0  E + ))/r(cr).
Proof. By Theorem 4.4.2, we know tha t Q(Y)  ~  TFp(m, E, A) if and only if for any 
T  in a  neighborhood, jV0, of 0 in C{V, V),
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fa; trfS y ftV  © T ° ) f  =  m tr (£ T ° )k, k =  1 . 2 , ,
(b) A =  Q(/xj,
(c) E y(B T *) =  S y (C T -), 
and
(cl) (L, ( l np -  2 Z y ( W  Q T ° ) r l Z y (L )T ° ) )  = 4{\, T ° ( IP - -lET0) - 1̂ 0) , 
where T  =  r °  +  r * ,  T° =  (T  + T ) f 2 ,  T ’ =  { T - T '){2 and L =  ( £  +  C  +  2 I V » r o. 
Mon.-over, if £?(V) ~  IV?,(m, S , A) then
(c) m =  tr[E y (l 'K O S + )l/r(S ).
Suppose tha t Q(V’) ~  IVp(m, E, A). It suffices to show th a t (a) - (d) imply (a l)- 
(d l) . By Corolhiry 5.2.4 and Theorem 5.3.1, wc know th a t (a) implies (a l)  and 
( h i ). Since I m  B  C I m  W  and Im  C  C I m  IV, there exist some B . ,  C. €  £(V, E ) 
such tha t
B  = W B .  and C =  W C ..  (5.3.2)
Thus by (c), (a l)  and (5.3.2), wc obtain
< ( £ - C ) T * ,S y ( ( 2 ? - C ) r * ) )
=  { (W B . -  W C . ) T \  S y ((W B . -  W C .) T ' ) )
= ((IV 0  T ' ) ( B .  -  C .),  [Sy(IV 0  T*)](£ . -  C .))
=  (B . -  C ., [(W  0  T *)S y(W  © r* )](B . -  C .))
=  {B. -  C .,  W A W ( B .  -  C .)r* S T * )
=  {B T m -  C T \  A { B T m -  C r ’ )S) =  0,
i.e..
A ( B T m -  C T ') Z  =  0. (5.3.3)
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So by the proof from (4.4.IS) to (4.4.19). we obtain (cl) from (5.3.3). Note that
(ir ® r°)(/ -  2Sy(u* 0 r0))-1̂ -^' ® r°)
oc
=  (W  0  T°)  £ ( 2 S y ( l 'V  0  T °))k^  (T-r 0  T°)
k~0
0 0  ■r 3 n
= ( w ® T°)Sv’(iF® t° )  + (w  0  r°) ^ ( 2 S v (ir  ®T°))‘ >:v (ir  0  r°)
fc=l
CO
-.= W A W  0  T °S T ° +  (TV’ 0  T°) £ ( 2 S y ( I V  0  T °)),:S y (U ' 0  T°).
k=\
Let L .  =  B , +  C* 4- 2/r. Then by (5.3.2),
L  = (B  + C  + 2W ft)T°  =  { W B .  +  W C .  +  2W>)° =  (” ’ © T ° ) (L .). (5.3.5)
Thus replacing 2T° by cT° with c € 3£ in (J) and using (5.3.4) and (5.3.5), we 
obtain from (a),
00
(L ., [c2W A W  © T °E T ° +  c2( t7  © T°) £ ( c E y ( W  © T °))kZ y ( W  O r ° ) |(L .) )
=  4 (A ,r ° ( i ,  -  cS T o)_1s r 0)
oo
=  4(A, c2 T ° £ T °  +  c 2  ] T  r #(cS T 0)fcST °).
k= 1
(5.3.G)
By comparing the coefficenfes of c2, c3, - - - on both sides of (5.3.G), wc obt ain 
(L . ,  \W A W ® T " £ T '] ( L . ) )  -  4{A, T ° S r° ) ,
i.e.,
{L '.W A W L .,  T °S T °) =  <4A, T °£T °).
So by Lemma 4.4.1, (5.3.2) and (c l),
A =  ^ L ' .W A W L .  = { B  + W fi) 'A (B  +  W/t),
proving (d l) .
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Now suppose rha: (a ij  - (a4j hold. Lei Z  =  U 1 =  (11 3  IP:'A !■ Tneu oy i,a,i.
z  -  .vriy;, n i v ( U '  3  iP)ZY ( \ v  3  i P) =  .vn ,:p(p .. .4 . 3  s l
whcic ft. — IV’/t and .4. — IV.41V'. Note that by (5.3.2 j.
q o j  =  y i n r + i r r  4 - ( i v b . ) T  4 - y " i r c .  -r d
(5.3.7)
=  Z 'lV + Z  +  B IZ  +  Z 'C . - r f l i  Q .(Z ).
Thus by Corollary 4.4.5. it suffices to show that
(i) .4.V r+ .4 .U '+ .4 . =  A .W + A . ,  t r ( .4 . i r + ) =  m.
(ii) .4 .B . =  .4 .C .. 
and
(iii) A =  Q .(/x.) = (B .  4- W +fi.)
=  (B . 4- U -> .) '* -7 .tr+ .4 .(B . +  U " ^ .) -  
By (a l)  find (b l) . wc obtain
. 4 . i r + . - u r + .4. =  vv\4U '.4ir.4U r =  i r .4 v rn * n r_ 4 ir .4 .T i- . - l
and
tr( .4 .U '+ ) =  U M H 'H r+) =  tr(.4VV') =  r(.4lV) =  m . 
proving (i). By (c l) and (5.3.2).
.4 .B . =  W.4VVB. =  IV-.4B7V-.4C 4- IV A W C . -  .4 .C .. 
and hence (ii) follows. Also by (a l) . (d l) . (5.3.2) and (5.3.7). we have 
A =  Q{fi) =  Q .(p .)  =  (B 4- U » '.4 ( B  4-
and
(B . 4- W +p .) '  A . W + A . ( B .  -  IV+p.)  =  (B . 4* W + p .y iV A W A W ^ B .  4- W + p .)  
=  (B . 4- \V +p . y A . ( B .  4- W * p . )  = [W ( B . 4- W *p.)] 'A [ \V {B .  4- «'"*>.)]
=  (B 4- U » \ 4 ( B  4- W p),
ill
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proving (iii). O
Note tha t in Theorem 5.3.2. if B  =  C. then the condition c(E^ > 1 can he 
replaced by E =  0.
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 .3 . Suppose that Y  ~  .\\, E y ). Lrt U' £ A ;;. E AV wjrh 
E =  0. and Q (F ) =  Y’'U*y\ Then Q (l’) ~  E. A) if and only if :i;e;e oxisrs
an .4 € A*e such that
(a2) (W  ® Jp)(E y  -  .4 ® E )(IF  ® I„) = 0.
(b2) .41F.41F =  AW .  r(.4IV) =  m.  
and
(c2) A =  p 'W p  = p 'W A W p .
E x a m p le  5 .3 .2 . (Eaton. 19S3). Suppose that Y  ~  .Ynx;,(p .E y  i with Ey - A;-:E. 
.4 ,B € ArE , IV* =  B -, <2(Y') =  Y ' W Y  and  E € A*y. I f  B A B  is an ortho^ontd 
projection o f  rank m  and i f  B A W p  — B p . then Y‘'U*Y* ~  \\'r{7n. E. p 'H ’/ t ).
Proof. We may assume that E =  0. Since E y — .4 £  E, condition (a2) of Corollary
5.3.3 holds. Since B A B  = 11*3.411*3 is an orthogonal projection.
(11*3.411*3)11*3.411*3 = U*3.4I1\4U*3 = 11*3.411*5.
Cancelling H*3.43. we obtain .43ll*.4H*3 =  .4311'*3 . and hence
.411\411* =  AW. (5.3.S)
Now
m =  r(B.4B) = r((ll**.43)(.43lT3)) =  r ( A * W i ) > r(.4U j
and
m  = r (B A B )  = r (B A B 2 A B ) =  r{W '* A W A W ? )  < r(A W ).
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Thus rf B A B )  = r ( A W )  =  rn, proving (b2) of Corollary 5.3.3. Since I?.4IT/i =  B f i . 
we liave W  i A W  p — W  5 p, <md hence
p 'W A W A W p  =  ( W ^ A W p ) ’( W ^ A W p )  =  ( T V ^ / i ) / ( T V ' ^ / x ) =  p ’ W p .
Therefore by (5.3.S), [ i 'W A W p  =  p 'W p ,  proving (c2) of Corollary 5.3.3. Hence by 
Corollary 5.3.3, Q (l ')  ~  S , p 'W p ) .  □
Now we arrive a t our fourth version of Cochran’s theorem:
T h e o re m  5-3.4 . Suppose that Y  ~  N nXp(p, S y ) . Let i € {1,2, ••• , £}, W,- € 
J5i, C{ € C{V,E) with I m B i  C I m  IT,- and I m C i  C Jm  IT,-, D; € £(V, V).  
Q i{Y)  =  Y 'W iY  +  B \ Y  +  Y 'C i  +  Dp  and S  € A/V with r (£ )  >  1. Then {Q^K )} 
is an independent family o f  S , A;) random operators i f  and only i f  for some
.4 in jVj? and for any distinct i , j  € {1,2, • • • , £},
(a) (Wi © Jp)(S y  -  A 0  S)(W f 0  I p) =  0,
(b)  A lViAW i =  AW i,  r(.4W i) =  m it
(c) A B i = A C i .
(d) A, =  =  (B i  +  W ift) 'A (B i  +  Wip),
and
( e ) ( W t Q Tp)EY (W ] Q l p) = Q.
Proof. Suppose th a t {Qi(T')} is an independent family of Wp(m;, S , A,-) random  
operators. Then by Theorem 5.3.2, for each i € {1,2, - • • ,£}, there exists an  .4; € 
A 'e such tha t
(a l)  (Wi 0  I„ )(S y  -  .4,- © S)(W i 0  Jp) =  0,
(b l)  AiW iA iW i  =  A M ,  r(A iW i) =  m „
(c l)  .42?,- =  .4C„ 
and
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(d l)  A,- =  Qi ( M) =  {Bi +  W i t f M B ,  +  W i(l).
Let IF  =  £ ^ 1 1 ' ,  B  =  £ j = J B {, C  =  £ ' =1 Ci. D =  £ [ _ ,  D,. 
and A =  £ f =1 A,-. Then
t
Q ( Y ) =  Y ’W Y  +  B 'Y  + Y ’C + D = J ^  Qi{Y)  ~  l ^ m . E .  A).
i=i
Thus by Theorem 5.3.2 again, we obtain that for some .-1 <= A'/.;.
( I F  ®  / p ) ( S y  -  -4  0  E ) ( I F  0  / , , )  =  0 .  ( 5 . 3 . 9 )
By (a l)  and (5.3.9),
( I F ;  ®  Ip )Zy(W ,  0  Ip) =  ( I F . 4 , I F , )  0  E  ( 5 . 3 . 1 0 )
and
( I F 0 0  J p ) S y ( I F 0 0  Ip) =  ( 1 F ° . 4 I F ° )  ®  E ,  ( 5 . 3 . 1 1 )
where W ° = W W +. Multiplying both  sides of (5.3.11) by IF ,- © /,,, we obtain
(WiW° ® J p ) S y ( I F 0 IF,- © Ip) =  (WiWaAW°Wi) 0  S. ( 5 . 3 . 1 2 )
By Lemma 5.2.5, we know th a t I m W  =  Im W \  H 4- IrrtWe. So Im W ,  C I m W
and therefore IF; IF 0 = IF 0 IF; -  IF;. Thus by (5.3.12),
(Wi ®  J p ) £ y ( I F ;  ®  / , )  =  (W iAW i)  0  £ .  ( 5 . 3 . 1 3 )
By (5.3.10) and (5.3.13), (IF;A;IF;) 0  £  =  (W iAW i)  0  £  . Since E ^  0,
W iAW i = W iAiW i, i =  1 ,  • • ■ ,  L. ( 5 . 3 . 1 4 )
So (a) follows from (a l)  and (5.3.14). Also by (5.3.14) and (b l) , we obtain
W iA W { =  IF; A; IF; =  W;A;W;A;IF; =  W iAW i A W it
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rnt =  H A M )  =  H A .W .A .W ,)  < r(.4, U ' , .4 U ' ,<  r(.4IV\).
and
m, = r(AiWi)  > r(WiAiWi)  =  r(W^4W,) =  r(A*TVf) > r(.4H;,).
which implies (b). Since I m  Bi C I m  W{ and I m  Bi Q I m  Ti^, there exist. B " , C* c 
£{ V', E)  such tha t
Bi = W iB ;, Ci — W iC - . (5.3.15)
Thus by (c l), (5.3.14) and (5.3.15),
{Bi -  c , y a i(Bi -  Ci) =  (b : -  c;ywiAiWi{Bi -  c n  
=  (b : -  cn'WiAWi(B; -  c n  = (b ,  -  c , ) \ 4( B ; -  c , )  =  o ,
and lienee A(B,' -  Ci) =  0, proving (c). By (5.3.14) and (5.3.15)
(Bi + W {/iyAi (Bi  +  Wifx) =  [W i ( B * +  fx)}'Ai{Wi(B; + p)j
= (Br + ^ y W iA iW i ( B ; + f i )
(5.3.16)
=  ( J ? r + p ) 'W ,A ^ ( B * + p )
=  (B; +  W,-p)'.4((B; +  W i(i).
So (d) follows from (d l)  and (5.3.16). Now by Theorem 4.3.4, we obtain
S y (Wi © T i ) E y ( ^  © T j)S y  =  0. (5.3.17)
Let. Ti = T j  =  Ij. T h e n  (5.3.17) becomes
S y (Wi © /p )S y(W i  © ip )S y  =  0. (5.3.1S)
Since If7,, TKy €  -A/j?, (c) follows from (5.3.IS).
Now suppose th a t (a) - (e) hold. Then by Theorem 5.3.2. (a) - (d) imply tha t
Qi(V') ~  Xi) for each i € { 1 , 2 - , £ } .  By (d) and (5.3.15), we obtain
that for any distinct i, j  and T), Tj € C (V,V ),
S y (B r, © T ° ) S y ( I ^ ® T ; ) S y
(5.3.19)
=  S y  ( /„  ®  t ; ) ( w ;  ©  i P) Z Y ( W j  ©  i p) ( in  ®  r / ) L y  =  o ,
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(Sy (in 0  r?)Sy] [BjTj + Cj-r; + 2U’7xr;)
= [sy(in 0 t°)(w,0 i?)Zy{\v: 0 /p)|{BjTj + c;r; + prp =-. o.
and
{BjTj + CjT'j + 2W,vT° ,  Z y i B j T j  + C jT ] +  2 W ^ T ] ) )
= {B'Ti +  c ; t < + 2/i, [(Wi 0  i P) z Y (Wj 0 /,)] (b;Tj + c;r; + 2,,)) = u.
(5.3.21)
where T° =  (Tj + T - ) / 2. Thus by Theorem 4.3.4, (5.3.10) - (5.3.21) imply that 
(0 ,-(y )}  is independent. Therefore {Q ;(y)} is an independent, family o f l I’,,(/»,, E, A,) 
random, operators. □
Note th a t in Theorem 5.3.4, if all Bi = Ci , then condition r(E ) > 1 can be 
replaced by E  ^  0.
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 .5 . In Theorem 5.3.4, i f  Bi  =  Ci =  0 and Di =  0, then (Q,(V*)} is 
an independent family o fW p(m.i, S , A;) random operators i f  and only i f  for some A 
in ArE and for any  distinct i , j  € {1,2, • ■ - , L ),
(a l)  (Wi 0  / , ) ( E y  -  A  0  S)(Wi 0  Ip) =  0,
(b l)  A W iA W i = A W i , r(AW f) =  m ;,
(c l)  A; =  /tW i/t =  ft 'W iAW ip,  
and
(d l)  (Wi 0  Ip)Sy(W ) 0  Jp) =  0.
5 .4 . A p p lic a tio n s
As mentioned in Section 4.6, in practice, often it is the sufficient, condition that 
is used in statistical inference. We shall give a  sufficient condition under which 
{Q i(y)} is an  independent family of W p(rrii, E, A,) random operators even without 
assuming Wi €  Afe.
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P ro p o s itio n  5 .4 .1 . In Theorem 5.3.4, let W; € <Se Instead of A /;. Then [Qi{ 1 )} 
is an independent fondly o f  Wp(rrii, E, A,) random operators i f  for some  .4 € A ‘k 
;m d for any distinct i, j  6 {1,2, • • • , £),
(1) (Wi  0  I P) ( ZY - A 0  S ) ( W i  0  I p) =  0 ,
(ii) A W ,A W ,A  = A W i A , r(AWi) = m„  
(Hi) ADi — ACi,
(iv) A, =  Q,{,i) =  (D, +  W ip)'A(B ,  +  TVi/i) =  (J?.- +  W .p '/A W .A iB ,  + W ifi), 
aud
( v ) (V / i ® I p) Z Y (Wj ® I p) = 0.
Proof. Suppose (i) - (v) hold. Then by the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 5.3.4, (v) 
implies (5.3.19) - (5.3.21) and lienee by Theorem 4.3.4, (v) implies th a t { Qi(V') } 
is an independent family of random operators. Therefore it sufficics to show that 
for each t, Q ,(Y)  ~  W p(mi,  S , A,), whicli follows from the proof of ‘Only if p a r t’ of 
Theorem 5.3.2. Q
Note that w hether the above (i) - (v) are necessary conditions, under which 
{Q,(K)} is an independent family of 2 , A,) random  operators, is still un­
known.
P ro p o s it io n  5 .4 .2 . Assume that Y  ~  N n-xp( ^ ,S y  ) with £ y  =  A  © £  +  H  for 
some  .4 € jVe and H , such that Im H  C I m ( M  ® Ip) for some M  in .V/v- Let 
i 6 { 1 ,...  ,£}, Wi  € Afn and Qi(Y)  =  Y ' W i Y .  Suppose that for all distinct 
i , j  e  { 1 ,. . .  ,£},
(a) AW iAW i  =  AWi,  r(.4W,-) =  m,
(b) Wi M = 0,
(c) A, =  p ’W \p  =  p’WiAWip ,  
and
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(d) W iA W j  =  0.
Then  {Q,'(I’)} is an independent family o f  U'j,(m ,, I!, A,) random  operators.
Note th a t the .4 € jVe  *n Theorem 5.3.4 can be coust.ruct.eil by S . 2 y  mid sum of 
W,-’s. In practice, the given expression of .4 often does not contain any parameters. 
The following two results arc obtained for this purpose.
P ro p o s it io n  5 .4 .3 . In Corollary 5.3.5, suppose that, ft = 0, 2 y  is n.u .d . and 
S  € Afv-. Then the following two conditions arc equivalent:
(a) {Q ;(y)} is an independent family o fW p(r( Wi), 2  ) random operators Q ^V ).
(b) For any distinct i , j ,
(i) (Wi 0  Ip)Z Y (Wi 0  I p) =  W; © 2 ,
( i i ; ( w f ® / p ) S y ( w i 0 / p) =  o .
Proof. By Corollary 5.3.5, it suffices to show th a t with m; =  r( IV,) ami p --- 0, 
conditions (a l)  - (c l)  in Corollary 5.3.5 are equivalent to condition (b).
Suppose th a t (a l)  -(c l)  in Corollary 5.3.5 hold. Then by (a l),
(Wi  0  / p)Sy(W i 0  I p) = (WiAWi)  © S. (5.4.1)
By (b l) , r(Wi)  =  r (AW i)  =  r(W,-A). So we have Im W i  — /m (W ,A ). Thus there 
exists a  Bj €  C(E, E )  such th a t
Wi  =  W iA Bi  =  B \ A W i . (5.4.2)
Substituting (5.4.1) into (5.4.2), we obtain
(Wi  0  Ip) 2 y (Wi 0  Ip) =  (B \AW iA W i)  0  2 ,
and therefore (b)(i) follows from (b l)  and (5.4.2). Also (b)(ii) is the same as (c l).
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/,
Now assume that. (b) holds. Let W  =  ]T W;. Then by (b)(i) and (b)(ii).
i=i
(W<2 l p)Z Y ( \ V ® I p) = W ® Z .  (5.4.3)
Multiplying both sides of (5.4.3) by W + ® / p, we obtain
(W °  0  / p) S y ( i r  0  Ip) =  W + ® E. (5.4.4)
Let be an orthonormal basis of E  such that
A
W  =  uJqCqDcq, w0  >  0, a  — 1 ,2 , . . .  ,s  <  n,
» = i
where s =  r(W ). Let { f f3 } ^ ^  be an orthonormal basis of Sf*. Then { c ^ O v } , 
{ fpO fp ,} ,  and {(c0Clca ')  0  ( fp U f^ ) }  arc orthonormal bases of C ( E ,E ), C{V,V), 
and £ ( £ ,  E )  0  £(V, V) respectively. So
3 p
W 0 =  ^ c 0Dc0 , E =  5 3  




c r , o ' = l  / ? , / ? '= !
where app< =  (/^ ,S (/g»)) ^oo 'W  =  (can /^ ,S y ( e 0*D/g<)). Thus (5.4.4) im­
plies th a t
9 v 3 pE E ct̂./̂ D/̂ .),
0 . 0 '  =  l  £ , 0 ' = 1  0=1 0 , £ ' = 1
1.e.,
3 p
0 =  ^  <WU>0 GfifS'X ^o^^o') ® (o.4.5)
o , o ' = l  / ? , / ? '= !
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where £00' 7s are Kronecker symbols. By the linear independence of {(<•„□<•„•) 0  
(/^D /^ .)} , we obtain from (5.4.5),
^ ^ o  ^  . 0 , 0  — 1 , . . .  . S, — 1 . . . .  ./*-
Let
n p*= E E
r a a s ( o lo ') > s  £ ./? '= !
Then
a P
*  = E E
0 , 0 ' = 1  / 3 „ S '= 1
• * , (5.-1 .G)
— ^  X v ^ o o '« > a  ^ ' ( i o D c < » ' ) S > ( / ^ ' )  +  ^
O f , O r '= l  0 , 0 ' = 1
=  W + ® S  +  f .
Choc^e A =  W +. By Lemma 5.2.5, Im W i  C I m W  =  /m (Ik'j +  • ■ ■ f  IF/,) and 
hence Wie* =  0 for all a  =  s +  1 , . . .  , n . So by (5.4.6),
(Wi ® 7p)(Ey -  A ®  2 )(W f 0  7p) =  (W- 0  / p)/f(VT,- 0  I,,) = 0,
proving (a l) . By (b)(i) and (a l) ,
Wi  0  E =  W.-AVF; 0  S.
Since 2 ^ 0 ,  (b l)  follows, (c l) is the same as (b)(ii). □
Paviir (1987) obtained the above result for the case where E is positive definite.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .4 .4 . Assume that Y  ~  jV„xp(^ ,E y ) . Let W  € H e  and X  =
W ? Y  =  (W ± ® IV)(Y ).  Then X  ~  1\T«*P( E x ) with 2 *  =  (W’ifc/jO E yfW 'i®  
7p). Assume further that E x  is o f the form P  0  E, where P  is ideznpotcnt o f  rank
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tu. Suppose that X ' X  ~  Wp( m, T, p ' W p ). Then .4 m Corollary 5.3.5 can he 
chosen its W ~  * P \ V ~  s .
Proof. Lot {c i j  an d  b e  respectively  o rth o n o rm a l bases of E  an d  V . such
th a t
r (VV)  r ( S )
w  =  5 2  u,«'c»'a c *’ s  =  2 1  
.=] }=1
whore Wi >  0 , i =  1 , . . .  ,r ( lV )  an d  a j  >  0 , j  =  1, . . .  , r ( S ) .  T h e n  £ y  a n d  P  can  
he  w ritten  as
n ? n 
£ y  =  5 2  5 1  CTi.-.jj. (c ,O e;.) 0 ( / P / j ' ) ,  P =  5 2  Pit'C.-Qc;..
From  S ,y  =  P  © £ ,  we o b ta in ,
r ( t r )  p  n  r ( 2 )
5 2  £  o-*.'JJ' (ciOe;*) © (/jCD/i') =  5 2
•  j .3 '  =  \ « . « '= 1  J = 1
So when i >  r(W ) or i ' >  r(VF), p,;> =  0 , i.e. I m P  C i'm  T V* . Moreover, 
cru’j j > ~  0, for j  >  r(S ) or j '  >  r(E ); z,i' =  1 , . . .  ,r (W ), 
cru'jj' =  0, for j  j ' ,  j , j '  =  1, . . .  , r ( E ) ;  i,z ' =  1, . . .  ,r(W )^
an d
Gii'jj' ~  Pa1 & j ^ , for j  — 1 , . . .  ,r (S ) ,  z, z — 1 , . . .  ,r(VF).
r l W )
For t, z' =  1 , . . .  ,r ( IF ) , define a,-,* =  (wiWi<) ?p,v and -4 =  <z»vC|Oe,'. Then
i . f ' s s l
.4 =  W - ^ P W - 7 . So
r(IV) r(S)
(W<S>Ip)Z y ( W ® I p) =  £  CeitHe.O <s> ( / j - a / j)
i j= i
=  ( W 0 / P) ( .4 © S ) ( W ® /P),
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A W M ir =  a w % r ( .4 ir )  =  r ( n — -  r \ D  ■=
and
u 'w n  = ( w ^ y p i w ^ t )  =  ti ' \Y ? p \v± } i
=  /x'iv'(U * ~ :P U '- h n >  =  /i’l r . - u r ^ .
□
Now consider the m ultivariate components of variance model, see e.g. Anderson 
et al. (19S6) and Mathew (19S9):
k
Y  =  X B  +  ' £ c l £ „  (5.4.7)
.1 = 1
where X  €  M nXq is known, B  € M qXp is unknown, C, € M r. '< >l is known.
Ss ~  N (  0, J rj ® S., ) and 5 ,’s arc independent. Thus
k
E ( Y ) =  X B , S y  =  £ v * 0  <5-‘LS)
.1 = 1
where V, =  C 'C 3, s =  l,-* - , k .  Note that E y  in (5.4.S) is not of tin; form .4 Q S. 
For (5.4.7), A  in Theorem 5.3.4 can be so chosen tha t it no longer depends on {11’,}:
P ro p o s it io n  5 .4 .5 . F o r Y  in (5.4.7), let i £ { l,--  - ,£}, W, € jV„, n>, > 0, £  /  0, 
and  Qi{Y)  =  Y 'W { Y .  Then  {Qi(F)} is a  family o f  independent 1V’J(( in,, E, A, ) 
random matrices i f  and only i f  for any distinct i , j  = 1, • • • ,C,
(a) ( W i ® I p) ( Z Y - P ® X ) ( W i ® I p) = 0,
(b) P W iP W i -  P W U r(P W i) = rrii,
(c) A; =  B 'X 'W i X B  =  B 'X 'W iP W iX B ,  
and
(d) (W i ® I p)Z Y (Wj ® I p) = 0,
whe^e P  =  £ a = i  &3 V3 and  ots =  tr (E s) / f r (£ ) .  Moreover, i f  (a) find (b) hold, then
1 *
2  =  - T > ( V , W f ) S „  i =  l ,
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The proof of Proposition 5.4.5 is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 with 
WiPWt = WiAVS, for all i <E { 1 ,... ,£}.
Two remarks arc in order:
(a) The operator A  in Theorem 5.3.4 is by no means unique. Indeed, the .4 con­
structed in our proof satisfies I m A  C W,-)(= (/mIT*,)), a property
that is not required. Now, for any nonzero B  € M e  with I m B  C kcr(Y^i=1 Ik',)
( =  nf_i(fccrW ll), A  4- B  is another A  tha t satisfies the conditions in Theorem 
5.3.4.
{!>) In practice, mostly, it is the sufficient conditions (a) - (c) of Theorem 5.3.4 
tha t ; l t c  used in statistical inference. For this, we note th a t in (a) - (c), even if .4 
is replaced by Ai  € M"e , {V'TF,-}''} is still an independent family of ^ ( m ; ,S h  A;) 
random operators; when these .4,-’s arc all equal to -4 with S y  =  .4 © Z, we obtain 
the corresponding standard result in, e.g., K hatri (19S0) and DcGunst (19S7).
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C H A P T E R  SIX
C O C H R A N  T H E O R E M S FO R  A N  
M U LT IV A R IA TE  ELLIPTICALLY C O N T O U R E D  M ODEL  
6 .1 . In trodu ction
So far, the Cochran theorems we obtained arc for the normal sot ting. As men­
tioned in  C hapter 1, many properties of MEC distributions are very similar to i.hose 
of m ultivariate norm al distributions. In this chapter we shall extend the Cochran 
Theorems in  C hapter 5, from the normal setting to the MEC setting. The results 
given in this chapter are extensions of the corresponding results of Anderson and 
Fang (1982a, 19S2b) and Pavur (19S7).
In section 6.2 we shall s ta te  some basic properties of the MEC tlist.ribut.ions and 
define noncentral generalized W ishart distributions. Two versions of Cochran’s 
theorem  will be discussed in Section 6.3. In the last section, we shall give some 
examples, which are extensions of the results given in Section 5.4. In the appendix, 
we give an  alternative proof for the ‘Only if p a rt’ of Theorem 6.3.1 by using the 
formulae for the  first and second order moments of quadratic forms of V given in 
C hapter 3.
6 .2 . B asic p roperties o f  m ultivariate  
ellip tica lly  contoured  d istributions
We shall use to  denote a  uniformly distributed random vector on the unit 
sphere in 3Znp. Suppose th a t X  ~  M E C nXp(0, I„ 0 /,„«£). Then the stochastic 
spherical representation of X  is given by
X  = RU, vec U = u^np\  (G.2.1)
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where (a) X  = Y  means that X , Y  have t.hc same <lisT.ribut.ion. (b) U is a random 
operator in C(V,E)  and R  is a nonnegative random variable that, is independent, of 
U , and {c) the distribution function, F ,  of R  is related to o by
d « r ,  r »  =  r  (6-2-2)Jo
where
S))  =  E  [c*'<s ’y >],
see Fang, Kot.z and Ng (1900), and Fang and Zhang (1990).
L em m a 6 .2 .1 . Suppose that X  and Y  are two random operators o f  a probabilty 
space Into C (V ,E ) such that X  =  Y .  Let gj, j  =  1 ,2 ,-•• be Bore! functions. 
Then
(St(-Y), 92(X )r -  , * ( * ) )  =  ( f f i ( n  9 2 (Y ) ,- - -  ,gc{Y)) .  (6.2.3)
In particular,
(X'VF,_Y, X 'W 7X,  • • • ,X ' W tX , ) = ( Y'WiY, Y 'W 2Y, • • • , Y ’WtY ), 
where W|, W2, • - ■ , We arc constant operators in C(E, E).
L em m a 6 .2 .2 . Assume that X  is a random operator o f  a probabilty space into 
C(V.E). Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) X  ~  M E C nXp( 0 J n 0  ip, <f>);
(ii) the c.f. o f  X  has the form  p((T, T)) given in (6.2.2);
(iii) X  = R U . where R  and U are given in (6.2.1);
(iv) X  =  FA' for every T € O b , where O b  is the set o f  all orthogonal operators
in C(E, E).
For proofs of the above two lemmas, see Fang and Zhang (1990).
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Now suppose tha t } ' is a  random operator of a  probability space (Sh.4. P ') into 
£(V, E ) such th a t Y  ~  i) /E C nXj,(p,Ey,<?). Then
Y ± n  + R Z * { U \  (0.2,1)
where R  and U arc given in (6.2.1) and Ey € £ (E , E)  0 £ (V , V). Note that here 
Sy(l7) is the random  operator
w -» S f  (tf(w)) € £ (K  E ), W € a
L e m m a  6 .2 .3 . Assume that Y  ~  M E C „ Xj»(p, S y , 4>). Let K  6 £ (E , E ) 0 £ ( l \  I ') . 
Then
K ( Y ) ~ M E C nxp{K (p ) ,  A E yA ", <?). (C.2.5)
In particular, i f  K  =  3  0  C with B  6 C {E ,E )  and C  € £(V", V), then
(.B  ® C )(Y )  =  B Y C  ~  M E C „ x p( B p C ',  (B  ® C )E y (E  0  C )', <j>). (C.2.C)
D e fin itio n  6 .2 .1 . Let E  =  E i © E 2 0  ■ • • 0  E ; © E t+ i, the direct, sum o f  E \,  
Ez, , E t  and  Ei+ i, where E  j , E 2, • • •, E*, E ^ i  arc, respectively, m j . ?«•_», ■ • •, 
m f, m<+i-dxmensionai subspaces of E  and m ;+ j = n — m ,. Suppose that
X  ~  M E C n xp i v i fn  0  E, <? ). Partition X, 1/ € £(V', E ) into £ +  1 parts, i.e.,
X  =  {X1,X 2, - - ,X i ,X < +1} (0.2.7)
and
v  =  , i / < , (0. 2. S)
where X j ,  Uj € £ (V ,E j) , j  = 1 , 2, £, £ + 1 .  Then the joint distribution of
( X [ X i ,  X'2 X 2,- - - ,X J X * )} denoted by GWp{ m i ,m 2, - ■ ■ ,rnt ; rntJri; E; Aj, A2, . . .  ,A,
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Oj, is called the generalized Wishart distribution with param eters m ,. m . - • • . m c, 
7nf+u S , A], A A ;  and <?, and Aj =  z/i/j, jf =  1 ,2 , . . .  , f. In particular, i f  
P. — rn = m \, then
X [ X i  ~  GW p(m;n — m; E; Aj; <£). (6.2.9)
We shall use GWp(m] , m 2, • • • ,m*; m^+1;£ ; <?) to  denote GWp( - ,m f
; nif+i; E; 0 ,0 , . . .  ,0; <j>) and use GWp(m ;n  — m ;E ; d) to denote GI'V'7,(m ;n  — 
m ;E ;0 ; <f>). More specifically, let {cjtJJL.j he an orthonorm al basis of E  and
E j =  ( { S - i + i . - - -  j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,£ ,£  + 1.
Then the above X j ’s arc given by
mj m;
.Y,- =  5 2  (ctDcfc).Y ~  M £ C „ x P( */i, 5 2  (efcDet) ® s * ^  )• (6-2-10)
k — T7l j  _  J  +  1 k — T T \ j  _  1  -J - 1
Note tha t for the ease where X  ~  N nxp(v, J„ ® S ), GW p(m i , mo, - - -, n tf; m ;+1;
Aj, A2 , . . . ,  A;; d) is nothing bu t a  joint distribution of independent W ishart
Wp( m i, S , Aj), Wp( mo, E , Ao) • • •, W p( m*, S , A;) random  operators and no longer
depends on m<+1. For the ease where v  =  0 and E >  0, the  jo in t probability density 
function of ( -YJ.Yi, -YiXo, • - •, X'tX t ) and its properties were obtained by Ander- 
sion and Fang (19S2a).
6 .3 . C o c h ra n  th e o re m s  fo r a n  m u ltiv a r ia te  
e llip tic a lly  c o n to u re d  m o d e l
T h e o re m  6 .3 .1 . Assume that Y  is a  random operator o f a probabilty  space 
( f t ,  A , P )  such that }'* ~  M E C „ xp([i, S y , <j>) with P ( Y  =  p) =  1. Let W  € A/p 
and Q (Y ) = (Y  -  p ) 'W { Y  -  p). Then
Q ( Y ) ~ G W p( m ; n - m ;  E ;d )
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i f  and only i f  there exists an A E. A 'e such that
(a) (IV  ® 7p)(Sv -  A  ® S)(TV <S> 7P) =  0 
and
(b) AW AW  =  -W , r(.4U ') =  m.
Proo/. Suppose th a t Q (F ) ~  GWp(m ;n  — m ;S ;d ) . Let £  =  E 1 <J> £», where 
E \ and  £ 2  are, respectively, m- and (n — m)-dimensional suhspaees of £ . Let. 
X  =  { JY i,.^}  ~  M £C „xp(0 , J „ ® S ,d )  with ATi € (V ,£ i)  and A' 2  € 0 ‘. E->). Then 
by the definition of GWj,(m; n — m; S; d),
Q{Y)  =  ( Y -  n) 'W(Y -  ft) =  X[  A ' j .  ( C . 3 . 1 )
Let X m =  R U  ~  M £ C nxp(0->-fn ® -Tp, where R  and U are given by (G.2.1). By 
(6.2.4) and (6.3.1),
P 2( s |. ( lO y W (s |.( lO )  =  R - ^ U l U ^ K  (C.3.2)
where X { ~  R U & ± , i =  1,2, and U = {Uu  U2} with U\ € (V ',£ .) and U-> E 
(V ,E 2y  Since P (R  =  0) =  P ( Y  = p.) =  i ,  there exists K  € (0, co) such that 
P (0  <  R  < K )  > 0. M ultiplying (6.3.2) by the indicator /(o,A’)> wc obtain
R l{ 2 $ (u )y w (? : lr (u ) )  ~  R l & m u i z K
where R 2 =  I q i q R 2. Since P (R .  >  0) >  0, we may, w ithout loss of generality, 
assume th a t R  is less th a t K .  This also implies th a t 0 <  E (R i f ) < 0 0  for all 
I  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  . Choose a  chi random variable Xnp w ith np  degrees of freedom
I
th a t is independent of R  and U. Let Z  = XnpU, £ , =  XnpUi, and Z .  =  E y (Z ). 
M ultiplying (6.3.2) by x*F, we obtain
R 2Z ’.W Z .  = R 2& Z \ Z X 2 5 .
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T hus
E(cvr.R*Zwz.))  =  E(c<T’R3“ i z ' z 'z ^ ) ,  T  € S E. (C.3.3)
Sine*: Z  ~  JVnXJ,(0 ,/„  0 / p), 2 .  ~  JVnXp(0 ,S y )  and Z jS *  ~  jV?lX;)(0 ,d iag (/ra,0) 0  
E). So by Corollary 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
E  =  I / np -  2 J?2 e £ ( W 0 T )E £  r * , T  € iV0  (6 .3 .4 )
and
£  = \JP -  2R2'Z*TZ-> | - ^ , T €  iVo, (6.3.5)
where iVo denotes a  neighborhood of 0 € S v -  By (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), (6.3.3) becomes
E  (|Jnp -  2R2Z$(W  0  T)S* |"*) =  E  (!/P -  2fl2E * T S * \ ~ , T e AV
(6.3.6)
Let c 6  3? and P  €  C (E yE )  be an idem potent operator of rank m . Then, replacing 
2T  in (6.3.6) by cT, we obtain
E  { \ I np -  cR 2^ ( W  ® T ) ^ l r i~ ^  = £ ( l / mp- c i * 2P 0 ( E * r S * ) r * ) .  (6.3.7)
t  X
Let v j  and tj ( j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,np) be the eigenvalues of E y (W  0  T )E |- and P  0  
(S » T S ^ ) respectively. Then (6.3.7) is reduced to
E { f(c R 2)) = E (g (cR »)), (6.3.S)
where
np np
/ (* )  =  I J ( 1  -  x ty )” *, $(*) =  11(1  -  x T j ) - l .  (6.3.9)
i= i j= i
Now there exist r  >  0 and sequences {a;}, {6*} such th a t
oo oo
f i x ) =  X Z a tx t’ = ^ 2 beX^  <  r ’ (6.3.10)
<=0 z=o
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e.g., we may choose r  such that
rm ax({|rj! = j  > 1} U {|t^| : j  > 1}) < 1.
By (6.3.S) and  (6.3.10),
OO OO
2 3  atclE (R 2t) =  £  b tS E iR 2') ,  \c \< r /K ~ .  (G.3.11)
*=o o
Since E (R 2t) >  0 for £ =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  , by comparing the coefficients of c‘\  c ' , r=, ■ ■ •
on bo th  sides of (6.3.11), we obtain
a.( — 6f, for £ =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .
So by (6.3.10),
f ( x )  =  p(x) for |x| <  r, 
whence, by (6.3.9) - (6.3.11),
| / n , - c s ^ ( w ® r ) s j r i  =  i J n p - c P © ( s ^ r s » ) r i .
So by the theorem  of identity or analytic continuation,
IInp ~  s | ( W ®  T )E $  I =  | / „ P - P ® ( s 4 r s * ) | .  (6.3.12)
By Corollary 4.4.4, (6.3.12) is equivalent to
Z'.W Z*  ~  Wp(m ,S ). (G.3.13)
Thus by Theorem  5.3.1, there exists an A  € M e such tha t (a) and (b) hold.
Now suppose th a t (a) and (b) hold. Let Y* = W * { Y  — fj.) — {W ^  0  I,,)(Y  -  ji). 
Then by (6.2.6) and (a),
y. ~  M E C nXp(0 ,( W * @Ip)Ey ( W i  0  Jp) ,<t>) =  MECnxpi0 , ) ,
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when- W  =  W ± A W ' i .  Let X  ~  M F C n xp( 0 , f „  0  S , p ) .  T h e n
Y. = W ? A ? X .  (G.3.14)
Thus
q (Y )  =, r ; r .  =  (w *a %x )’w *a ±x  =  x ' a H f a * x .  (6 .3 .1 5 )
Let {ct}jJ_j be an orthonorm al basis of E . Prom (b), we know th a t .4 1 WA* 
is idcmpotcnt of rank m. So there exists an orthogonal T € C (E ,E ) such th a t 
n .4 5 W M * r =  £™=1 Cfcdc*. Let X . =  T 'X . Then X . -  M E C nXp(0 , / „  © £  ?). 
So with X . =  { X .i ,  X . 2  }, Ei =  ({ci,C 2 , . . .  ,e TO}) and X .i =  (cfcDcit)-X'. € 
C(V, E \ ), X i, X .i ~  GW p(m; n -  m; £ ; <j>). Since
m
X'A*TVA*X =  X : r 'A ^ A ^ r X .  =  X t( 5 2 ( c fcn e fc)X . =  x : xx . i ,
k= 1
we obtain from (6.3.15), Q (Y )  =  X 'xX .i ,  and therefore Q (F ) ~  GW,,(m; n — 
m; £; d). D
Note th a t Theorem 6.3.1 still holds if the assum ption P ( Y  =  p ) =  0 is replaced 
by a  weaker condition P ( Y  — p ) <  1, i.e. P ( R  > 0 ) >  0.
C orollary 6 .3 .2 . (Anderson and Fang (1982a)). Assum e that Y  ~  M E C „  xP( 0. J„® 
T , d ) with  £  being positive definite and P {Y  =  0) =  0. Let W  £ <Sn. Then 
V*' IF F  ~  GI'V’P( m; n — m; S ; <j>) if  and only i f
W 2 =  IV, r(W ) =  m .
T heorem  6 .3 .3 . Suppose that Y  is a  random operator o f  a  probability space 
( f t ,  A, P )  such that Y  ~  M E C nxP( P ^ Y  $ )  zn d  P ( Y  = p )  < 1. Let i €
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{ 1 ,2 ,.-- ,£}, Wi € M'e , m i € { 1 ,2 ,- - - ,} , E ( #  0 ) € -W  :md Q t{Y) = (V -  
p y W i iy  — fi). Then (a) and (b) are equivalent:
t
(a) (QlQO, Q l(Y ),-•* ~  011-^(771!, m,,  • ■ • , m f; n -  ^  m,; E;c>h
>-1
(b)  For some A  €  M ’e  ancf for any distinct i, j  £ { 1 ,2 ,. . .  , C},
(i) (W i © ip )(E y -  .4 ® E)(Wi © /„) =  0,
(ii; A W iA W i = A W i, r ( .W ’i) =  m ;,
(in) W iA W j =  0, 
and
(iv) (W i © I p)Z y (W j © Jp) =  0.
Proof. Suppose th a t (a) holds. Then by the definition of G W p (m j,..., me, n — 
t
E; <j>), there exists a  random  m atrix X  ~  M E C nx P(0, f« © S , 4>) such tha t
i=1
(< 3 ,(K ),... , Q , ( Y ) ) i ( X l X  X iX ,) ,  (G.3.1C)
where X  =  { X i , . . .  ,X [ ,X (+ i) ,  X i  €  £(V, i?,), i — 1, . . .  C +  1, and w f+i = 
(
n — 2 m «- Thus for each i  =  1 ,2 , . . .  by definition 6.2.1, the distribution of 
:=1
Qi(Y’) is GW p(m i;n  — m,-; E; <f>). So by Theorem 6.3.1, there exists an .4, £ 
such th a t
(d l)  ( W i® I p ) ( 2 v - i l i® E ) ( W i ® / , )  =  0 
and
(d2) A iW iA iW i = A iW i, r(A iW i) =  m,-.
i  i
Now let W  =  ^  Wi and m  — £ m , \  Then by (6.3.16),
i=i i=i
t  t
<y -  tfw(Y -  a  =  £ > ( r )  i  £  x\Xi = x'„x.u (6.3.i7)
i=i i=i
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w h e re  X . j  =  { X j , X 2 , . . .  X * } €  C{ V, E\ © E 2 O  • • • G  E t ) a n d  X  — {-V .j , X ’f j . j } ~  
M E C uXp(0, I n 0  S; ^). Thus
(K -  ti) 'W {Y  -  /x) i  X :, X .j ~  GWp(m; n -  m; S; <?).
By Theorem 6.3.1 again, wc obtain th a t for some A  € W„,
(W  ® 7p)(Sy -  >1 0  S)(W  0  IP) =  0,
which is equivalent to
(W °  0  7p)(S y  -  A 0  2 )(W # 0  Jp) =  0, (6.3.18)
where W ° = W W + — W + W. M ultiplying both sides of (6.3.IS) bv (W,- © /,,), wc 
have
(■W iW ° © /p )(2y  -  A  0  S)(VT Wi 0  Jp) =  0. (6.3.19)
By Lemma 5.2.5, wc obtain Im W { C I m W  and therefore W {W ° =  W °W { — Wi.
So by (d l)  and (6.3.19),
W iAiW i 0  S =  W iAW i 0  S.
Since E t̂ O,
W iAiW i = W iA W i. (6.3.20)
So (b)(i) follows from (d l)  and (6.3.20). Also by (6.3.20) and (d2),
WiAWi = WiAiWi = WiAiWiAiWi = W{AWiAWi
and m; =  r(Ail'lq) =  r(.4W ;), proving (b)(ii).
For (b)(iii) and (b)(iv), let W . = W i+ W j. Then by (6.3.16), ( Y - p ) 'W m{ Y - f i )  ~  
G W p(m.i, m j ; n  — m; — m j; S; $). By Theorem 6.3.1 again, there exists an .4. € jV„ 
such th a t
(W. 0  Jp)(Sy -  .4. 0  S)(W . 0  Ip) =  0 (6.3.21)
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and
TF.A.TF.A.W. =  VF..4JF.. (0.3.22)
Since Im W ,  C I m W , by the above argument, wc obtain
W .A .W ,  =  1F..4IF.. (6.3.23)
So by (6.3.22), (6.3.23) and (b)(ii),
A(W i +  W j)A {W i +  W j)A  =  .4(VF, +  IF ,).4,
i.e.,
A W iA W jA  +  A W jA W iA  -  0. (6.3.24)
By Section 5.22 of Wong (19S6), (6.3.24) implies that.
A W iA W jA  =  0,
and therefore (b)(iii) follows. Again by (6.3.23), (b)(i), (b)(ii), and (b)(iii), (G.3.21) 
is reduced to
(Wi 0 ipJSypV ) 0 I p) +  (W j 0 I p)Z Y (Wi 0 /„) =  0.
So by Section 5.22 of Wong (1986) again, (b)(iv) follows.
Now assume th a t (b)(i) - (b)(iv) hold. Let X  — {X i, . . .  , X t , X t+ 1 } ~  M EC„ xp
(0, I n 0  S , <j>), Z i = W $ (Y  -  fi) and Z .i = W ? A ± X , i =  1 , . . .  , L  Then
( Z ( , . . .  iZ't )' ~  M E C nexp(Ot Zz,<i>) (G.3.25)
and
( # ! , . . . ,  z : , )' ~  M E C ntxp i 0, X z . , 4>), (G.3.2G)
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where
£ *  =
W ? <ZIP\
W ? Q Ip J
( w 3 0  ,W ?  © / p)
( (W ? ® IP)Z Y (W ? ® I p) . . .  ( l ^ 0 / p) S y ( iy /  © /„ ) '
V ( W f  © J ,)E y(W * ® Jp) . . .  (W£i  ® j p) S y ( W* 0  I p) .
:md
=  diag (W f A W ?  0  E , . . .  , W ? A W f  0  E) (by (b)(i) and (b)(iv))
E z. =  (  A! 0  I p  )  (7n ® E)(A* W ?  0  Ip, . . .  , A* W / 0  /„) 
VW/ A» 0 / p /
=  diag (Wi3 AW ?  0  S , —  , W /A W 3 0  S) (by (b)(iii)). 
Thus by definition (2.2),
Let <7( r , , . . .  , z t ) =  ( r j r j , . . .  Z{ € £(V,£,-). Then by Lemma 6.2.1,
(ZJZ,.... 1Z ,eZ t ) ± ( Z ' . 1Z mU--- ,ZLeZ .e),
(6.3.27)
i . e . ,
(Q i(n - »Q<(y)) = ,A"W<X), (6 .3 .2S )
where TV) =  AaW,-A5, i =  1 , . . .  ,£. Let {ejt}J=1 be an orthonorm al basis of E. 
Note tha t (b)(ii) and (b)(iii) imply th a t each Wi is an idempotent operator of rank 
mi and W iW j =  0 for all distinct i , j .  So there exists an orthogonal operator 
T € C (E ,E )  such tha t
m;
r 'w ,r  =  Y, etDe*’ * =  ! , . . . ,€■
t = m ; _ i  +  l
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Let .Y, = T 'X .  Then X m ~  M E C nxP(0 ,/„  0  31.6). Thus with E, being given in 
(6.2.10) w ith v  =  0, -Y. =  ( X . i , . . .  ,A '.f , A'.f+ i} and A".; =  t= FI),_, ,  aCY*,.)A\ ir
£ ( ! ',£ ; ) ,  * =
( x 'W y X , . . .  ,x'wex) =  ( A 'l r ' t ^ r A ' . , . . . ,  A ' : n r fr.Y .)
(6.3.29)
i ( x : 1x . l1. . . x : tx . t ).
By (6.3.28) and (6.3.29),
{Qi ( n  ■ ■ • < M n )  =  ■ A'ifA'.f),
proving (a). □
C o ro lla ry  6 .3 .4 . In Theorem 6.3.3, i f  each m i = r(VV, ), then (a ') and ('//) are 
equivalent:
(a1) (Q i(Y ) , Q z{Y ),. . . ,  Qe( Y )) -  GWp{m u m 2, . . .  , m f- n  -  .b r ( \V , ); E; 6).
(h1) For any distinct i , j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  , i,
(i) (W i 0  Ip)Z y (W i  ® Ip) =  Wi 0  S , 
and
r i i ; ( W i® iP)S y (w J- 0 j p) =  o.
Proof. . The proof for (o ') => (6') is the same as tha t of Proposition 5.4.3. For the 
proof of (6r) =>■ ( a ') , by Proposition 5.4.3, it sufficics to show tha t (h)(iii) holds for 
any distinct i, j  €  { 1 ,2 ,. . .  ,£}. By Corollary 5.2.5 again, Im W ,, IrnW } C Im W , 
where W  =  53;—! W;. Since W;e0 =  0 for all a  =  s  +  1 , . . .  , n ,  wc obtain from
(5.4.6),
n p
(W i® Ir ) H ( W j® I ?) =  E E <^*o'00'(^‘CoOWjCo«) 0  (fpO fpi) — 0.
max(a,a')>i
Thns by (b')(ii) and  (5.4.7),
0 =  (W- 0  I p ^ y i W j  ® Ip) =  ( Wi 0  I P)(A  0 £  +  H )(W j 0  I,,)
= W iA W j 0  E.
Hence (b)(iii) follows as E ^  0. 0
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4. F u r th e r  ap p lica tio n s
Wc shall now extend the following three results given in Section 5.4 from the 
normal settings to the MEC settings.
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 .1 . . Assume that T  ~  M ECnxpil*, E y , <?)■ Let W  € M e  and 
X  =  W h ( Y - i i ) .  T h c n X ~  M E C nxP(0,Zx,<!>) with E.v =  ( ^ © f ^ E y ^ H ® / , , ) .
Assum e further that E,y is o f the form  P ® E , where P  is self-adjoint and idcmpotent 
o f r;mk rn. Suppose tha t P (Y  =  p) <  1 and X 'X  ~  GW p(m \n  — m; E; p). Then A 
in Theorem 6.3.3 can be chosen as P W ~ ? .
In MANOVA models with balanced subsample sizes, the following properties arc 
given for matrices W j,. . .  , W* in Afn,
k
W iW j =  SijW i, £ W * =  I -  -
«=i
where J n is an n  x n  m atrix  and each component of J n is equal to 1 /n , sec, 
e.g., Pavur (19S7). Suppose th a t Y  ~  M E C n xP(0, E y , p) and S y  is of the form
k
53 Wi © E +  i f ,  where i f  is an np x np m atrix such th a t Im f f  C I m ( J n ® 7P). Let
t=i
Q i(Y )  =  K'Ty.-y, i =  l , . . .  , k. Then from Theorem 6.3.3, we obtain tha t
k
« i ( n ~ .  ,e * ( l ') ) ~ G W ,( r ( W 1) , . . .  ,r(W t ); n - ^ r ( » V ) ; S ; ? ) .
1 = 1
More generally, wc can obtain:
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 .2 . Assume that Y  ~  M E C n xp(0, E y , p) with  E y  =  A ® E + H  
for some A  € Mn and H , such that Im H  C Im (M  ® I p) for some M  in Mn. 
Let i G { 1 ,.. .  ,f} , Wi € Mn and Q i{Y)  =  Y 'W iY .  Suppose that for a/1 distinct 
i j  e  { 1 ,. . .  ,£},
(a) A W iA W i = A W i, r(.W ,-) =  m,
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(b) W iM  =  0, 
and
(c) W iA W j =  0.
Then (Q i(V ') ,.. . Q f(F )) ~  (?TVp( m i , . . .  ,m t : n -  ^ 7 ;* ;;2 ;b ) .
»=i
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 .3 . Consider the multivariate components of variance model: V ~  
M E C nXp ( X B ,  2 y ,  4>) with 2 y  =  y ^ _ j  A j  0  2 r  Note that 2 y  here is nof o f  
t i e  form .4 ® 2 .  Let i € { 1 ,.. .  ,£}, W; € j\fn, m,- > 0, 2  ^  0. and Q ,( l’) =  
( y - X P ) ' W i ( r - X B ) .  T ien
f
( Q i P O , . . .  >Q*Q 0)  ~  C ? W p ( m i , . . .  , m * ; n  -  ] > \ n ; ; 2 ; < p )
i=t
i f  and only i f  for ar:y distinct i , j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  , 
fa) {Wi 0  Ip)(2y -  P  0 2)(Wf 0 Ip) = 0,
(b) P W iP W i = P W i, r(P W i) =  m f and
(c )W iP W s =Q, i \ j
and
fd ) (W ;0 lp )2 y (W ’i 0 l p )  =  O, 
fc
w ie re P  =  a * =  t r ( 2 s) / t r ( 2 ) .
1=1
Now for Y  ~  J tf£ C n *,(/*, E y , 4) with p  ^  0, we shall give sufficient conditions 
under which
y ' W F  ~ GWp(m; n - m;  2; A, <£), (G.4.1)
where W  6
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 .4 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nXp{ P-, L y , ). Let W € AO?. T ien  
fb.4.2) io id s  i f  there exists an A €  Afs such that
(1 ) ( W 0 l p ) ( 2 y - A 0  2 ) (W 0 lp )  =  O,
fn) =  AW , r (A W ) = m ,
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;l!jfl
(Hi) A =  /iVVfi — fi'WAWft.
Proof. Lot Y. = IV i y  — [W? 0  Ip){Y). Then by Lemma G.2.3 and (i),
y . ~  M E C nx P( W i v ,  W ? A W * ® E ,  <?).
By fii), W 'tA W  ̂ is an idempotcnt of rank m  and hence /„  — VV i.41V  ̂
idempotent. So there exists an orthogonal T G £ ( E ,E ) such that.
W * A W $  =  T ^ X J c tD c t j  r \
where {c*;} J!_ j is an orthonorm al basis of E . By (iii),
0 =  fiWp. -  p 'W A W n  =  f i 'W ‘ (In -  W ? A W ?  )V/±n, 
which by (ii) implies that
{Ip -  W’* .4 W ^ )iy ^  =  0,
i.e..
Now let X  ~  M E C nxp{ W * P ,In 0  S , <?). Then by (6.4.2) - (6.4.4),
y . =  W * A W ? X  =  r
Let A'. =  r'A' and A'M =  £ ”=1 {ekDck)X ..  Then X . -  M E C nXp{T 'W ^  
S , o ) and by definition 6.2.1,
X l j X . i  ~  G i y p( m ;  n  -  m;  S ;  A . ; p ) ,
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A. =  T 'W ^u
=  = p'WAWft  -  A.
Since
Y 'W Y  -  Y ‘Ym =  X'W^AIV'-X  =  X[ ^ ( c kDck)X .
k=l
{ekOek)X .  ( r ,D c ,)A \ I
TJX
the desired result follows from (6.4.6). □
The following extension of Proposition 6.4.4 can be proved by Proposition G.*i. 
and Theorem 6.3.3.
P ro p o s it io n  6 .4 .5 . Suppose that Y  ~  M E C nXp( /*, S y , <j>). Let i. € { 1 ,2 ...  , f 
Wi <E M e - Then
i f  there exists some A  € -A/’s  such that for any distinct i, j  € { 1 ,2 ,...  ,£},
(a) (W -®  JP) ( S y - A ® S ) ( W i ® Jp) =  0,
(b) AWiAW{ = AWi, r(AWi) =  m,-, 
fcj Ai =  /W f / i  =
(d) Wfi4W> =  0,
and
(e) (Wi ®Ip)2y (Wj ®Ip) =  0.
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A p p en d ix
Let {c,} and be orthonormal bases of E  and V respectively such tha t




S =  Y  "ifPfi'  ci > ° ’ J =  1.2, . . .  , r, (A2)
j = i
where s =  r(W ) and r  =  r(S ). Then E y  € £ ( £ , £ )  ® C{V, V) can be w ritten as
n i>
Z y  =  (cjDc;*)<3 Sjj*, E ,v  =  Y ,  (A3)
i,«' = l JJ, = 1
Now suppose th a t Y ' W Y  ~  W p{ m, S , 6  ). Let E  =  E \  ® E 2 , where E \  and E-> arc, 
respectively, m- and (n — m)-dimensional subspaces of E .  Let X  =  {X ^X o} ~  
M E C n x p { 0 ,  I n © <f>) with Xi 6 (V ,E i ) and X 2  € (V, E 2 )* Then by the definition
of G W j,{m\  n  — m; E; <̂ ),
Q ( Y )  =  ( Y  -  t f W ( Y  -  p) I  XJ X , .  (A4)
Then
E { Y ' W Y )  = £ (X (X i)  and C o v (F 'tF F )  =  C o v (X jX ;). (A5)
By (A l), Corollary 3.2.4 and Example 3.2.1, (A5), upon simplification, is reduced 
to
n 9
Y  {e\Wcv )S .v  =  Y ,  =  m S  (A 6 )
if' = l i=l
and
3
Y  wwi' {4^"(0) [Si,-* ® E;,< +  JvTp,p(E;<i <s> Si-i)]
+4 [o"(0 ) -  (o '(0 ))2] vecE ft-(vecS,■..••)'} (A?)
= m (Jp* +  A p,p)(E ® S ) +  4 [p"(0) -  (p '(0 ))2] m 2vcc E(vec £ ) '.
1-tl
»i' =  l
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By (A6), (AT) becomes
3
y  u ' i u w  {S,i' 0  Sii' +  ® 2,-,)}
h i  ^
= m (Ip, + A V ,) (S ® S b
Now choose t =  vec ( / ) □ /) )  =  / j  0  f j ,  j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,p. Then 
t ' ( 2 ;i. 0  2 ,;. +  ® 2,•*,■))f
=  ( / j  ® / i )  (S ,i' 0  2,-,< +  A'p>p(2,<; 0  2,»;)) { fj  0  /_,) 
j j  b
and
t '( I p20 A 'p>J,) ( 2 ® 2 ) f  = 2 4 .
Thus by (AS), we obtain
9
T .  w iw i' a h j j  =  mcTj i j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  , p. (A9)
ii'= i
Let t  =  / j  ® / j  +  0  /j<. Then
t ' (2 ,v  0  S,j» +  K piPfHi>i 0  2 , ',) )  t
& i i ' j j  b  b  b  b  i j j  b  ® i ' i j j ' b  **i’ i j ’ j  b
2 i ' i j j  b  & i ' i j j '  b  b  i j ' j ' )
and
i'(Ip, ® ATPiP)(2 0  2)i =  2 (4  +  4 ) .
Thus by (A8), we obtain
y  W i W i . i o l i j j + a l i j j ,  b ff-.tJ.; b ^ , l j 7 ) =  m (a ; +  4 ) .  (A10)
i»'=l
So by  (A9), (A10) is reduced to
9
y  V > w ( 4 .-^y  b 4 ' , ' i  ) -  °> j  A j '  =  1 ,2 . ..  ,p. (A ll)
ii'=l
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Let. t = J jto  f y  +  f y  0  />, j  ±  j ',3 , j '  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,p. Then wc have 
0 S , i .  +  ATP,„(£,-,- 0Ei.,-))*
— fJ'ii'jjffM'j')’ +  +  ^ii' j' jGii'jj' ^ii' j' jj
Gi'ijj&i'iyy "h "F &i'iy j&i' ijj' "I" CT<’ > j'j ' a i' ‘J j
— 4( y j' +  ffii'jyG ii'j'j )
;mcl
< ' ( / , , 2  0  A'p>p)(E 0  S)f =  2( GjOy +  a y o j  ) =  4OjOy.
Thus by (AS), wc obtain
^  W,IW,»( Gii> jjGii’y y  -h Gii’jyG ii'j'j ) =  TtlGjGy , j  7-  j  , J , . /  1,2,
» i '  =  I
Note th a t >  0, I =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,s . By (A2), (A9) and (A ll) , wc obtain
and
G,i’jy ~  gh*j’j  — 0, 3 t 1 j  1 3i 3 — 1> 2 , . . .  ,p , i, i  — 1, 2 , . . .  , s.
By (A14), (A12) implies th a t
Jf
^   ̂ WiWi’(Tii‘jjGii>yy — TnffjGy, j  j  , j ,  j  — I , —, . . .  , r. 
«V =  l
So combining (A10) and (A15), we obtain
fl
WiWff&ii'jj&ii'j'j' =  , 3)3  1 ,2 , . . .  ,7*.
»'i'=s]
Therefore
S y  =  ^  ^  <rn'j;'(cJ'Dei.) 0  (/,■□/>)
r
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where
p n
H -  Y .  E  IA IS)
j,j’ = 1 mix(i,i')>.’
Now let CLH'j — <7ii‘ij/crj, j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  , r ,  and i, ?' — 1 ,2 ,. . .  . s. Thru for j  y 
j ,  j '  — 1 ,2 , . . .  , r ,  (A16) implies that
9 9
y ;  -  2ai:.ja„»j' +  a^,j. ) =  Y ]  u \ u v ( -  « „ • / )* -  U,
»,«'=i «,i'=i
i.e.,
CLii'j =  Q-ii* j*, t, t =  1,2, j  7^ j  , J, j  — 1, 2, . . . , ( ■ (A 10)
Let A =  l<=1 a;,-j eidej*. Then by a  similar argum ent as in the proof of Corollary
5.2.3, we can prove th a t A  € Afe. Thus by (AID), (A17) is reduced t.o
S y =  E ( E « * , • ( * □ * ) ]  ® < rj( fP fi)  + H  = A ® Z  + H. (A 2 0 )
Since W et- =  0 for all e,-, i = s +  1 , . . .  , n ,
(w®/p)/r(w®/p) = o.
Thus by (A20),
(W  ® Jp)(S y  -  A  0  2  +  H ){W  0  /,,) =  0,
and hence (a) follows.
Now let Y , =  W ? ( Y  — fi). Then by Lemma 6.2.3 and (a),
Y. ~  M E C nXp(0 W ? A W ±  ® S , 4 )
and hence
y . =  W ^ A ^ X
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Thus by (A4),
(Y -  fi)'W(Y - ? )  = Y X  =  X'A* W A *X  =  X[ AT. (A21)
Now it sufficies to show th a t (A21) implies -hat
A X* W A W A * — .4*W .4*, r(.4J WT45 ) =  rrt.
Let W. = A * W A ± . By (G.2.4),
X  = RU Z*  and X l = R U iH ^
where U =  { IT , # 2  } w ith U\ € £ (E U V) and R , U  are given in (G.2.1). Thus by 
(A21),
R r& U 'W .U 'E *  =  R 2^ U [ U i E K  (A22)
Choose a  chi random variable y np with np  degrees of freedom that is independent 
of R  and U and let a  be a  constant vector in V  such th a t a1 Ha =  X. Then




Thus by (A22), wc obtain
x l p& a !& U 'W .U Z * a  = x l p & a 'Z tU i l h & a ,
i.e..
R r z ' W . i  i  R - x l -  (A23)
Bv Lemma 1 of Anderson and Fang (19S2b) or by (c) of Section 2.1.7 of Fang and 
Zhang (1990), (A23) implies th a t z 'W \z  =  Xmi which, by the standard univariate 
Cochran theorem, imples th a t W~ = W , and r(W .) =  m . So the desired result
f o l l o w s ,  n
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